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PREFACE
This thesis describes the investigation by X-ray 
diffraction methods, of the crystal structures of benzoic 
acid, 11-amino-undecanoic acid hydrobromide hemihydrate, 
and isopalmitic acid. It also contains a description 
of attempts to solve some other crystal structures.
An introductory chapter on some of the methods used in 
the thesis is included.
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Summary
The crystal structures of some organic acids have been 
examined by X-ray diffraction methods.
Benzoic acid is monoclinic, space group p2^/Cf with four 
molecules per unit cell. The crystal, structure has been 
accurately determined from a study of projections o f a n d  
(f*Q~fo) along ihe g  and b axes. The molecules occur as 
planar, centrasymmetrical dimers, with hydrogen bonds of 
length 2.64 1 bet?reen the adjacent carboxyl groups. The 
hydrogen atoms bonded to the benzene carbon atoms have been 
clearly revealed in difference syntheses but the carboxyl 
hydrogen has proved difficult to locate. Corrections have 
been made for the anisotropic thermal vibration of many of the 
atoms. Bond length variations in the benzene ring have been 
found and are discussed. The analysis has been carried out 
with both visually estimated and Geiger-counter measured 
intensities and the results obtained with each are compared.
11-amino-undecanoic acid hydrobromide is monoclinic, 
space group A2/a, with eight molecules per unit cell. The 
atomic coordinates have been derived from a study of projections 
of p q and (^0~j°c) along the a and b axes. Dimeric association 
between adjacent carboxyl groups occurs and the water molecules,
situated on twofold axes, are involved in hydrogen bonding 
with the Br~ and NH^ ions. The average distance between two
alternate cartoon atoms in the hydrocarbon chain is 2#563 A, 
and the average 0-C bond length is 1*539 X, the estimated 
standard deviation of these values toeing 0.013 X. The 
hydro carbon chain is planar tout the terminal nitrogen atom 
is displaced from this plane* Alternate hydrocarbon chains 
are inclined in opposite directions and cross each other*
Expressions have been derived giving the fraction of 
reflexions for any particular structure which are determined 
in sign by a heavy atom or by a group of atoms. In the case 
of ll-amino-undeeanoic acid hydrobromide hemihydrate it was 
found possible to make an accurate prediction of the fraction 
of reflexions which have the same sign as the appropriate 
bromine contribution.
Isepalmitic acid is triclinic, space group PI, with two 
molecules in the unit cell. Electron-density projections 
along the g axis have been prepared and approximate coordinates 
for the oxygen and carbon atoms have been estimated*
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
A very wide range of uhemical information ©an be 
obtained from the X-ray analyses of organic compounds, 
depending both on the accuracy of the experimental data and 
on the techniques used in interpreting that data.
If only the stereochemistry of the molecule as a whole 
is required, that is, the order in which individual atoms 
are bonded together, atomic positions need not be known more 
precisely than within 0.1 5L. in this case highly accurate 
intensity data is not necessary, and it is not essential to 
use a very elaborate model for the calculation of structure 
factors.
If, on the other hand, bond lengths accurate to about a 
hundredth of an Angstrom unit are required to discuss some 
problem in valency, or if interest is centred on obtaining 
information about the location of hydrogen atoms or the 
distribution of bonding electrons, then use must be made of 
the developments which have taken place in recent years in 
improving both experimental and interpretative techniques*
The important advance in experimental technique was the 
introduction of the Geiger-counter for the measurement of
2intensities, which has enabled structure factors to be 
estimated with a standard deviation of about Up. In order 
to make full use of the accuracy available in this way 
very elaborate refinement of the structure is necessary, 
with allowance for the effects of anisotropic vibration, 
termination of series, and the presence of hydrogen atoms*
The question of the scattering factors to be used is also 
important.
In the study of the crystal structure of benzoic acid 
described in this thesis, an attempt has been made to make 
use of these recent techniques in order to obtain information 
about the distribution of hydrogen atoms, and about possible 
bond length variations in the benzene ring.
The analysis of the hydro bromide of 11-aiaino-undecanoie 
acid has not been carried out quite so thoroughly as that of 
benzoic acid, since the presence of the bromide ions in the 
structure limits the accuracy which may be obtained. In 
this structure the main points of interest are the hydrogen 
bonding systems which are present, and the type of packing 
of the hydrocarbon chains. Although the final coordinates 
are not of such a high degree of accuracy as those of 
benzoic acid, it is still possible to obtain interesting 
results.
The third, compound to be described in this thesis, 
isopalmitic acid, was chosen for study because no detailed 
structural analysis of a branched chain fatty acid has yet 
been reported. As it has only been possible to investigate 
one projection of the structure no detailed information about 
interatomic distances is available, but nonetheless infor­
mation about the type of packing of the branched chains has 
been obtained.
There are now a very large number of methods by which 
a crystal structure may be solved and the choice of method 
depends on individual circumstances. a survey of some of 
the methods used in solving the crystal structures described 
in this thesis is given in chapter 1, with the chief 
emphasis being given to the Fourier Transform method, for 
this is undoubtedly the most fundamental and elegant 
introduction to diffraction problems.
GRAFTER I
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41 * THIS FOUBIiSR TRANSFORM IK CRYSTAL STRUCTURE ANALYSIS
1*1. Introduction
The diffraction properties of a distribution of
scattering matter in space are described most directly not
in terms of the function representing the distribution,
tout in terms of another function aerived from the first, anti
known as its Fourier transform. Diffraction experiments
measure essentially the transform of the structure, and it
is from this transform that the structure must be deduced.
bet £ir) bo the density of scattering matter at a point
(xyz) in space, and let r be the vector from the origin to
the point (xyz). Let the directions of incident and 
scattered waves be defined by the unit vectors sQ and s
respectively and let R be the vector [s - }/\, so that R
has the dimensions of the reciprocal of length. Then the 
amplitude scattered by the distribution of scattering matter 
is given toy the expression
T(r ) =  J$)(r) exp. (2-iriR.r )dr ..... . . ....... (1)
T(R) may toe plotted as a distribution in the space, known as 
reciprocal space, of a vector drawn from the origin and 
having the magnitude and direction of R.
1*2* Structure Factors and Scattering Factors
The function T(R), which is the Fourier transform of j(r),
5is known as the structure factor (F) of the distribution ^(£)» 
or if ^(r) is the electron uensity in an atom then T(R) is 
the scattering factor (f). In the latter ease it is possible 
to calculate values of f for the various atoms by putting 
f(£) = 21x 1** where X  is the wave-function of the nth 
electron in the atom. For some atoms values of y  have been 
calculated by Hartree and by later workers using the self- 
consistent field method. The labour involved in the cal- 
' eulation, especially for the heavier atoms, is such that
there is not nearly a complete list of f values calculated 
in this way. Tables of f values calculated by a method of 
interpolation, based on the accurate calculations for ten 
different atoms by the self-consistent field method, have been 
prepared by James and Brindley „
More accurate values for some of the lighter atoms have 
been calculated by McWeeny2, and recently still more accurate 
f curves for carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen atoms have been 
computed from Hartree - Fock radial wave-functions by Hoemi 
and Ibere^,
1.3. jgxpression for f(r)
If Fourier’s integral theorem is applied to equation (1), 
the expression
6p(r) —  ]$(B) exP ‘(~2<rTi£ ' S ) ^  .............
is obtained* This allows us to calculate the distribution 
of scattering matter ^(£) from a knowledge of its Fourier 
transform.
1.4. Finite Wave-Length errors in the Evaluation of <?(r)
In X-ray diffraction experiments only points not further 
than Z/\ from the origin of reciprocal space are available for 
observation, and this introduces errors into the values of ^(r) 
calculated by means of equation (2). This limitation on the 
knowledge of T(R) affects the resolving power of the method, 
for ignorance of the transform outside the sphere of radius 
2/x drawn from the origin of reciprocal space means that 
structural details whose dimensions are much smaller then V 2 
in real space cannot be distinguished^. Two peaks in direct 
space cannot be distinguished if they are closer together than 
Q.61A/2, so that for copper K<* radiation with A = 1.54 X, the 
minimum resolvable separation is about 0.47 %• This should 
not impair resolution of atoms if full three dimensional data 
are used, but in projection resolution may be impaired.
1*5. The Transform of a Periodic Distribution
The Fourier transform of a periodically repeating dis­
tribution with a large number of repetitions hes appreciable 
values only at certain joints known as the reciprocal lattice.
7Let the density distribution be contained in a parallel- 
opiped with sides represented by vector translations a, b, 
and c, and let the number of parallelepipeds packed together 
in directions a, b, and c, be and respectively.
It can then be shown that the total transform T(R) of 
the units is the product of the transform F(R) of one
unit, multiplied by the transform G(R) of the lattice of 
point scatterers with primitive translations a, b, and c, and
Ni,N2,K5 points parallel to these directions respectively.
The latter transform in turn can be shown to be the product 
of three transforms, each representing the transform of a 
line of NpNgj points parallel to a, b, and c respectively, 
iilach of these transforms is of the form
Ga(R) =  exp.{'fT'i(N-L - l)a.R j sinC-irN^a.R) -r sin(ira.g) .... (5)
Ga(S) is a function of a.R, and is constant over any plane 
perpendicular to the direction of a.
Let ^ be a vector drawn from the origin perpendicular 
to the be plane, of length 1/a. Let b31, c* be vectors which 
are defined in a similar manner. Let the triplet of numbers
(§» 7 ) no^ necessarily integers, define a point at a
vector distance (]fa*+7b* + 5 £* ) from the origin. Then 
R =  (^a* + 7 b*+ 5  0*)
8and since a.ax =  i, while a*.b =  0, etc. we have 
a.H* ^  , b.R= y , c.R *  J
Thus, for equation (3) we can write
Gp(R) =  exp.^'Tri(N1 ~ 1)5 ] sinCirK^J/sinlirf)   (4)
which has appreciable value;- for large only when 5 is 
an integer. Similar considerations apply to G^R) and GC(R), 
and consequently G(R), the product of these, only has
appreciable values for large when 7 a*1** 5
are integers. Thus T(l). trie total transform, only has 
appreciable values when ? >  y  and 5 tire integers, say 
h, k and
Fora periodic distribution, such as molecules in a 
crystal, the periodicity causes interference so that the 
transform of the crystal, which is what we observe, gives us 
values of the transform of the unit cell sampled at the points 
of the reciprocal lattice only. The transform of the 
crystal could be represented as the reciprocal lattice 
weighted at each point (hk€) with the value of the structure 
factor appropriate to that point.
1*6. Structure Factor Formulae
For a periodic distribution of electron density in a
crystal, it was shown in the previous section that the vector 
R =  (§a* + y b* + 5 cK ) only has effective values for scattering 
when 3  9 y  and 5 are integers h, k and -f respectively.
Let (xyz) define a point at a vector distance 
r = (xa + y b 4- zc) from the origin of the unit cell* Then:
R.r = (ha36 -+- kb* + t c*). (xa + y b + zc)
= (hx + ky +lz) 
since a35.a = 1, etc., and a35.to = 0, etc.
Equation (1), on making these substitutes for r and R becomes
i i (
F(hkf) = vjjj^(xyz) exp.{2rri(hx +ky + iz)\dx dy dz ....  (5)
© o o
If the electron density distributi on is assumed to consist 
of a set of discrete atoms, the transforms of whose electron 
densities are the scattering factors f., then F(hkf) can be 
expressed as a summation over the N atoms in the unit cell.
This gives
F(hk^) =  S f .  exp.\2ni(hx.-v-ky. + £z)].......... (6)J 1 i J J
If the unit cell possesses a centre of symmetry this 
expression can be reduced further to
F(hk€) =  ;gf. cos 2tr(hx-+ ky.+1 z) ............... (7)
P  i j  * i  »
The presence of other elements of symmetry, causing the number 
of independent atoms to become a smaller fraction of J!, allows 
the expression to be modified further. The structure factor 
equations for the various space groups are to be found in
10
3
wInternational Tables for x-ray Crystallography” .
1.7* The Fourier Series Representation of a Crystal Structure 
Since the crystal has a periodic structure it can be
represented by a three-dimensional Fourier series, as was 
first suggested by ytf.H. Bragg in 1915 . Let
p(xyz) =  exp.{2'iri(px+qy + rz)} ........   (8)
—  oc
On inserting this expression for p in equation (5) we obtain
' ' ' 06
F(hk£) = vjjf {££ EA(pqr) exp. 2'iri(px+qy 4-rz)}exp.2iri(hx+ky+fa)
o o o — aO
dx ay dz
On integrating, every term is zero except that for which
p = -h, q = -k, r = - I, when 
(11
F(hk£) = vJJ|A(hkT )dx ay dz =VA(hkI)
oo o
Consequently A(hkl) =  F(hk€)/V, and the Fourier series 
representing the electron density may be written
p(xyz) = Y, Z  Sy(hkt) exp.{-2iri(hx+ ky + £z)} ......... (9)
V  -of)
The zero term of the series, F(OOO), may be obtained by 
substituting h = Q, k = G ,  I —  0 in equation (5), and 
integrating, when we obtain
f t i
F(QQO) = vjjjp(xyz) ax dy dz = Z .....   (10)
o o O
where Z is the total number of electrons in the unit cell.
Since the structure factors used in the series decrease with 
increasing values of sin0 /x, because of the fall off in the 
scattering factors of the atoms, the series will converge.
11
The evaluation of a complete electron density function 
in three dimensions by means of equation (9) is extremely 
laborious because of the large number of terms in the series. 
It is usually only used when great accuracy is required, or 
when the complexity of the structure is such that other 
methods do not give reliable results, Normally the series 
which is used to represent the electron density in a crystal 
is of the form
f>(xy) = 7 2  ZF(hk) exp. {-2iri(hx + k y )} ............... (11)
A -o*
and this gives the electron density projected on a plane. 
Because of the much smaller number of terms in the series it 
can be evaluated much more readily. This type of expression 
for the electron density was first used by W.L. Bragg to rep- 
resent the diopside structure . The simplest form of the 
Fourier series is of the form
p(x) = ^SF(h) exp. (~2irihx) ................    (12)
CL — ob
which gives the electron density projected on an axis in the 
crystal. Although easy to evaluate it usually gives little 
information when even moderately complex structures are being 
examined.
1.8. The Phase Problem
The transform of an electron density distribution may be 
real or complex, and if real assumes both positive and negative
12
values* The physical meaning of this is that the phase of 
the scattered radiation is a function of the angle of scatter­
ing. In general tnis phase may take any value, but for a 
great many crystals the phase, for the correct choice of 
origin, is either 0 or or, corresponding to F(hkl) being 
positive or negative respectively. If the phase can take 
any angle then the transform, F(hk-f), is complex.
There is no method by which the phase of the scattered 
radiation may be observed uirectly when dealing with X-ray 
diffraction. All that can be measured is the intensity of 
the diffracted beam, from which |F(hk6)|  ^may be derived.
The distribution |F(hkf)l 2 cannot give the actual density 
distribution p(r), but can often give useful information, 
enabling us to derive the phases and subsequently p(r)•
The expression for an electron density projection may 
be written in the form
p (xy ) =  j EE|F(hkO ) | cos^2ir(hx + ky) - d(hkO ) ] ..... (13)
in which d(hko) is the phase angle of the (hkO) reflexion.
By assigning arbitrary values to d, it is possible to derive 
an infinite number of electron density projections from the 
measured structure amplitudes of a given crystal. In order 
to decide on the correct distribution appeal has to be made 
to additional facts. These facts fall into two main classes.
13
The first consists of any known chemical facts. Thus, 
if the correct molecular formula is known, it is often possible 
to decide on the correct phases by postulating an atomic 
arrangement and calculating a set of structure factors. If 
the observed and calculated amplitudes agree than the calculated 
phases can be assigned to the observed structure factors,
Jhere are besides various physical properties which may 
be of use. The electron density distribution must be a
positive function, that is, any regions of negative density
v
are not allowable, and a set of phases which gives an 
appreciable amount of negative density must be incorrect.
An acceptable electron density distribution must also be com­
posed of a number of atomic functions which are known 
approximately in advance.
In section 1.5 it was shown that only some points on the 
Fourier transform of a periodic distribution of scattering 
matter are observable. If the complete transform could be 
observed structure analysis would be infinitely easier, for 
the phase problem would disappear for centrosymmetric crystals. 
For these the transform must be positive or negative, and a 
change in sign would be associated with a zero-surface in the 
transform. The origin of the transform must be positive, so 
signs could be allotted by inspection, the transform changeing
gin, 1, Transform of a centrosymmetric
distribution, illustrating how the lines 
T(R) =  0 divide it into regions in which 
the ghase is alternately 0 or ^rr •
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sign on passing through zero. This situation is illustrated 
in Fig. 1 for a two-dimensional case.
This method has recently become of practical value in
Q
the study of protein crystals. Horse methaemoglobin 
forms crystals from which water molecules can be added or 
removed without much change in the crystal structure apart 
from small changes in the unit cell dimensions. These 
changes in the unit cell dimensions cause corresponding 
changes in the reciprocal lattice, so that intensity data 
from crystals with different water contents refer to 
essentially the same transform sampled at different points.
This allows the transform to be explored in rather more 
detail than is usual, and signs can be allotted in some 
regions of the transform by the above method.
1.9. Application of Molecular Transforms in Structure Analysis
The transform of a crystal structure is the transform of
the contents of one unit cell, sampled at the reciprocal
lattice points. if the configuration of tihe contents of the
cell is known, the transform of the unit cell could be
calculated, and the recii>rocal lattice with the same origin
as T(H) rotated about the origin until the values of the
transform at the reciprocal lattice points agree with the
9 10observed structure amplitudes.*
Although this seems a straightforward and elegant method 
of solving crystal structures there are several difficulties 
to be overcome* Usually the unit cell contains several 
molecules related by the space-group symmetry, and it would 
be necessary to calculate first the transform of one molecule, 
and then to build up the resultant transform of the unit cell 
for any relative positions and orientations of the molecules* 
This would normally be a very complicated process. Another 
difficulty is that in the general case T(H) will be a three- 
dimensional function, the evaluation will be arduous, and the 
representation of T(R) and the three-dimensional process of 
fitting a reciprocal lattice to it would be difficult.
Consequently, up to the present time the method has been 
confined to planar molecules. For these the function T(R) 
is cylindrical in character, having the same value along any 
line perpendicular to the plane of the molecule, and thus only 
the section in the plane of the molecule need be evaluated.
If the molecule possesses a centre of symmetry this is used as 
origin in calculating the transform, which is everywhere real. 
If there is no centre of symmetry it is necessary to evaluate
both the real and the imaginary parts of the transform and
1Uto combine them when calculating structure amplitudes.
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For a centresymmetrical molecule the transform can tec 
expressed as
Mix
T(R) =  E f ,  cos 2ir( i* x , + 7 y . , )  ..................  (14)
J 4 4
where ^ and y  may take any value, both integral and non­
integral, and where (x* y) are the coordinates of the jthJ j
atom* Because of the factor f. the transform is not truly
«J
periodic, but if we assume that all the atoms in the molecule 
have scattering factors of the form fNj, where is the 
number of electrons associated with the jth atom, then the 
function
Nil
T(R)/$ —  Sij cos 2ip(^ x^. H- ) .............. (15)
will be truly periodic. If the x and y coordinates are all 
multiples of p and q. X respectively, the transform will be 
periodic with repeat distances 1/p and l/q. A"’1 respectively.
If we are concerned with a projection of the structure, 
say on (olO), we need consider only the (h0£) section of the 
reciprocal lattice, and the rotation of the reciprocal lattice 
in space may be accomplished by a suitable distortion of the 
(ho€) reciprocal net on the transform.
The simplest case arises when the molecules in projection 
are all parallel and have as origin the origin of the unit 
cell. when the reciprocal-lattice section is fitted properly
to the transform, the values of the transform at the reciprocal- 
lattice points give directly the structure factors* This is 
the situation which arises in the analysis of the benzoic acid 
structure (chapter III).
2 • THiS PATT iSRSQH FUNCTION
2.1. Derivation and Meaning;
To be able to deduce a set of atomic coordinates from
measured intensities it is necessary to know the relative
phases of the different reflexions as well as the amplitudes*
Patterson11 showed that the use of a Fourier series employing
2
as coefficients values of |F(hk£)| yielded information about 
interatomic vectors*
Let the Fourier transforms of two functions f(x) and h(x) 
be F(k) and H(k) respectively* Then a result of transform 
theory is that the transform of the product F(k)H(k) is the 
convolution12 of f(x) with h(x)*
Transform of F(k)H(k) =  f(x)h(x)
oO oo
jF(k)H(k) exp.(-2^ikx)dk *= jf(y)h(x-y)dy  ....  (16)
-OD — 00
Similarly, we have
00 oO
jp(£)H(k - £)d£ =  jf(x)h(x) exp. (2irikx)dx ..........  (17)
—  CO ~~cD
that is, the transform of f(x)h(x) is the convolution of F(k) 
with H(k). The process of convolution consists in placing F(k)
18
with its origin successively at each point of H(k), multiplying 
it by the value of H(k) at that point, and summing all the 
results.
It has been shown earlier that the transform of F(hk£) 
is p(xyz). Similarly the transform of F(hkt) is p(xyz), and 
the transform of the product F(hkOF(hkI) will he obtained toy 
eonvoluting p(xyz) with p(xyz).
P(uvw) **Transform of F(hk£)F(hk£) =  Transform of |F(hklL)| ^
t t t
= V||| p(xyz)p(x+u , y + v» z+w)dx dy dz ......,(18)
o c c
If two atoms in a structure are separated by a vector (u,v,w) 
then the Patterson function p(uvw) will have a peak with co­
ordinates (u,v,w) of weight proportional to the product of the 
electron densities of the atoms concerned.
2-2. Fourier Series Representation of the Patterson Function 
For a periodic crystal p(xyz) can be represented in terms 
of F(hkC) toy a Fourier series, similarly P(uvw) can toe 
represented toy the Fourier series
P(u t w ) = sZZZlllMcf)!2 exp.l-2irl(hu+kv+-£w)J   (19)
v — CO
P(uvw) is real for all values of u,v,w. This can be shown*^
toy collecting together the coefficients in pairs hkf and hk7>
2
and then putt ing |f (hkl) |2 —  | F (hk£ )1 .
Consequently equation (19) can be written
19
P(uvw) *^SS£[jF(hk£)| 2 exp.{-2iri(hu+kv +£w)}
+■ |F(hk£ )| 2 exp. {2iri(hu + kv + £w)J
=  £|F(hkC)l 2 [exp. { ~2iri(hu + kv -Ww)]
4- exp. {2iri(hu + kv + £w)]]
=  "f E E E  |F(hkf )| 2 c o g  2ir(hu + lev + iw) .....  (20)
— ob
2.3. Pract1e al AppI1e at ions
For a crystal of moderate complexity the Patterson
function, especially a two-dimensional projection, will be
very difficult to interpret. If the unit cell contains
2
N atoms, the Patterson function should contain H peaks.
The density of peaks N2/V (or N2/A in projection) will increase 
rapidly as n increases, since y is proportional to N, and in 
consequence when there are more than about ten atoms in the 
unit cell it is only rarely that individual peaks will be 
recognised.
One important case where the Patterson function can be 
used fairly directly is when the crystal contains a small 
number of heavy atoms in the unit cell. Vectors between 
the heavy atoms, and perhaps between heavy atoms and light 
atoms, then cause Patterson peaks which stand out against the 
background of peaks due to the light atoms. The coordinates 
of the heavy atoms can be determined from the Patterson quite
20
readily, their contributions to each structure factor evaluated, 
and the remaining atoms then revealed by Fourier methods.
When the structure does not contain a proportion of atoms 
heavier than the majority it is necessary to know approximately 
the geometry of the molecule concerned. It may then be possible 
to explain the Patterson peaks in terms of expected atomic
3]separations, as in the analysis of salicylic acid by Cochran.
5 * ?HIAL AND ERROR METHODS
The most commonly employed method (until recently at any 
rate) for molecules which contain no heavy atom, consists of 
postulating a likely configuration for the molecule, and its 
position in the unit cell. structure factors for this set of 
atomic coordinates are then calculated, arid compared with the 
measured X-ray amplitudes. If there is some measure of agree­
ment it is assumed that the arrangement is approximately 
correct, and coordinates are changed in order to improve the 
agreement. When there is a good measure of agreement the 
process of refinement by successive Fourier syntheses can toe 
undertaken.
In order to postulate a likely set of coordinates the 
observed intensities must be considered. Low-order reflexions 
indicate the orientation of the molecule, while high-order 
reflexions may be used to obtain atomic coordinates.
21
Abrahams & Robertson^ in their analysis of the structure of 
p-nitroaniline made use of the presence of a very strong (202) 
reflexion to deduce approximate positions for the molecules.
l6In their analysis of the coronene structure Robertson & White 
employed several outstanding high-order reflexions to give the 
structure in almost complete detail, since it consists, to a 
first approximation, of regular hexagons. This type of 
deduction may be regarded as simply a special case of the use 
of Fourier transforms, though of course it is impractical to 
consider the use of these if the molecule is nonplanar.
4 # *)IBjSCT MiSTHQDS OF SIGH If&TiSRMINATIQK 
4•*• Introduction
The discussion which follows is limited to centrosymmetric 
crystals or projections.
In recent years a large number of investigations have
taken place on the limitations imposed on the signs of the
coefficients of a Fourier series representing the electron
density p , by the condition that p must be positive everywhere. 
17
Harker & Kasper derived sets of inequality relations between
the structure factors, and it is now known that these are
based on the positivity of the electron density. Karle &
18
Hauptmann have given a discussion of the limitations imposed 
by the positivity of the electron density, and from determinant
22
relations between the Fourier coefficients deduced, inequalities* 
Unfortunately these inequalities to be applied successfully 
need large unitary structure factors. (A unitary structure 
factor U(hkl) is defined to be F(hk^)/Zf, where i is the 
unitary scattering factor, and Z is the total number of 
electrons in the unit cell.) The root-mean-square average 
unitary structure factor, for a unit cell containing N equal 
atoms is 1/J~N, and values of 0(hkf) are distributed approximately 
according to a Gaussian law. Hence only 10/b will exceed 
1.7/>fN and only 0.1$ will exceed 3.3/nTN* A s  M increases,
{u^(hkC)}^ will be smaller, and in consequence for moderately 
complex molecules Harker-Kasper inequalities will be of little 
use.
4.2, Sign Relations between structure Factors
19For a crystal composed of equal, resolved atoms, Sayre 
has derived an equality relationship between structure factors. 
Later Cochran^® ana Zachariasen*^ developed this relationship 
further, and showed that the signs of three unitary structure
factors 0(h), U(h*), and U(h + h * ) tend to be related by the 
equation
S(h)S(h') = S(h + h ‘)  ....................  (21)
where S(h) denotes the sign of U(h). Consequently the 
product U(h)U(hf)U(h +h*) will tend to be positive, and Cochran
25
22& Douglas have evolved a method whereby JS.D.3.A.G., the 
electronic computer in the Cambridge University Mathematical 
Laboratory, selects sets of signs for a given set of unitary 
structure factors such that
X  = £EU(h)U(h*)U(h+h»)   (22)
w W
will be large and positive# The correct set of signs will 
give a large value for X, but in many cases an incorrect set 
of signs gives a larger value of X than the correct, so that 
it is necessary to determine all sets of signs which give a
value of X > X where X is a lower limit to the value of X6 6
which we may expect. If the correct set is included in the 
sets of signs given by the machine, it should be possible to 
find it by evaluating the Fourier maps corresponding to the 
sets of signs and examining them for expected features*
CHAPTER I I
PROPJSHTIflS OF CAHBQXTLIC ACIDS 
AND HYDROGiSN BONDS
24
1 • S flK iS H A L  P R O ^ H T I - S S
Carboxylic acids are weak acids, that i^ they are only 
sparingly dissociated in solution. In the series of normal
aliphatic acids from acetic (Cg) to ijelargonic (C^) the
- 5  - 5dissociation constants k range from 1.1 x 10 to 1.8 x 10iX
The substitution of electronegative radicals, such as the 
halogens, in the chain causes on increase in the dissociation 
constant, trichloroacetic acid oeing nearly as strongly 
acidic as the mineral acids.
The higher members of the aliphatic carboxylic acid series 
are isolated from fats and waxes. They, and their derivatives 
possess many interesting properties. The sodium salts form 
monomolecular layers when added to water and considerably 
reduce surface tension, or interfacial tension in a liquid- 
liquid system. The surface tension of water is 73 dynes/cm.^, 
while solutions of sodium laurate (C12), myristate (C-^), and
palmitate have surface tensions of only from 25 to 30
dynes/cm.2
Almost all the long chain fatty acias occurring naturally 
are straight chain acids with an even number of carbon atoms. 
The only acid with en odd number of carbon atoms to be isolated 
from fats is isovaleric acid (CH^CHCHgCQOH.
25
Monocarboxylic acids of the benzene series are crystalline 
solids, and all have melting points greater than 100°Q. The 
boiling points are slightly higher and the melting points 
much higher than those of aliphatic acids of similar molecular 
weight. presumably this is because the flat benzene rings, 
with hydrogen atoms only in the ^lane of the ring, can pack: 
together more closely than can the aliphatic chains which 
usually have hydrogen atoms around the chains, causing longer 
cartoon - carbon van der waals distances. Benzoic acid is 
somewhat more strongly acidic (k 6.8 % 1Q~'*) than acetic 
acid (k^ i.B x 10~^), and most substituents in the ring increase 
the dissociation constant.
2• h yd ro g bm BONDING
2.1. Introduction
The boiling points of the carboxylic acids are much 
higher than those of hydrocarbons or alkyl chlorides of 
similar molecular size. Cryoscopic determinations in hydro­
carbon solvents and X-ray crystallographle measurements both 
indicate that the carboxylic acids exist in dimeric form, the 
association being due to hydrogen bonding.
The first reference to an intermolecular linkage 
Involving hydrogen has been attributed to Oddo & Puxeddu^^
26
who suggested that the abnormal properties of o-hydroxyazo 
compounds were due to a divined hydrogen valency. Later 
Moore & winmill2  ^made measurements on the conductivity of
solutions of substituted ammonium bases, and on their
partition coefficients between water and an immiscible
solvent at several temperatures, and calculated the time dis<
sociation constants* Their results led to the postulation
of the structure of primary, secondary and tertiary alkyl
substituted ammonium hydroxides as R H-» N - H - OH, with ax x
hydrogen atom forming some kind of bond between the nitrogen
and the hydroxyl group.
Since then much information has accumulated about the
existence of such linkages and the role of the hydrogen aton
involved. Sidgwick2** has explained the properties of some
ortho-substituted phenols on the basis of an intramolecular
hydrogen bond causing chelate rin^s to be formed. Thus
certain ortho-substituted phenols have been shown to have
lower boiling points and to be more soluble in nonpolar
solvents and less soluble in water than their meta and para 
* 26
isomers. wulf has shown that absorption in the region of 
the infrared spectrum characteristic of the hydroxyl group 
is absent for dilute solutions in carbon tetrachloride of 
phenols containing groups such as CHO, COMe, or N02 in the
27
ortho position. These properties indicate that the hydroxyl
group in the ortho-compounds is combined in some way with
the ortho substituent and so does not show its usual properties.
Electron diffraction studies, X-ray cry stenographic 
investigations, and spectroscopic studies have also provided 
further evidence for the existence of hydrogen bonds.
In many organic crystals the bond plays an important 
role in linking together individual molecules either in pairs 
to form dimers or in a continuous three-dimensional array 
throughout the crystal. in such hydrogen-bonded crystals 
a much more compact type of molecular packing often occurs 
than in other crystals, such as the aromatic or aliphatic 
hydrocarbons, with the distances between the hydrogen- 
bonded atoms being usually about 1 % less than the normal 
van der Waals distances. This usually leads to the crystals 
having higher melting points and being more brittle.
2*2# Role of the Hydrogen Atom
Much controversy has existed about the nature of the 
hydrogen bond. it has been shown by Pauling2*^ that only 
the (Is) orbital is available for bond formation; it being 
energetically impossible to form bonds with the outer orbitals. 
Thus any formulation of the hydrogen bond which attributes two 
covalent bonds to the hydrogen atom is incorrect. Gillette
28
& Sherman28 postulated a resonance structure of the form 
X - H Y ; X H - Y.
The hydrogen atom would require to be situated midway between
X and Y or oscillating continually between the two possible
positions for it, at a covalent bond distance from X or Y.
Taking the case of the carboxylic acids which are known to
exist as dimers in crystals, this theory would require
resonance to occur setween the two structures:
0 HO OH 0
// \ / \
B - C  C - R ; R ~ C  C - R
OH 0 0 HO
Such resonance would require the two carbon - oxygen bonds to 
be of equal length, whereas from the many erystal structure 
analyses of carboxylic acids which have been accomplished, 
it is known that these two bonds differ significantly in 
length. The oxygen - oxygen distance along the hydrogen 
bond in these acids is usually around 2.6 A, and, consequently, 
for a symmetrical bond the 0 - H distance would be 1.3 X.
Measurements of infrared absorption and Raman spectra 
show that the characteristic frequency of an 0 - H bond is 
only changed slightly on association to form dimers. The 
change observed can be related to the change in force 
constant (k) of the 0 - H  bond, and this subsequently to its
29
change in length by means of Badger's equations
k ■ A/(R - B)2   (25)
where R is the interatomic distance, and A and B are constants. 
The small change in length is not nearly large enough to 
change the normal 0 - H distance from 1.0 to 1.3 1, so that the 
hydrogen must be unsymmetrically placed in the bond.
These results show that the resonance theory is untenable 
in the case of 0 bonds of the length found in
carboxylic acid dimers.
It is now generally accepted that the hydrogen bond is 
essentially electrostatic in nature, being due to the attraction 
between the positively charged hydrogen and the negative 
charge on the adjoining oxygen, nitrogen, or halogen atom.
This explanation of the bond requires the hydrogen to be at 
about the normal covalent distance from one of the heavier 
atoms in the bond, and this agrees with what is known of the 
position of the hydrogen.
2*3. Location of Hydrogen Atoms by Diffraction Methods 
In recent years it has become possible to obtain 
evidence of the position of the hydrogen atom in a hydrogen 
bond by means of diffraction methods. Neutron diffraction 
is probably the most powerful method for this type of 
investigation and has been used to obtain the distribution of
30
nuclei in potassium dihydrogen phosphate both at room and at
29liquid air temperatures by Bacon & Pease. It has also been
37used recently to locate the hydrogen atoms in d-resorcinol , 
X-ray diffraction methods cannot be used to locate 
directly the position of the proton in a hydrogen bond, but 
may give some indication of the position of the associated 
electron. Limitations in experimental and in Fourier 
technique prevented the location of such electrons till 
recently, but their positions were often deduced indirectly 
from known bond lengths and angles, and allowance for 
hydrogen atoms in structure factor calculations secured 
improved agreement between observed and calculated structure 
factors, as in the analysis of the crystal structure of 
melamine^.
By measuring the X-ray intensities with a Geiger-counter, 
and by calculating the electron density as (/D0~/:,c) rather 
than as where is the electron density of a model 
structure which does not include the hydrogen atoms, several 
investigators have located hydrogen positions with a standard 
deviation of about 0.1 X* In this way electron density 
maxima corresponding to hydrogen atoms placed unsymmetrically 
in 0H...G and HH...0 bonds have been observed^'
In certain crystal structures, e.g. potassium hydrogen
33 . 34 35
bisphenylaeetate , and other acid salts * hydrogen
bonded oxygen atoms are related by a crystaliographic centre
of symmetry. This however does not necessitate a symmetrical
hydrogen bona, for the hydrogen atom could be distributed
randomly throughout the structure at one or other of the two
positions available to it at a covalent bond distance from
one or other of the oxygen atoms. A determination of the
infrared absorption spectrum of potassium hydrogen blsphenyl-
36acetate does not support the idea of a symmetrical bond •
While neutron diffraction studies can locate hydrogen
atoms much more accurately than even the most refined X-ray
studies, the latter are still of importance since they allow
a determination to be made of the number of electrons
associated ?/ith the proton, and thus indicate the state of
ionisation of a hydrogen atom involved in hydrogen bonding#
2.4» Short Hydrogen Bonds
There is evidence for the existence of a second type of
hydrogen bond in which the proton is symmetrically placed.
The one example of this type which has been firmly 
established is the ion (FHF)~. The fluorine-fluorine
distance has been estimated by HeImholz & Rogers^8
to be 2.26 which is much smaller than the comparable
32
separation of 2.55 i in (HJ?)n59. The theoretical separation
40
for a symmetrical (FHF)~ ion has been calculated by Donohue , 
using a theory of Pauling4***, to be 2.20 %•
fhe residual entropy of potassium hydrogen bifluoride 
crystals at 0°K is zero42, indicating a symmetrical bond, and 
the bond energy of 27 k.cals. found by Ketelaar4  ^is very 
much higher than that of a long, unsyimaetrical hydrogen bond 
(4-6 k.eal./mol.).
fhe first application of Fourier methods to neutron
A A
diffraction data was mad© by Peterson & Levy in 1952 in the 
study of potassium hydrogen bifluoride. fhe nucleus density 
map prepared confirmed the symmetrical position of the proton 
in the (FHF)~ ion.
A recent X-ray analysis of the crystal structure of 
ammonium hydrogen bifluoride by McDonald4  ^using three- 
dimensional deiger-counter measured intensity data has also 
confirmed the symmetrical position assigned to the hydrogen 
atom in the (FHF)~ ion. Although this hydrogen atom is 
partially ionized it still retains an appreciable part of its 
electron, which is rather surprising in view of the electro­
negativity of the fluoride ions associated with it.
Nickel dimethylglyoxime possesses an OH...0 bond of 
2.44 X, end it has been suggested by Rundle & Parasol46 that
Table 1
The variation, calculated by two different 
methods, of the relative weights w2 and 
of the three structures contributing to the 
hydrogen bond in the system 0 - 1  ... 0.
OH . .  0 2 ^
60.3 64.9
28.4 30.6
11.3 4.5
w.£ 50.2 36.8
*2 *  23.6 26.7
26.2 16.5
the hydrogen atom is symmetrically placed in this bond. fhe
theoretical length of a symmetrical 0H...0 bond is 2.50 .
fhe nature of this bond is still unsettled.
It appears to be the case that only for hydrogen bonds 
which are about 0.50 % shorter than the normal distance is
there a possibility of the hydrogen atom being symmetrically
situated.
2.5. Theoretical Treatment of the Hydrogen Bond
Although the hydrogen bond can be explained very satis­
factorily on the basis of an electrostatic model, attempts 
have been made to investigate whether there is any significant 
covalent contribution to the bond. Coulson & Danlelsson4  ^
regard the 0-H...0 system as a resonance hybrid of the 
structures (i), (ii) and (iii) below.
(i) -Q-H 0=
(ii) -0 H 0=
(iii) -0 H-— 0 =
By using empirical relations connecting bond lengths with 
dipole moments and bond energies they calculate the variation 
of the relative weights w2 and of these three structures 
as the oxygen - oxygen distance is varied. Two different 
methods of calculating the weights lead to the following 
results shown in Table 1.
fable 2
fhe weights wlf and of the three contributing 
structures, and the dissociation energy S3 for the
hydrogen bond at the equilibrium position of the 
hydrogen atom*
OH .. 0 2*50 1 2.65 1 2.80 1
83*2 85.0 @6.1
12.9 12.6 12.3
3.9 2.4 1.6
D (k.eaV 
mol* )
9*8 6.4
©-orbitals
4.4
V 81.7 83.7 85.2
w2* 12.2 12.2 12.0V 6.1 4.1 2.8
S3 (k.cal./ 
mol* )
14.4 10.0
sp3-orbitala
6.8
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These weights confirm the essentially electrostatic 
nature of the bond, but they do suggest, however, that as 
the oxygen - oxygen distance becomes smaller the covalent 
contribution begins to become appreciable.
In a second'paper^® on this subject the same authors
attempt an approximate wave-mechanical treatment of the
OH...G system to estimate the weights and w^. Only
the four electrons involved in bond formation are considered
and oxygen - oxygen interactions are neglected, but both p 
3and sp^ orbitals for the oxygen bonding orbitals are 
discussed. The results obtained are summarised in Table 2.
The main conclusion arrived at is that except for the 
short bond (0...Q 2.5 i) the bonding is essentially electro­
static, though for the short bond the covalent contribution 
is beginning to become significant. pespite the essentially 
electrostatic nature of the bond the bond energy varies 
smoothly with the weight of the covalent contribution (ill). 
The predictions of equilibrium distances and bond energies 
agree well with experiment.
For the 0...G distance of 2.65 % found in carboxylic 
acids (iii) may be neglected to a first approximation and 
only forms (i) and (ii) considered. Since (ii) makes an
appreciable contribution to the structure of the bond it is 
to be expected that the hydrogen atom will be partly ionised, 
and in consequence an electron count should reveal a transfer 
of electrons from the hydrogen atom to the oxygen. This is
31in qualitative agreement with the results obtained by Cochran 
in his analysis of salicylic acid, though his results would 
indicate a larger transfer than the theory suggests. On 
this point the weights w2 given in Table 1 see© ©ore reasonable 
than the value to be found in Table 2.
OHAFTiSH III
IffiS CRYSTAL STBOCTPRii Qg BMZOIC ACID 
J-BRIVSD FROM VISUALLY aSTIMAlfflO MTBHSTTTpt
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1 • PREVIOUS EXAMINATION OF SIMILAR gQligOlffiflg
The crystal structures of many simple benzene derivatives 
have now been examined, but there are very few determinations 
of accuracy sufficient to reveal reliable bond length variations 
from the standard values of the order that may be expected to 
occur in such compounds. Quite large variations in the ring
bond lengths have been reported in p-nitroaniline by Abrahams 
49& Robertson , and in 1:4-dimethoxybenzene by Goodwin,
50
przybylska & Robertson , but the accuracy is not as great
as can now be attained. Cochran51 in his recent analysis
of salicylic acid found the ring bonds to vary in length
between 1*569 and 1.414 i, with a standard deviation of about
0.01 i in the measurements. Variations in ring bond lengths
from 1.58 to 1.45 % were found by Bertinotti, Giaeoaello &
51Liquori in their analysis of p-amino-salicylic acid. These 
variations in ring bond lengths in salicylic acid and p-amino­
salicylic acid can be explained largely in terms of probable 
resonance structures, but similar variations in other compounds 
cannot be so readily explained.
Thus a recent analysis of acetanilide by Brown & Corbridge5  ^
using three-dimensional Fourier syntheses showed the ring bonds 
to vary between 1.566 and 1.415 A in length, with a standard
37
deviation in bond length of 0*0056 %. It is impossible t© 
postulate any reasonable resonance forms which can explain 
the large variations in this structure*
53Benzoic acicl was first studied by Bragg , but no 
structure determination was attempted. The hydrogen bonding 
present in the crystal structure was studied by means of the
54
deuterium isotope effect by Robertson & Ubbelohde . A 
small but definite expansion of the spacings of certain 
planes in the (hQ^) zone was found, indicating the presence 
of fairly strong hydrogen bonds lying mainly in the (010) 
plane.
2 - EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
2•1 * Preparation of the crystals
The crystals of benzoic acid were grown from alcohol/ 
water and acetone/petroleum ether mixtures. They were 
obtained in the form of fine needles with b as needle axis 
and also as fine plates developed on (OGl). Small specimens 
of approximately square cross-section, with sides between 
0*1 and 0*2 m.m. perpendicular to the rotation axis, were 
chosen so that no corrections for absorption would be 
required.
2 * 2 * Unit Cell Dimensions, Space Group, Density and 
Axial Ratios ~
Rotation, oscillation and moving-film photographs
around the a and b axes were taken with copper K* radiation 
( 'h =1.542 X). The cell dimensions were determined from 
rotation and equatorial layer line moving-film photographs 
calibrated with superimposed HaCl powder lines. From these 
the following values were obtained,
o
a =5.52 ± 0.02, b = 5.14 ± 0.02, c = 21.90 ± 0.05 p = 9 7
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Sarlier values obtained by Bragg were
a =5.44, b =5.18, o =21.6 kX; p =97° 5'.
The volume of the unit cell was calculated using the 
expression
y =  abc sin (3 ....... .............. . (24)
and was found to be 617
Inspection of the zero layer weissenberg photographs 
showed that the absent spectra are (hQ() when I is odd and 
(OkO) when k is odd. Consequently the space group is 
uniquely determined to be jfc^/c - C ^.
55The specific gravity as determined by Steinmetz ' is 
1*322 and consequently the number of molecules in the unit 
cell, given by
n = dy/1.66M ................. . (25)
is four. This number of molecules leads to a calculated 
specific gravity of 1.315.
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the axial ratios calculated from the above cell dimensions 
are 1.074:1s1.4260* Bodewig*^ has described the morphology 
and obtained for the axial ratios the values 1.051:1:4.208,
P =97° 5 '.
The calculated linear absorption coefficient for copper 
Kd radiation is 9.55 cm. . The total number of electrons 
per unit cell, F(000), is 256.
2 • 3 • Recording of X-ray Bata, Measurement and Correction 
of Intensities
The X-ray data used in the present survey were obtained 
from equatorial layer moving-film photographs around the a 
and b axes, a pack of five films being placed in the camera 
for each exposure in order to be able to correlate strong and 
weak reflexions. The intensities were estimated visually.
This multiple-film technique has been described by Robertson^.
The intensities were corrected for Lorentz and polarisation 
factors assuming the usual mosaic crystal formula:
y2 = I sin 20/(1 + o o s2 2 0 )  ................ (26)
In this way a set of |F | values on a relative scale was 
obtained.
Two sets of |Fq | values were obtained from different 
crystals of benzoic acid and these were averaged in order to 
ensure that the data used in the analysis would be reasonably 
accurate.
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3. STRUCTURE 1)KT ERMINATION 
3.1* Introductory Remarks
At the outset it seemed probable that the benzole acid
molecules would occur as approximately planar centrosymmetrical 
dimers in the crystal, with hydrogen bonding between adjacent 
carboxyl groups. From known bond lengths and interbond 
angles it would have been possible to set up a trial model 
and the problem would have been reduced to one of finding 
the three parameters which define the orientation of the 
model with respect to the crystal axes. However, as des­
cribed in Chapter I, the most direct way of determining the 
crystal structure of a planar molecule, especially one with 
a centre of symmetry, is to evaluate the Fourier transform^*^ 
and compare it with the observed intensities.
5*2. The Fourier Transform of Benzoic Acid
For the purpose of calculating the transform a planar 
dimer was postulated with carbon-carbon, and carbon-oxygen 
bonds of 1.36 A in length, and with oxygen-oxygen hydrogen 
bonded distances of 2.72 SL The interbond angles were 
assumed to be 120°.
Because of the centre of symmetry in the dimer the 
transform will everywhere be real. The centre of symmetry 
wan chosen as origin and axes X and Y were chosen in the
n" I : ink'll;
Vy
r \
->X
till:
o.q ;
O CH 02 0-3 04 05 A-1
gig. 2. Fourier transform of benzoic 
acid dimer, with the projections of 
the ap and e& axes. Negative con­
tours broken, zero contour dotted*
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plane of the molecule as shown in Fig. 2. Denoting the 
coordinates of the jth atom with respect to these axes by
(x., y ) and referring the reciprocal vector R also to the
W J
same axes X and Y, but with components (X,Y), the transform 
is then
N|2.
T(XY) = 2 E H j  c o s  2ir(XjX -h Y ) ........  (15a)
The x coordinates of all the atoms are multiples of 0.68 X,
while the y coordinates are multiples of 1.18 X. These
lengths were used as units of distance along their respective
axes, so that the transform of this idealised structure is
periodic in the XY plane with repeat distances of 1.47 and 
® —>10.85 A in the X and Y directions respectively.
The function evaluated was
T(XY) =  8{cos(2X +Y) + cos(2X - Y)}
+6{cos 3X -i- cos 5X + cos 9X + cos(6x + Y)
+ cos{8x + Y) + cos(6x - Y) +- eos(8X - Y)}
The evaluation was made using Beevers - Lipson strips^® at 
intervals of 6° in the X direction and 12° in the Y direction.
Since the b axis projection contains two dimers 
similarly oriented and separated by c/2, their centres 
coinciding with the centres of symmetry of the projection, 
F(h0C) - 2$T(xr)   (27)
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where f is a scattering factor, and where T(XY) is the value 
of the transform at the position assigned to the reciprocal 
lattice point (hoO*
The orientation of the (hoQ section of the reciprocal 
lattice on the transform was found readily and the signs of 
the majority of the (hoO structure factors obtained directly.
The transform, along with the positions assigned to the 
a* and c* axes of the reciprocal lattice, is shown in Fig. 2.
5.3. Fourier Refinement of the b-axis projection
The electron density projected along the b axis will be 
given by the formula
p(xz) = i £  £  F(hoO exp. {~2iri(hx + tz)}  .......   (11a)
A ~oo
Since there is a centre of symmetry in the projection the 
formula reduces to
p(xz) = I f n  F(hOI) cos 2ir(hx + tz) ..... .........  (28)
A  —oo
The signs of the majority of the (hQ£) structure factors had 
been determined from the transform and these structure factors
were used to compute an electron density projection on (010).
This was evaluated with Beevers - Lipson strips at intervals of 
12° along the a axis and 3P along the c axis.
This projection was found to resolve the atoms clearly
and enabled x and z coordinates to be estimated. From these
O  I 2 3A
1'»1111»> 11 l 1 I 1
yig« 3t Blaetron-density prelection on (010). 
Contours at intervals of X e.i~2# the one- 
electron line being dotted*
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coordinates (hoO structure factors were calculated, and signs 
allotted to the remaining Fq values* A new series was 
evaluated containing these additional fQ values, and provided 
a better approximation to the true electron density* This 
electron~density projection is shown in Fig. 5.
The process of successive Fourier summation followed by 
structure-factor calculation is the normal Fourier method of 
refining coordinates. The limitation of this process is 
that once all the signs have been determined the refinement 
ceases*
In order that the Fourier series should give an exact 
replica of the electron density structure factors corresponding 
to all reciprocal lattice points should be included in the 
series. However, the geometrical conditions for obtaining 
X-ray reflexions are such that only FQ values corresponding 
to reciprocal lattice points within the Sphere of reflexion” 
for the radiation employed, can be observed* This limitation 
on the FQ values which can be employed causes errors known as 
"series termination errors” in the electron density $>z*ojeetion 
resulting in the points of maximum electron density being 
displaced slightly from their true positions. Booth^has 
discussed these errors and suggested a technique for their
correction. This consists of evaluating a Fourier synthesis
using calculated structure factors as coefficients. Any
deviations between the coordinates obtained from the synthesis
and those used in calculating the structure factors must be
due to series termination errors. Those deviations, with
reversed signs, give the corrections to apply to the coordinates
taken from the FQ synthesis.
This technique assumes that the series termination errors
will be identical for the F arid F syntheses. This, however,o c
need not necessarily be the case unless the agreement between 
F and F, values is sufficiently good for corresponding peaksw U
on the FQ and F syntheses to have identical shapes* Normally 
isotropic scattering factors are used in calculating structure 
factors so that the peaks on an synthesis will be circular, 
provided that overlapping does not occur. The peaks on an 
Fq synthesis are not normally circular, due to anisotropic 
vibration of the atoms and also to random errors in the Fo
values. In consequence the errors in estimating the peak 
maxima may very well differ in the two syntheses, and the 
corrections taken from the Fc synthesis will not then be 
wholly applicable to the FQ synthesis.
Once the general outline of a structure has been solved 
X-ray data can be used in various ways to give accurate atomic
45
60 / \ 2 coordinates. Hughes has suggested minimizing S wvFo-f0)
61- method of least squares. Booth has described a method 
in which parameters are systematically varied in order to
p 2 p
minimize H w ( F f - F  p  - method of steepest descents, o c
The weighting factors w allow for the fact that the f Q values
are not all measured with the same accuracy, and the weight
assigned to a particular term should be taken inversely
proportional to the square of the probable error of FQ .
6 2Cochran has shown that parameters obtained from Fourier
1 p
syntheses are such as to minimize 2  $(F —  F j  , and the
i o  o
method is therefore a special case of the method of least 
squares in which the weighting factors are inversely pro­
portional to the magnitude of the atomic scattering factors 
employed.
The disadvantages of the Fourier method are that no 
allowance is made for the varying accuracy of the reflexions, 
errors axe introduced by the termination of the series and 
excessive weight is given to high order F values. These 
disadvantages can be overcome to some extent by the following 
procedures.
Observations suspected of being seriously in error 
because of extinction may be given zero 'weight by replacing 
*0 ky yc* By introducing an artificial temperature factord
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for each plane, of the form
d = exp. $ -B (s in 0 /t\ )2 }, 
the function minimized becomes 2(3^- Fc )2<*/£* This process 
reduces errors due to termination of series, but at the same 
time the resolution is decreased and errors due to overlapping 
of adjacent peaks may result. Booth has claimed that this 
method will reduce the effect of experimental errors, but as 
it reduces the amount of data used in the analysis its use 
is not recommended.
A particularly important method of correcting for 
termination of series is to employ a synthesis whose co­
efficients are values of (F - F ). This synthesis has aw C
number of properties which make it particularly useful in the
final stages of refinement of a crystal structure and the
properties of this synthesis and its application to the
benzoic acid structure are discussed in sections 5.6 and
3.7 of this chapter.
5.4. Calculation of Structure Factors
In calculating the structure factors for the b axis
projection of space group P2«^ /c the expression to be 
evaluated is
F(ho£) = 4 2 f ,  cos Z^ihx. + lz.) ............. (7a)
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where x. and z ; are fractional coordinates of the ^th atom*
J J
The geometrical part was expressed as
cos (h^irx.) +  t(2irz.)'}J w
and 2trx. and 2irz . were calculated for each atom to the nearest 
0 J
0*1°• For a constant value of h successive ve„lues of 2irZj
were added to h2irx. on a Facit calculating machine, and the
«3
cosine of the angle, correct to 0.01, was obtained from tables.
The atomic scattering factors f . used were those listed
J
p O
by McWeeny , modified by a temperature factor exp.(~fs±n 0 ) 
where f was initially taken to be 1.9.
In allowing for the contributions of the hydrogen atoms 
their coordinates were determined initially by placing the 
benzene hydrogens radially at a distance of 1.0 1 from the 
carbon atoms. The oxygen hydrogen was placed 1,0 1 from 0^ 
on the line to the oxygen of the opposite carboxyl group and 
was given half the weight of the benzene hydrogens.
The Fq values were placed on an absolute scale by summing
2 |FJ and ^|FCI for all observed planes and then multiplying 
each F value by £|Fl /£|F |.Q C O
3.5. progress of Refinement
A numerical test of the agreement between F and F valueso c
which is generally adopted is the sura of the differences between
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the observed and calculated amplitudes divided by the sum of 
the observed amplitudes for all measured reflexions:
R ~2|F0 - Jg/SIFJ ............. ......*•* (29)
R is known as the agreement index, expressed as a percentage 
100R is the percentage discrepancy.
Although R does not correspond to the function minimized 
by the Fourier or least squares method of refinement it is 
easily calculated and is a useful indication of the progress 
of a refinement. It cannot be used to give a proper quantitat­
ive estimate of the accuracy of the analysis, but other 
expressions are available for this purpose.
Structure factors calculated on the basis of coordinates 
taken from the electron density projection shown in Fig* 3 
led to a value of R of 15.1$.
3*6, The (Fq -Fc ) Synthesis in Crystal Structure Analysis
The difference synthesis is a Fourier synthesis with 
coefficients (F - F ), and the resultant map will show the
v  W
difference between the observed and calculated electron 
densities. Finback & Norman^ first used this synthesis in 
an attempt to locate hydrogen atoms in a crystal structure 
and it has been used for this purpose frequently in recent 
years, e.g. by Cochran in the analysis of adenine hydrochloride^4
end salicylic acid^, and by Penfold in the analysis of 
^-pyridone52.
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Its use as a method for refining atomic coordinates was 
suggested by Booth s and in his accurate determination of 
the electron density in adenine hydrochloride Cochran gave
66convincing evidence of its value in this respect. Cochran 
has investigated further properties of this synthesis, and it 
is now widely accepted as a very convenient method of refining 
crystal structures.
The (po - pc ) distribution has several advantages over a 
p0 fflap.
(a) Systematic errors caused by termination of series can be 
eliminated.
The electron density in a crystal is given by
P o  =  y S F 0 C O S ®
where $ = 2ir(hx + ky + and the summation is over the n
observed planes. Coordinates taken from the maxima of p1 o
are subject to termination of series errors, and more accurate 
coordinates will be obtained by minimizing
<j> = &rlF0 _yo )2 ........................  (30)
Let us use instead the function
h  - ~ V 2/fj .....................  (30a)
where f i3 the scattering factor of the jth atom. The 
condition for ^  to be a minimum with respect to the coordinates
cf the jth atom is
50
=  aVi/*zj =  o .......... (31)
For e, eentrosyamietric structure 
H/2
F„ = 2 2  f • cos © .
0 j=l J J
and ^F„/4x. =  f. sin®..C J  S. J  J
Now, =  -2S(F0 - » 0 )/fj
and since ~  )
we hawe ^ / S x j  =  ^ Z h ( F 0 - ? 0) sin ®j ........... (32)
Now Dj =  (po - fc )j> difference electron density at the 
centre of the jth atomyis given by
=  ? ? ( F 0 -FC ) cos^; 
and consequently we have
( W * * ) j  =  " | f S h ( » 0 - »e ) *l«
=  4y(-*^|/d*Jj .......................
When ^  is minimized =  0, and consequently
(*D/bx)^ =  0. ..................... ...... (34)
Similarly it can be shown that
( W ^ y ) j  *  (*D/*Zj) = 0    (34a)
Thus when has zero slope at atomic eentres ^  has
been minimized. If a map of (pQ - p ) is drawn out and the
coordinates (xjyjzj) asea to calculate F^ values marked upon
/?c
Fig# 4. Difference map feature caused 
by an atom requiring a coordinate shift, 
above in profile, and below in contour#
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it, then the directions of greatest ascent at these points 
give the directions in which the atoms must be moved to 
minimize <J^ * $he gradients at these points are proportional 
to the magnitudes of the required shifts*
The appearance of a difference map corresponding to an 
atom requiring a coordinate shift is shown in Fig* 4.
(i») The effect of both isotropic ana anisotropic thermal 
vibration of atoms is apparent on the map, and the refinement 
of thermal parameters (if necessary, different for each atom) 
can be carried out at the same time as coordinate refinement. 
When the temperature parameter (B) of an atom has been chosen 
too small the atom concerned will appear in a hollow, for an 
electron density which is too concentrated will have been 
subtracted out* Conversely when B has been chosen too large 
the atom concerned will appear on a peak in the difference 
map*
Atoms which possess anisotropic thermal vibration cause 
characteristic difference-map features, such as shown in 
Fig. 5, and the appearance of the map enables suitable thermal 
parameters of the form
B = oc -+■ psin2( )  .......   (55)
to be chosen^0 *^. In this expression and f are constants,
**> m M 
/ s
y y
\ * ^ ^
*
?iff« 5* Difference synthesis feature 
corresponding to an atom whose thermal 
vibration is greater in the ag than in 
the £ direction#
Y  is the angle between the maximum vibration direction and the 
c axis, and (2 sinO,ty) are the polar coordinates of a point 
in the (hO&) section of the reciprocal lattice.
r\
Fig, 6 shows a graph of ok + psin (<y~ip) against 
the values of the constants used being ok = 1.5, p = G • 7, 
Y = u 6 ° .
(o ) When atoms in their correct positions and with correct 
thermal parameters have been subtracted out details of the 
structure not allowed for in pc, such as hydrogen atoms or 
bonding electrons, may become observable.
Although (P0 “ pc) maps make the greatest possible use of 
the experimental data it should be realized that values of 
(Fq - F g) are comparatively small in the later stages of 
refinement, and consequently may not be much larger than the 
experimental errors in F0 , unless intensities have been 
measured accurately. Because of this it may not be possible 
to detect hydrogen atoms, or more possibly bonding electrons, 
against the random background of peaks and hollows due to the 
experimental errors in the Fq values.
5.7. Application of (Fo Syntheses to the Analysis of
Benzoic Acid
The b axis projection was refined by evaluating successive
(F - F ) syntheses followed by structure factor calculations, o c
z z
2 0
9
Fig. 6, Variation of the temperature~factor 
parameter, V > with polar angle, cj f for an 
atom showing anisotropic thermal vibration.
A study of these difference maps showed that the structure- 
factor discrepancies were due to several factors.
(a) The coordinates of several atoms required adjustment,
(b) It was not correct to assume that the constant if
the same for all the atoms.
(c) Atoms 0^ and showed marked thermal anisotropy. 
These factors were dealt with in the following ways.
(a) Adjustments were made to the atomic coordinates till 
the electron density slope at the atomic centres became zero,
i.e. till (^D/^r) = 0. These adjustments were made by 
moving the atoms in the direction of greatest ascent. The 
magnitudes of the required shifts are given by the expression
If we assume that the projected electron density near the 
centre of an atom may be represented by
where p is a constant depending upon the temperature factor 
associated with the atom, then
in the temperature factor exp.(~$sin^0 ) was
(56)
(3(r) = p(0) exp.(-pr2) (37)
h 2P........................
*r2
and equation (36) takes the fora
(38)
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A r j =
The constants p and p(0) were evaluated by plotting 
log p against r^, values of p(r) for various values of r being 
measured on well resolved peaks on the electron density
projection shown in Fig. 3. Values obtained were
oxygen p(0) = 9.4 p =4.0
carbon p (Q) = 6.7 p =4.0.
In consequence the required shifts on the difference map were 
given by
i'bS/br) for each atom requiring adjustment was measured from
the separation of the contour lines on the (fr -F„) synthesiso c
near the atomic centre.
The shifts obtained in this way were not usually completely 
correct in magnitude due to the overlapping of peaks associated 
with different atoms, but this was unimportant, for the process 
was one of successive approximation, and the slope at each 
atomic centre was reduced on each successive (Ffl- F e ) synthesis.
'(b) The thermal parameters were adjusted till 
became zero at each atomic centre. This adjustment was also 
one of successive approximation.
and A r
A r (If)/?5*2 :for0,11 oxy&en atom,
(|f)/53.6 for a carbon atom.
AI
O
s
I
 i.
Fig* 7« Final (F0~FC ) synthesis. All atone 
"" including hydrogen have been subtracted. 
Contour interval 0.2 e.* , negative con~
tours broken, zero contour dotted.
(c) In the case of the atoms 0^ and G v to which anisotropic 
temperature factors were given, the values of the constants oc 
and (3 were so chosen that deviations of
around these atoms became as small as possible. The values 
of o(p p and vy used to calculate the variation of V* with 
shown in Fig. 6 were those assigned to atom 0-^  after the 
first (F - Fc ) synthesis. This value of p was found after 
the second (Fq - F^) synthesis to be too small and a larger 
value was then used.
For each reflexion the appropriate values of i for atoms 
0^ and C?5 were obtained from graphs of % against § % such as 
that shown in Fig. 6, and were then substituted in
f =  f° exp. (-)?sin^0).      (59)
where f° is the appropriate McWeeny scattering -factor 
without temperature correction, to obtain the required 
anisotropic scattering factors.
The last (FQ ~*Fc ) synthesis in this series used to refine 
atomic coordinates and temperature parameters is shown in 
yig* 7. A H  atoms, including hydrogen, have been subtracted 
out and the general flatness of the map, especially at atomic 
centres, shows that most of the outstanding features of the 
electron distribution have been accounted for. There are no 
systematic peaks occurring between bonded atoms such as would
d o - f P  from zero
Fig, 8. Difference-synthesis projection on (010) 
snowing the electron distribution due to the 
hydrogen atoms in two benzoic acid molecules. 
Contours at Intervals of 0.2 e.A , negative 
contours broken and zero contour omitted*
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be expected if any concentration of electrons were present in
the bonds due to bonding. There is some evidence, however,
that the departure from spherical symmetry to be expected,
will be small. Bacon^ estimates the number of electrons
6@associated with the bonds in graphite as 0.12. March has 
calculated the electron distribution in benzene using the 
Thomas-Fermi and molecular-orbital methods, end his results 
suggest a slight concentration of electrons in the bonds, 
probably of the order of 0.05 electrons per atom. This is 
equivalent to an average deviation from circular symmetry of
o p
less them O.le. A .
Later calculations showed that the standard deviation of
electron density of this (F' - FJ synthesis shown in Fig. 7o c
Qmm?was 0.17 e. A , and with such a value for (S'(p0) it is not to 
be expected that peaks of the order of 0.1 e.%-2 should be
detected.
In his accurate analysis of the electron density in 
salicylic acid, Cochran^, using Geiger-counter measured
intensities, prepared an (F^-F ) synthesis with a standardo c
deviation of electron density of less than 0.1 e. and in
this projection peaks are found between bonded atoms representing 
a departure from spherical symmetry of the order of 0.05 
electrons per atom.
Table 3
Coordinates of the carbon, oxygen and hydrogen 
atoms as determined from the b axis projection 
expressed as fractions of the unit cell sides.
Atom X z
°i 0.223 0.0129
°2 -0.089 0.0643
C1 0.103 0.0567
C2 0.180 0.1033
c3 0.383 0.0973
C4 0.455 0.1393
C5 0.330 0.1903
C6 0.133 0.1956
°7 0.051 0.1533
h (o 5) 0.457 0.068
h (c 4) 0.593 0.140
h (05) 0.383 0.217
H(C6 ) 0.047 0.235
h (c 7) -0.060 0.153
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3.8. Location of the Hydrogen Atoms
An (F -F ) synthesis in which the hydrogen contributions
o c
were not allowed for in the f values was prepared and isc
shown in Fig. 8. It represents the difference between the 
electron distribution existing in the crystal and that 
calculated for oxygen and carbon atoms only, at their 
appropriate positions in the unit ceil and with appropriate 
thermal parameters. The significant peaks on this map are 
clearly due to the hydrogen atoms. Four of these atoms, 
attached to the benzene carbon atoms C^, C^, and are 
well resolved, but the fifth attached to Cg appears as an 
unresolved doublet on the serew-axis projection.
The most interesting hydrogen atom, that belonging to the 
carboxyl group and responsible for the hydrogen bonding which 
exists between the two molecules, is only poorly resolved and 
cannot be attributed with certainty to either of the oxygen 
atoms engaged by the hydrogen bond. On the basis of the C~0 
bond length measurements which are discussed later, it was 
assigned to 02*
The hydrogen coordinates which were obtained from the 
projection shown in Fig. 8 differ a little from those assumed 
earlier and used in calculating the contributions of the 
hydrogen atoms to the (hO^) structure factors. The new 
coordinates are given in Table 3.
Table 4
Atomic temperature-factor parameters derived 
from the b axis projection.
Atom o( ^ ^  ij/
0.8 2.6 (2.1) 1110 
02 2.1
°1  1.5
®2 1*6
°5  1 .9
°4 2.2
°j 1*2 1.2 (1.8) 50®
°6 2.1
0. 2.0
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The final percentage discrepancy for the (ho£) structure 
factors taking account of the hydrogen atoms is 8*8. If 
the hydrogen atoms are not taken into account the percentage 
discrepancy rises to 11.8.
3.9. Final Coordinates and Temperature Factors for (hpl) Zone 
Atomic coordinates (x,z) for carbon and oxygen atoms are
listed in Table 3. The final temperature factors for the 
various atoms are listed in Table 4.
The coordinates are referred to the monoclinic crystal 
axes and are expressed as fractions of the axial lengths, 
with origin at the centre of symmetry.
Final values of Fq and are listed in Appendix 1.
3.10. Calculation of Approximate y~Coordinates
The coordinates of the atoms, x and z, obtained from the 
(010) projection were converted to orthogonal coordinates X* 
aud Z*. The orthogonal coordinates are referred to 
orthogonal axes a, b and c ’, c 1 being taken perpendicular 
to the a and b crystal axes, so that
X 1 = X | Z  cos (3 , Z' = Z sin (3     * (40)
The coordinates were expressed in Angstrom units.
These coordinates were than converted to new coordinates 
Xw, Z'% where X ’% Y H and Z n are coordinates referred to axes
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parallel to a, b and c* with origin at the centre of the 
benzene ring. Since the benzene ring centre is at 
X* = 0.965, Y* =  q, Z* =  3.176, 
where q was to be determined later, the following relations 
were obtained
Xw =  X* - 0.965,
Z" =  Z* - 3.176,
Y* =  Y* - q,
allowing X* and Z u for the ring atoms to be calculated.
To a first approximation all the atoms in the benzene 
ring were regarded as being 1.39 A from the centre of the ring, 
so that Y w coordinates could be calculated from
Of")2 - 1.392 - (X")2 - (Z")2   (41)
Using this equation a complete set of coordinates, X H, Y H and 
ZH were obtained for the six carbon atoms of the benzene ring.
Since these atoms should be coplanar their coordinates 
should satisfy an equation of the type
Y" = AXM + BZ ”,  .......   (42)
there being no constant term c since the plane passes through 
the origin at the centre of the ring. Substituting the known 
values of x tt, Yw and ZH for each atom in equation (42),  six 
equations in A and B were obtained. A least-squares reduction
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of these equations led to values of A and B being determined.
The values calculated were A = 0.7552, B = 0.8478.
Assuming that the whole molecule, was planar Y" coordinates
for all the atoms were calculated from the equation
Y* =  0.7552X" + 0.84782'* ......... ..........  (42a)
The oxygen - oxygen hydrogen bonded distance between
o
normal carbonyl groups is known to be about 2.64 A in length, 
and it was assumed that this value would apply to the oxygen- 
oxygen separation in benzoic acid in order to estimate q, the 
X 1 coordinate of the centre of the benzene ring. If Og is 
the oxygen atom related to 0^ by the centre of symmetry at the 
origin we can form the equation
[ Y H o p  _ ¥*(03)] =2.642 - [X'top - X'(0p ] 2
- [z'top - Z'(O')] 2 
in which all the quantities on the right-hand side are known. 
Solving this equation led to the values 
Y f(01 ) - Y'(0p  = ±1.964.
However,
r'(0x) = q + Y-Hop, YUOg') = -[q +Y"(02)],
and values of Yf,(0^) and Y^Og) had been calculated by the
use of equation (42a) so that
+1.964 = Y»(01) - Y*(02») = 2q - 5.041,
and consequently q =  3.505 or 1.539.
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It was found that q =  5*503 was the correct choice, and 
Y f coordinates were calculated from 
Y* =  3*503 + Y'\ 
for all the atoms. These were converted to fractional 
coordinates, y, by dividing the Y 1 coordinates by 5.14 5t, 
the length of the b axis.
In this way a set of approximate y values was obtained 
and was used, along with the Z coordinates derived from the 
(010) pro jection, to calculate a set of (0k£) structure factors. 
The hydrogen atoms were positioned as described in section 5.4, 
and were allowed for in all structure factor calculations.
3.11. Calculation of (Qkl) Structure Factors
The (100) projection belongs to the plane group pgg, 
with equivalent posit ions:
(y.z); ly,z); (i + y,£-z); (§~y,£+-z).
The structure factor equations corresponding to this 
plane group are
(a) F(Ok^) = 4 cos 2irky cos 2ir£z when (k + ^ ) is even,
(is) F(OkC) =  ~4 sin 21Tky sin 2irfz when (k + ^ ) is odd. ...(43)
Using equations (43) structure factors were calculated 
from the y and z coordinates derived as described in 
section 3.10.
Ft**. 9* glectron-density projection on (100)* 
Contours at intervals of 1 e. F ,  the one- 
electron line being broken*
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The percentage discrepancy between these calculated 
structure factors and the (OkO observed structure factors 
was 16.6.
3.12, Refinement of (100) Projection
This projection was further refined by evaluating Fourier 
and difference Fourier projections. The formula used in 
computing electron-density projections on (100) is
The electron density projection for this zone is shown in 
Fig. 9. Because of the greater tilt of the molecule in this 
projection only atoms Q^, and Cy are clearly resolved in 
this map and it was not possible to use this map to obtain 
more accurate coordinates. This lack of resolution, however, 
did not hinder refinement by difference Fourier projections, 
though the magnitude of the atomic shifts required became 
largely a matter of trial and error. The coordinates of the 
atoms and the temperature parameters (^) were adjusted as in 
the (oio) projection, but no corrections for anisotropic 
thermal vibration were made though atom (>£ showed evidence of 
this.
p(yz) “ t Tf + 2iZF(itO) eos 2 i r k y + E f ( o O  oos 2vlz}' A L 00 2 i J
{<*> ao 4 . + ^ - 0 0  00 k+< - 2-rt+l
4(EI]F(k£) cos 2^ky cos 2?fz -EIlF(k^) sin 2irky
sin 2it6z J^ (44)
Table 5
Garbon and oxygen atomic coordinates, expressed 
as fractions of the unit cell sides, and final 
temperature-factor parameters as determined 
from the §  axis projection.
Atom y z r
°1 0.237 0.0133 2.1
°2 0.140 0.0640 2.1
C1 0.278 0.0571 1.5
C2 0.481 0.1051 1.55
C3 0.631 0.0961 2.05
°4 0.823 0.1406 2.15
°5 0.875 0.1893 2.25
°6 0.720 0.1963 1.8
07 0.516 0.1537 1.95
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Because of the presence of molecules with different
orientations in this projection the structure factor formulae
given in equation (43) would require considerable modification
if allowance for anisotropic thermal vibration was made* It
would be necessary to use
F(Qk() = 2 [f^ cos 2ir(icy + (z) 4- f^ cos 2ir(ky-^z)}
when (k 4- £) is even, and
F(Ok£) = 2 cos 2tr(ky z) - f^ cos 2ir(ky - (z)} ••••(45)
when (k+C) is odd, fA and f_ are anisotropic scattering
A o
factors for corresponding points in adjacent quadrants of the
reciprocal lattice section, that is if f is the scattering
factor for the reciprocal lattice point (0k(), then fn is theu
scattering factor for the point (0k7).
As the greater lack of resolution in this projection and 
the smaller number of observed F values prevented the same 
accuracy being attained as in the (010) projection, it was not 
felt worthwhile to alio?/ for anisotropic vibration.
The final percentage discrepancy for the observed (OkO 
reflexions is 10.3. The observed and calculated structure 
factors are listed in Appendix 1, while the atomic coordinates 
(y»z) for the carbon and oxygen atoms derived from this zone 
are given in Table 5, along with the values of the temperature 
parameter 'i•
Table 6
Final atomic coordinates.
Atom % 7 8
t
X Y z ’
°i
0.223 0.237 0.013 1.192 1.216 0.290
°2 -0.089 0.143 0.064 -0.663 0.737 1.398
0.103 0.278 0.057 0.413 1.430 1.236
°2 0*180 0.481 0.104 0.713 2.470 2.255
C3 0.383 0.631 0.097 1.849 3.241 2.103
°4 0.455 0.823 0.140 2.129 4.231 3.048
C5 0.330 0.875 0.190 1.310 4.497 4.121
°6 0.133 0.720 0.196 0.210 3.700 4.251
C7 0.051 0.516 0.154 -0.128 2.653 3.338
3*15. Coordinates and Molecular Dimensions
The final coordinates of the oxygen and carbon atoms are 
listed in Table 6, the z coordinates being a weighted mean of 
the values listed, in Table 3 and 5. The coordinates x, y and 
z are referred to the monoclinic axes, and are expressed as 
fractions of the axial lengths. The coordinates X 1, Y and Z * 
are referred to orthogonal axes and were obtained as described 
in section 3.10. These coordinates are expressed in Angstrom 
units.
It was found that the coordinates of the ring atoms Cg*
Cj,  ..... Gj could be fitted to an equation of the form
Y = AX* + BZ* + C  ..........    (46)
A, B and C were determined by the method of least squares to 
be 0.8057* 0.8284 and 0.0090 respectively. Using this 
equation Y coordinates were calculated for all the atoms and 
compared with those derived from the final difference map for 
the (lOO) projection. The deviations, A , between these 
estimates are listed in Table 7? along with the corresponding 
displacements of the atoms from the molecular plane given by
“Displacement * A/ 1^ -v- A2 -+ ^    (47)
The average deviation between the two values of Y for the ring 
atoms is 0.012 A, equivalent to a perpendicular disx^lacement
Table 7
Deviations from the plane 
Y - 0.8057X,+ 0.8284Z1+ 0.0090 *
Atom Yoalc. o^tos.
°i 1.210
1.216
®2 0.633 0.737
1.366 1.430
C2 2.452 2.470
°3 3.241 3.241
C4 4.249 4.231
°5 4.478 4.497
°6 3.700 3.700
°7 2.671 2.653
A  Displacement
-0.006 -0.004
-0.104 -0.068
-0.064 -0.042
- 0.018 -0.012
0.000 0.000
0.018 0.012
-0.019 —0.012
0.000 0.000
0.018 0.012
from the plane of 0*008 A* Atoms and 02* however, appear 
to depart significantly from the mean plane, their displacements 
being 0*042 and 0*068 % respectively. By evaluating 
20/\1 + A2 + B 2} * 
the perpendicular separation of the two benzene rings in the 
dimer was found to be 0*012 i. if this is assumed not to be 
significant then the constant 0 in equation (46) should be 
zero. The two new constants a* and B* were calculated by 
least squares and values of 0*8069 and 0*8506 were obtained. 
Using the equation
X * 0.8069X* +- 0*85062 * 
a new set of Ycalc coordinates was calculated and compared 
with the values of X obtained by use of equation (46) and 
those obtained from the final difference map for the (100) 
projection. The results are shown in Table 8. The average 
displacement of the ring atoms from this plane is 0.008 X, 
exactly the same result as that obtained for the plane 
X =  0.8057X* + 0.8284Z’ + 0.0090.
The displaeeBients of atoms and 02 (0*046 and 0.072 X ) 
are, however, slightly larger.
The bond lengths and valency angles in the benzoic acid 
molecule are shown in Fig. 10. These were calculated from 
the coordinates in Table 6 except for the X coordinates of the
Table 8
Deviations fro© the plane 
Y =  0.8Q69X* 4- 0.8306Z*.
Atom previous 
*calo•
Ycalc. ^obs. Displace]
°x 1.210 1.203 1.216 -0.008
°2 0.633 0.627 0.737 -0.072
CX 1.366 1.360 1.430 -0.046
C2 2.432 2.449 2.470 —0.014
C3 3.241 3.240 3.241 -0.001
C4 4.249 4.230 4.231 0.012
C5 4.478 4.481 4.497 -0.010
C6 3.700 3.701 3.700 0 .001
C? 2.671 2.669 2.653 0.010
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ring atoms, where the ^ GQ^ G values shown in Table 7 were 
employed. These do not differ significantly from the 
observed values, and are probably more reliable.
X* and Z* coordinates for four hydrogen atoms which are 
well resolved had been obtained from the difference-synthesis 
projection shown in Fig. 8, and by substituting these values 
in equation (46) Y coordinates were calculated. These are 
listed in Table S, along with the C-fl bond lengths calculated 
from them.
4 * ESTIMATION OF ACCURACY
4.1. Introduction
In the past the accuracy of an X-ray structure analysis 
was judged by the consistency of the results, or by the effect 
of variation of the coordinates on the percentage discrepancy. 
If a planar molecule was being examined then the apparent 
deviations of the atoms from the mean molecular plane gave an 
indication of the order of magnitude of the errors to be 
expected. If the molecule under examination possessed some 
molecular symmetry which was not utilized by the crystal, then 
a comparison of chemically identical but crystallographically 
distinct bonds gave a measure of the errors present.
An example of the latter case is the analysis by Robertson 
& White^ of the highly symmetrical condensed ring hydrocarbon
Table 9
Hydrogen coordinates and bond lengths.
Atom x'(i) n h zf(X)
h (c 3) 2.32 1.49 3.11
h (04) 2.33 3.03 4.85
h (c 5 ) 1.53 4.71 5.14
h (c7 ) -0.74 3.32 2.16
H-G, —  i0.79, H-C4 =  0.96, I-C5 —  0.91,
H-C7 -  10*79 i.
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coronene, <*24 % 2 *  This molecule possesses hexagonal symmetry 
but this symmetry is not displayed in the crystal. There are 
two molecules in the monoclinic cell, the asymmetric unit being 
half a molecule. By averageing the lengths of chemically 
equivalent bonds the authors consider their results to be
Q
accurate to 0.02 A, or better.
There are several disadvantages to this method of
estimating errors, the main one being that it assumes what
may not be true. Thus, in the structure analysis of ethylene
thiourea * it was found that the sulphur atom was displaced
0.03 % from the plane of the heterocyclic ring. An estimate
of accuracy on this basis would take this displacement as
being of the order of magnitude of the error involved, whereas
an application of the quantitative method discussed later
showed this displacement to be highly significant.
Estimates made by comparison of chemically identical
bonds are based on only a few determinations of a given bond,
so that the reliability of the estimate must be small even when
the assumption that the bonds are identical is justified.
 ^^ • Quantitative Accuracy Theory
If the electron density is written as
p (xy) —  “ 2 Z F  cos  2ir(hx+ky),I o A o
1-371-36
122’b) 123
1-411-42
120
119 1-391-39
148
122118
1-241-29
122
Bond lengths and valency ancle e 
In benzole aold«
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70then the standard deviation of electron density is given by'
<s-(f0)   (48)
for any general position in the unit cell. For special
71positions a more general formula due to Cruickshank & Rollet 
must be used.
The coordinate standard deviation depends on the peak 
curvature and on the errors in the slope of the electron 
density. Cruickshank70* 72 has derived the equation
(T (x ) =  — ................ . (49)
>^2p/*x2
For a general position,
= ^ j E E h V ( r ) ]  *................  (50)
2 2where A is the area of the cell projection, 'b p/^x is the 
curvature at the centre of the atom, and
VV/i>x2 =  -2pp0   (37)
In section 3.7 values of p and were determined for the 
oxygen and carbon atoms.
In order to use this formula an estimate of 6*(F) must 
be made. fhe most frequently used method of estimating <S*(F) 
is to take it as being equal to j F - F_|• This includes
Q C
random errors and any residual finite-series errors, though 
in the case of benzoic acid such errors should have been 
eliminated by the difference-synthesis method employed in the 
refinement.
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If independent measurements of values are available 
then it is possible to estimate ^(F) from these, but such 
measurements are not generally available unless, perhaps, when 
the measurements have been made on a Geiger-counter spectrometer. 
4*3. Application of Cruickshank#s Formula to Benzoic Acid 
The coordinate standard deviations obtained by use of 
equation (49) were
(^(x) = &(z) =* 0.010 A, fr(y) = 0.014 A for carbon
e(x) = S'(z) « 0.008 As 0-(y) =■ 0.010 X for oxygen.
The standard deviation of position of atom A> S'(A), is
given by
s-2(a) -  { ®-2( * A) + + <?(z a )}   (5 ! )
li A A
The standard deviation <5"(() of the distance between two atoms 
whose positions have been determined independently with 
standard deviations in position of ^ (a) and^(B), is given by
®-(0- \<r(A) + <r2(B)} ^   (52)
Application of equations (51) and (52) to the benzoic acid 
results led to
&(£) — 0.016 A for a carbon- carbon bond
and §" (() =  0.014 X for a carbon-oxygen bond.
The standard deviation e ( 0) of the interbond angle between three
atoms computed by the equation given by Ahmed & Cruickshank^
was found to be 0.9°.
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The standard deviation of electron density, computed by 
equation (48), was found to be 0.17 e.i~2 for the (ho£) zone, 
and 0.31 e.X“2 for the (Ok^J zone.
4.4. Significance Tests
From a knowledge of the standard deviation of a bond length 
it is desirable to be able to set an upper limit to the magni­
tude of the possible error in that bond length. The errors to 
be expected are random and may be expected to show a normal 
Gaussian distribution. The probability, P, that an observed 
difference in bond length, A , is due to chance only is given 
in terms of the standard deviation, s- , in the following table.
P *  5$ A =1.645 S'
P =  1> A = 2. >27
2 =  0.1$ A =  3.090 <r
A difference of more than three times the standard deviation 
may be taken as significant.
5* PISCUSSION OF RESULTS
5.1. Planarity of the Molecule
The displacements of the carbon atoms of the benzene ring 
from a plane (Tables 7 and 8) vary from zero to 0.012 jt, and 
are not significant. The ring may therefore be assumed 
strictly planar. The displacements of the atoms and 0^ 
from the molecular plane are 0.042 and 0.068 X (taking the
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figures from Table ?)• These displacements, though small, 
appear to be significant, because they are several times 
greater than the standard deviation of position of a carbon 
or oxygen atom.
The two benzene rings in the dimer are separated by a 
distance of only 0,012 a , which is not significant, so that the 
two benzene rings may be regarded as coplanar,
5.2. Bond Variations in the Ring
The ring bonds vary from 1.56 to 1.42 % in length. There
appears to be a plane of symmetry at right angles to the plane
of the ring, passing through atoms C2 and , for the lengths 
of corresponding bonds on either side of this plane are very 
nearly equal, with differences of only 0*01 i being observed.
Bonds C^- C4 and Cg- 0^ differ from G^-G^ and C^-Cg by an 
average value of 0.051 X. The total estimated standard 
deviation, calculated by the equation given by P a r r y ,
<S-2(t) =  h<S-2(C5C4)+ <5-2(C6C7)+ <s-2(C4C5)+ ^ (CjCg)
- 2®-2(cp oos - 2s^(Cj) cos 0 2 - 2<j-2(Cg) cos 6
.............  (53)
was found to be 0.017 X. In consequence we have
A/cr(t) =  0.051/0.017 =  5.0
and the difference appears to be significant.
These differences are difficult to explain in terms of 
any reasonable resonance structures that ©ay be written for 
the benzoic acid molecule, Moreover, molecular-orbital 
calculations by Br, T.H, Goodwin do not suggest that these 
bonds should be longer than the others. Similar variations, 
however, were found in the analysis of acetanilide*^ in which, 
after a careful three-dimensional Courier analysis, the 
standard deviation of bond length is only 0.0056 X. The 
observed differences in ring bond lengths in the acetanilide 
structure exceed the standard deviation of bond length by up 
to nine times, and must be significant,
5.3, Dimensions of the Carboxyl Group
The two 0-0 bonds in the carboxyl group differ in length 
by 0.046 X. The total estimated standard deviation of the 
difference, given by
<?2(t)= fr2(C101)+ COB 0,   (54)
where 8 is the angle between the bonds G^-0^ and was
calculated to be 0.021 A* Consequently we have 
A/<r(t) =  0.046/0.021 —  2.2, 
and the difference may perhaps be significant. It is smaller 
than the C-0 bond differences found in some carboxyl groups, 
e*g* salicylic aeid^, where the difference is 0.092 A, and
Table 10
Values of the C-C bonds and the sum of the two 
C-0 bonds in some carboxyl groups.
Compound
dipotassium nitroacetate 
p-amino-salicylic acid 
salicylic acid 
benzoic acid 
nicotinic acid 
L-glutamine 
oxalic acid dihydrate 
(X-oxalic acid
C-G (A) Sum of C-0
(X)
1.38 2.60
1.41 2.56
1.46 2.57
1.48 2.53
1.48 2.52
1.52 2.49
1.55 2.47
1.56 2.48
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51 0p-amino-salicylic acid , where the difference is 0.11 A, and
is closer to the differences reported for some of the •zwitterion*
75 76amino acids, e.g. DL-alanine ', hydroxy-L-proline , and
glutamine^, which have differences of 0.06, 0.02 and 0.05 A
respectively. It is difficult to advance any reason for the
small difference found in benzoic acid. On the basis of the
0-0 bond length measurements the hydrogen atom of the carboxyl
group was assigned to 02, though the resolution of this atom
in Fig. 8 is not good enough to confirm this assignment.
The bond , leading to the carboxyl group is 1.48 X
and therefore appears to be significantly shortened from the 
standard single-bond value of 1.54 A, and is even less than
o 78
twice the radius, 0.75 A, suggested by Coulson' as appropriate 
to a carbon atom hybridized in the sp2 state. The value 
found agrees with that found for salicylic acid (1.46 X), and 
nicotinic acid®® (1.48 %), but is distinctly less than that 
found in other earboxylic acids, e.g. oxalic acid dihydrate 
(1.55 1), L-glutamine^ (1.52 A) and several other of the amino 
acids which have received detailed study. iSven shorter bonds 
leading to a carboxyl group have been reported. Sutor,
Llewellyn & Maslen^ from a three dimensional Fourier analysis 
of dipotassium nitroacetate report a bond of this type to have 
a length of 1.58 A, with standard deviation of 0.02 JL
C-C'toixl (A)
gig. 11. Graph of the sum of the two C-0 
bond lengths plotted against the C-C bond 
length for some carboxyl groups. Values 
are taken from Table 10.
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In p-amino-salicylic acid'*’*' a value of 1*41 X has been found.
81Robertson has pointed out that the shortening of this 
C-G bond from the single-bond value of 1.54 X may be correlated 
with the observed increase in the sum of the lengths of the 
two C-0 bonds in the carboxyl groups. In Table 10 values of 
the C-C bond lengths and the sum of the two C-0 bond lengths 
are listed for some carboxylie acids. In Fig# 11 these 
values are plotted in the form of a graph of C-C bond length 
against the value of the sum of the two C-0 bond lengths.
A "best1* straight line through the experimental values was 
calculated by least squares and it will be seen that there is 
quite a striking correlation.
These results suggest that in the benzene carboxylic
acids and in the nitroacetate anion, the structure
\ /
C
I!
c
/ V
HO G”
Bakes a considerable contribution, in addition to the structures 
C C
I I
C and C
+/\
HO 0 H Q  0"
which normally contribute to the structure of the carboxyl 
group.
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5.4* Hydrogen Atom Results
With regard te the positions of the hydrogen atoms that
are resolved in Fig. 8, the average value of the C~H bond
lengths (!fable 9) is 0.86 &. This value is considerably less
than the accepted value of 1.07 % derived spectroscopically,
o
but agrees well with the value of 0.89 A found in salicylic 
acid. These results suggest strongly that the point of 
estimated maximum electron density does not coincide with the 
proton.
For an isolated hydrogen atom 95$ of the electron is 
contained in a circle of radius 1 % drawn about the centre of 
the atom. Electron counts for the benzene hydrogens varied 
from 0*7 to 1.5 electrons, so that there is a considerable 
error associated with these values. The content of the oxygen 
hydrogen is even less conclusive, for the shape of the elongated 
peak is such that it was very difficult to decide where to draw 
a boundary. in order to include all the elongated peak it was 
necessary to include areas which were more distant from the 
hydrogen centre than 1 A- When this was done a content of 0.9 
electrons was found, but as the area of the count included areas 
which could projjerly be assigned to the oxygen atoms this gives 
no information about the possible transfer of part of the electron 
to the oxygen atom. The smaller peak height of the oxygen
/ 3-91 '3-99
3-82
3-62
3-57
3-96
'3-84
3-94
2-64
11111111111 L
2 3 A
J__I I
H « .  X2* Arrangement of tho molecules In 
feo"T0XO) projection.
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hydrogen compared with the benzene hydrogens does suggest 
that a possible transfer has taken place.
In salicylic acid the two hydrogen atoms involved in 
hydrogen bonding were found to contain 0.5 and 0*5 electrons, 
so that there is a considerable transfer from hydrogen to 
oxygen in the case of this compound. This is in qualitative 
agreement with the theoretical results of Couleon & 
Danielsson^’ ^ .
5.5. Intemolecular Approach Distances
The arrangements of the molecules in the (QlO) and (100)
projections are indicated in Pigs. 12 and 15. Some of the
smaller of the intermolecular approach distances are indicated 
in these diagrams. The closest approach distance occurs 
between the oxygen atoms of neighbouring carboxyl groups.
The G-H...0 distance is 2.64 %, which is normal for this type 
of hydrogen bonding.
The other intermolecular approach distances are over 5 X, 
and correspond to normal van der waals interactions. The 
closest contact, 5.54 A, occurs between of one dimer and
of a dimer related to the first by 0, translation b.
5.6. Completeness of Refinement
The F0 values used in this analysis were obtained by 
averaging two independent sets, the percentage discrepancy
on
I
> 3 1
'3-64
3-79
350
3-65
'3-71
3-57
b
yig« 13* Arrangement of the molecules in the 
(100) projection.
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between the two sets of F values for the (ho£) zone being 8*0*
o
It is to be expected that the averaged F values will beo
rather more accurate than this.
As the final percentage discrepancy between observed and
calculated structure factors for the same reflexions is 8,8$
it seems clear that the refinement has been carried through to
about the maximum accuracy which the experimental data will
allow. Consequently, the electron density has been represented
accurately by a sot of discrete atoms with McWeeny scattering
factors and appropriate temperature factors. Other factors,
such as the concentration of bonding electrons between atoms
seem relatively unimportant, though it must be admitted that
the method of choosing temperature factors would tend to
obseure such details.
The completeness of the refinement suggests that the
McWeeny scattering factors are reasonably accurate and that
there is little justification for improving the. agreement
between F and F values, in the structure analysis of an o c
organic compound, by deducing empirical scattering curves for 
the light atoms. Such a process may still be necessary when 
dealing with heavy atoms for which the theoretical scattering 
factors are only known approximately, but would seem both 
unnecessary and rather questionable where light atoms are 
concerned.
IBS CRYSTAL STRUCTURE Qg BJSMZOIC ACID 
DBRIVfflP FROM GBIGBR-COUMTBR MEASURED INTENSITIBS
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1 • INTENSITY MEASUREMENTS ON THE GEIGER-COUNTER SPECTROMETER
1.1. Introduction
Because of the relationship between the accuracy of an 
electron-density projection and the accuracy of the FQ values 
used in the synthesis it is necessary to possess accurate X-ray 
data in attempting to determine fine details of the electron 
density in a crystal.
As there are considerable random personal errors involved 
in the visual estimation of photographically recorded intensities,
Fq values derived in this way may be considerably in error.
82Oochran has estimated the standard deviation of eye-estimated
intensities of average strength to be about 12# in a typical
case; while the discrepancy between two independent sets of
visually-estimated F values for benzoic acid was 8#.
o n
Integrating photometers give more accurate results, but their 
use is rather tedious.
Counters can be made very accurate and sensitive instruments 
for the measurement of X-ray intensities, and they have the 
great advantage that such errors as are inherent in their 
operation may be corrected readily. Integrated intensities 
from single crystals can be measured with a standard deviation 
of about 2%.
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Both argon filled end-window Geiger counters and xenon 
filled siae-window proportional counters are excellent 
detectors for copper radiation having a quantum efficiency 
of about 60# at this wavelength^. For molybdenum K radiation, 
with > =0.71 A? a krypton filled side-window proportional 
counter is preferable because of its higher quantum efficiency 
at this shorter wavelength.
At short wavelengths the efficiency of an argon filled 
Geiger counter drops considerably, being 17# at 0.77 % and 6# 
at 0.51 This is advantageous for single crystal diffraction
with copper Kck radiation, for it means that scattered radiation 
from the continuous X-ray spectrum, such as >/2 being reflected 
from the second order of the plane under examination, is 
relatively poorly detected and in consequence is less important 
than in the case of a photographic film.
A sodium-thalliua crystal scintillation counter has a 
higher efficiency (about 95#) for all wavelengths. This can 
b© a disadvantage, for it causes this counter to have a greater 
background than the Geiger or proportional counter. The 
background, however, can be reduced to considerably below that 
of a Geiger counter by means of a pulse-height discriminator 
circuit•
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The Geiger counter has a resolving time of about 200 ^ secs., 
so that its response is non-linear and for even moderate counting 
rates quite large wlost~countsM corrections are required#
Apart from the difficulty of making these corrections highly 
accurate, it is necessary to reduce really strong reflected, 
beams by means of absorbing foils placed in the path of the 
beam so that the counting rate does not become too high.
The reduction factor of the foils must be known accurately 
and they must be uniform. These constitute definite disad­
vantages to the use of the Geiger counter.
The resolving time of a proportional or scintillation 
counter is about 1 y^sec., so that both these counters have 
linear responses up to very high counting rates. No 
corrections for lost counts are required, and as it is not 
necessary to reduce strong reflexions by means of absorbing 
foils all reflexions are automatically on the same scale.
The main drawback to the use of counter techniques is 
the time required for intensity measurements. With the 
Geiger counter apparatus which was used in this work about 
twenty minutes were required for each reflexion and it was 
necessary to measure a standard reflexion about every hour or 
so in order to put all the intensity measurements on the same
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Fig. 14. Diagram of the experimental 
arrangement for recording X-ray 
intensities oh the Geiger-counter 
spectrometer. The vertical scale of 
the diagram has been exaggerated.
The' position of the crystal is marked 
by a cross.
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scale* As measurements were repeated on crystals of different 
sizes and the results averaged, several weeks were required to 
obtain a complete set of structure factors for one zone of 
reflexions.
The procedures followed in this amtlysis were those used
£  a
by Cochran in his analysis of adenine hydrochloride , and
82described by him elsewhere .
1.2, Description of the Apparatus
The Geiger-counter spectrometer used in this analysis 
was designed in the Cavendish Laboratory by Dr. W. Cochran.
It consists of a standard ’Unicam* single-crystal goniometer 
to which is attached a circular scale with an arm to carry the 
counter* The counter is detachable and can be replaced by 
the usual telescope, and a cylindrical film holder can then be 
mounted in the usual way about the axis of rotation of the 
goniometer ares. In this way the crystal can be centred 
optically about the axis of rotation and setting photographs 
taken.
An argon-alcohol filled counter about six inches long 
was used for intensity measurements made with copper K 
radiation. a diagram showing the relative positions of the 
collimator, crystal specimen and counter is given in Fig. 14.
A brass collimator containing three coaxial holes, the smallest
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being not less than 1 mm. in diameter, was used so that crystals 
of normal size would be completely bathed in a uniform X-ray 
beam. Of the two vertical slits through which the reflected 
beam passes is adjustable to conform with the crystal size, 
and Sc is fixed, being sufficiently large to admit any reflected 
beam of a size likely to be met.
The central wire of the counter is connected to a unit
supplying a stabilised high voltage. The number of counts
made in a selected time is recorded on a standard scaling
unit. A counting-rate meter is also used to give an indication 
of the intensity of the reflected beam. This is designed so 
that the magnitude of the deflection of a micro-ammeter is 
proportional to the number of counts recorded per second, the 
average being formed over a time varying from one second to 
four minutes depending on choice. a quenching unit, whose 
effect is to render the counter insensitive to further counts 
for a period of time of about 200 ^sees. after each count, is 
also provided. This period is the resolving time of the 
instrument.
^•3. Adjustment of crystal and Apparatus
The goniometer legs were adjusted so that the crystal was 
completely bathed in the central part of the X-ray beam of
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uniform intensity. The width of was adjusted so that it 
was about 0.5 mm* greater than that of the reflected beam, 
the width of which was measured by inserting a piece of film 
behind S^. The slit has to be closed as much as possible 
to reduce the X-ray background and to prevent more than one 
reflexion passing through but it is necessary to leave a small 
safety margin so that no part of the reflected beam is cut 
off due to any slight rais-setting.
The crystal was centred optically and the desired axis 
adjusted to the vertical by taking composite Laue photographs 
according to the method of weisz & Gole®^, the film-holder 
being rotated horizontally by about 1 mm. between each 
photograph. In this way the crystal could be set very 
accurately.
1* *• Calculation of crystal Settings
There are two settings which must be calculated for any 
one reflexion, one being the setting of the counter and the 
other of the crystal.
The counter setting is 2 6, where 0 is the Bragg angle of 
the reflexion concerned. For a reflexion in the (hO^) zone 
the angle 0 is calculated from the equation
Sln20hoe= h^sin2®l00+ 2^ Si“ 20OOl +2h  ^sin®100 sin6001 008 f  *
...............  155)
J3* =  (q0°-6)+ tO ,+
Fig. 15. Diagram illustrating how the 
crystal setting for a given (ho£) or 
(0k£) reflexion depends on 0 and $, 
where (2 sin0j^) are the polar co­
ordinates of an (no€) or (0k£) point 
in the reciprocal lattice.
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For a reflexion in the (0k£) zone the third term in the right- 
hand side of this equation is zero*
Fig# 15 illustrates how the setting of the crystal is 
obtained for a given reflexion.
Let the incident beam be travelling initially along the 
e32 axis. For a point F, with polar coordinates (2 sin 9 , ^ ) 
in the reciprocal-lattice net, to reach a reflecting position 
the reciprocal lattice must be rotated through an angle o>^ ,
•i
so that point p touches the sphere of reflexion at P .
Since is then equal to the sum of (90°- 0), ^ and 
the angle is given by
Normally, however, when the crystal setting is 0° the incident 
beam makes some angle with the o* axis, so that oo, the crystal 
setting with reference to the scale on the apparatus, will be 
given by
where K is a constant, which is determined in practice by 
locating some prominent low-order reflexion such as the (002) 
for benzoic acid.
For the (ho£) zone j was calculated from the expression
co^ p* - 90°+ e ~ 9 (56)
(56a)
(57)
N
i
O 0o o
3 01
o oo 9
60
2 0 '
Fig. IS. Variation with 2 0 of tne counting 
rate for a given reflexion. The raedian 
position gives tne Bragg angle of the 
re flexion.
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and for the (Ok 6) zone from the expression
oJ&
t a n $  =  | | r   - ...............  (58)
Values of d and 6} for reflexions in the (hoi) and (Ok^) zones 
of benzoic acid are listed in Appendix 2.
1.5. Measurement of Accurate Qell Dimensions
Using the previously determined unit cell dimensions 
(Chapter III, section 2,2), crystal settings were calculated 
for reflexions of a crystal, of benzoic acid set (1) with the 
b axis vertical, (2) with the a axis vertical. For a given 
reflexion the crystal was set to give maximum reflection, and 
the counting rate measured as the counter was set at successive 
26 positions in the reflected beam. The type of graph 
obtained is shown in Fig. 16. The median position was found 
by drawing horizontal lines across the figure and bisecting 
these. In this way the Bragg angle of the reflexion concerned 
could be obtained, accurate to about one or two minutes of arc.
This procedure was repeated with the counter set at 
(360°-26) in order to eliminate any error in the zero of the 
circular scale.
By measuring the 2 6 values of several axial planes, accurate 
values for a, b and o were obtained. In order to determine |3 
the 2 6 values of some (ho£) reflexions were measured and p 
calculated by the use of equation (55). The results obtained
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are as follows:
a = 5.507 ±  0.005 £
b - 5.125 ± 0.005 
c =  21.88 £ 0.02
P =97° s'± 6*.
These agree well with the previously determined values.
Using these values crystal and counter settings for the
(h0() and (Qk^) zones of benzoic acid were recalculated.
1.6, Measurement of Integrated Intensities by the 
Oscillating Crystal Method
The crystal was set in one of its maximum reflecting
positions and was oscillated through a range of 2° by means of
a cam and lever system, one complete oscillation being made
in one minute. By keeping the averaging time of the circuit
associated with the microammeter of the counting-rate meter
constant at about one second, so that the meter recorded the
X-ray intensity with very little time lag, it was possible to
verify that the intensity was at its maximum at the centre of
the range of oscillation, and fell to zero at either end.
The intensity of any reflexion was recorded as a number
of counts on the scaling unit, the intensity being reduced if
necessary by inserting nickel foils of known absorption factor
in front of , so that not more than 5000 counts per oscillation
3000
7.000
N
1000
10 <K» 6\0
U)
gig. 17. Variation with crystal setting 
of the counting rate for a given 
reflexion.
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were recorded. Readings of two minutes were made for each 
reflexion for each of the equivalent settings. Fluctuations 
in the mains voltage were corrected by manual control of the 
input voltage and tube current, for the X-ray tube which was 
used was not stabilized.
A standard reflexion was measured at intervals of about 
an hour, the counts from other reflexions being later corrected 
in the ratio of the decrease of the standard. This decrease 
was fairly regular and was due to the volatility of the benzoic 
acid crystals.
By measuring the counting rate for a given reflexion at 
different positions in the 2° oscillation range and plotting 
the counting rate against crystal setting, it was possible to 
derive the shape of that reflexion. The type of graph obtained 
for an (hOl?) reflexion is shown in Fig. 17* The very sharp 
maximum at one point of the irregular graph suggests that it 
would be rather difficult to obtain an accurate estimate of 
intensity by a stationary crystal method with the apparatus 
used in this analysis. The vertical arrows at either end of 
the graph indicate the normal oscillation rsnge.
1*7. Corrections for Background
The integrated intensity which has to be measured is that
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of the copper K doublet which has been reflected from the 
plane concerned. what is actually measured is this intensity 
plus a certain background count due to cosmic radiation, 
incoherent scattering from the air near the crystal and, 
possibly, reflected white radiation. This background couM 
be considerably reduced if the radiation emitted by the X-ray 
tube were to be monochromatized by reflection from another 
crystal, but this would raise further difficulties.
With the X-ray tube which was used the intensity of the 
resultant beam -would have been too low to enable a sufficient 
number of counts to be recorded in a reasonable time. Because 
of the statistical uncertainty of in an observation of 
H counts it is necessary to record as many counts as possible. 
To obtain a standard deviation of 1$ it is necessary to record 
10,000 counts.
Moreover an X-ray beam monochromatized by reflection 
from a crystal is small in cross-section, so that the crystal 
would not be completely bathed in a uniform beam, and in 
different settings different volumes of the crystal would be 
Irradiated by the beam, so causing errors in the measured 
intensities. One way of overcoming this difficulty would be 
to use a crystal considerably larger than the monochromatic 
X-ray beam so that the beam passes completely into the crystal
1000 
8 oo
N
Goo 
(*.00 
ao o
*o %o 3o uo eo 6o
fig* 18# Variation with 9 of the X-ray background 
for a particular crystal.
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at all crystal settings. With a large crystal, however, 
extinction effects are liable to be serious. For these 
reasons no attempt was made to use monochromatic radiation.
The background of the counter caused by cosmic radiation 
was measured by recording the number of counts made in ten 
minutes when the X-ray tube window was closed. This back- 
ground was usually about 60 counts per minute for the argon 
filled counter which was used.
The X-ray background due to incoherent scattering from 
the crystal and to air scattering was measured for each 
reflexion with the crystal turned so that no reflected 
radiation was recorded. This background count varied smoothly 
with 2 0 in the manner shown in Fig. 18 which shows the variation 
of X-ray background with 2 0 for one of the crystals used.
So attempt was made to correct for white radiation with 
wavelengths of between 1.48 and 1.77 1. These are the wave­
lengths of the Ni K and Fe K absorption edges. Although 
such radiation comes only from the plane whose intensity is 
being measured, its greater dispersion at high angles results 
in a lower proportion passing through the counter slits at 
these angles, so that at first sight it would appear necessary 
to allow for it. However, Oochran observed with a similar
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tube voltage that fro® being 6$ of the recorded intensity at 
2 0 ^l O 0, it fell off rapidly to 2$ at 30°, so that it is only 
for a few of the lowest angle reflexions that it is not guite 
negligible.
The presence of at least one nickel filter at the slit 
eliminates completely the copper £ p reflected radiation.
White radiation outside the range 1.48-1.77 % consists 
mainly of reflected from the second order of the plane
being measured. Where Weissenberg photographs showed reflexions 
to be overlapped by such second order reflexions two readings 
were taken, one with the normal Mi filter, and another with 
an Fe filter of such a thickness that its absorption for jr>(£*) 
was the same as that of the Mi filter. Because of its absorp­
tion edge the fe filter will pass practically no £ radiation, 
so that the difference between the readings with each filter is 
the corrected reading. This is the ’balanced filter* method 
of Boss®*,
It was found that the corrections for 4 >(£<*) radiation 
were insignificant for all the reflexions in the (hO^) and (Ok-C) 
zones of benzoic acid. This, presumably, is because the counter
is much less sensitive to such radiation than is a photographic 
film.
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1.8* Correction for ♦Lost Counts1
All the counts occurring within the resolving time of the 
counter are recorded as one* This causes a serious loss of 
counts at high counting rates.
It has been shown by Cochran^ that the corrected counting 
rate H may be simply expressed as
* =  v *1 **    (59)
where H is the number of counts recorded in one second, x is 
o
the resolving time in seconds, and K is a constant depending 
upon the variation of intensity with time, i.e. upon the form 
factor of the X-ray source and the angular velocity of 
oscillation of the crystal.
In order to determine Krthe same reflexion was measured 
at different counting rates. If the recorded counting rate 
for a reflexion with its intensity reduced by a certain number 
of nickel foils is then from equation (59), after rearrange­
ment, we obtain
s =  sj -  <60>
If some of the nickel foils are removed so that the effective 
intensity is increased r times, and the new recorded rate is 
Ng, then
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(60a)
and we obtain finally
A reflexion was selected for which the counting rate was about 
2000/min. with several reducing foils in place. Readings were 
made at this rate and at each of two other rates obtained by 
removing one foil and adding one respectively. The reducing 
factor of the nickel foils was 2.0. By combining the three 
different counting rates three independent values for Kt were 
obtained. Their mean was used in all calculations. An 
evaluation was made for each crystal used since the precise 
value depends both on the range of oscillation and the mosaic 
structure of the crystal, and the latter may be expected to 
vary slightly from crystal to crystal. The values found 
varied between 2.6 x 10~^ and 4.3 x 10"“^  seconds. The true 
counting rate for each reflexion was obtained from the recorded 
rate by application of equation (59).
The following percentage corrections had to be applied to 
the recorded counting rates for a value of Kr =3.5 x 10~^
seconds
500 counts/min 2$ correction 
10$6 *
1851 «
1500 »
2500 » it
1.9. Absorption Corrections
For the measurements of the (hQ$) reflexions crystals of 
almost square cross section were used so that absorption 
factors for different reflexions would not differ.
For the measurements of the (0k£) reflexions the smaller 
crystals used had cross-sections which were almost square so 
that absorption corrections were not required, but for the 
largest crystal, which had minimum and maximum dimensions at 
right angles to the rotation axis of 0.17 x 0.40 mm., absorp­
tion corrections were felt to be required.
The method used to correct for absorxrtion was based on 
that due to Albrecht8**. The absorption factor for a crystal 
is given ideally by
where s is the area of cross-section of the crystal, and r end 
t are the lengths of the incident and reflected rays within the
imately by a summation, the degree of approximation depending 
on the number of terms in the summation. The crystal cross- 
section is divided into n equal fractional areas AS (so that 
n43 =1), and exp. [-^(r+t)} evaluated at the centre of each 
area. We then obtain
(62)
fractional area dS. This integral can be ret>r©sented approx-
Fig. 19. Illustration of the procedure 
used to calculate absorption factors.
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and since the areas AS are equal,
(64)
The crystal cross-section was drawn out to scale
(50 cm* =  1 mm.), and divided into ten equal areas* For 
each reflexion the crystal and counter settings derived in 
section 1.4 were used to draw lines representing the incident 
and reflected rays at the centres of the areas into which the 
cross-section had been divided. A scale, marked out with 
values of exp.(-9.55x) on the same scale as the crystal cross- 
section, was used to derive values of exp.J-|i(r + 1)] for the 
path-lengths in the crystal, and the ten values for each 
reflexion were then averaged.
This procedure is illustrated in Fig. IS.
1.10. Calculation of Integrated Intensities
By applying the above corrections to the recorded counting 
rates in the following way the integrated intensities were 
obtained.
1. The natural background count was subtracted.
2. The readings from different crystal settings were 
averaged.
3. The lost counts correction was applied.
4. The corrected value from (3) was multiplied by the 
total reducing factor of all the Ni foils used.
from 0.759 to 0.849
Table 11
tumiex**** ■ t'-i \am > < '<■ «m j.
Comparison of some (hOt) F values measuredv
on different crystals• Crystal 1 was the 
smallest crystal used, crystal 3 the largest.
W values
hO Crystal 1 Crystal 2 Crystal
002 32.2 32.2
004 30*0 31.3
006 8.6 8.2
003 20.5 20.4 20.2
0,0,10 9.9 9.5
0,0,12 5.5 5.5
100 38.5 40.0
102 34.2 34.6
104 26.3 26.9
106 16.9 17.4
108 19.4 19.2
1,0,10 22.4 22.1
1,0,12 23.2 23.2
102 72.6 71.6
107 2.6 2.9
106 6.3 6.6
108 35.6 34.9 34.4
i,o,I5 4.3 4.5
1,0,12 35.2 34.9
1,0,14 15.4 15.6
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5. The average X-ray background was subtracted.
6. The value from (5) was scaled to the appropriate 
value of the standard reflexion.
7* The Lorentz and polarisation factors were applied.
8. where necessary, values fro® (7) were divided by 
absorption factors.
values were obtained by taking the square-roots of the 
integrated intensities from (8).
1.11. Discussion of Results
The (h0-£) values were measured for three crystals of 
varying sizes, and for common reflexions the percentage dis­
crepancy between independent measurements is 1.7*
In Table 11 independent measurements for some reflexions 
are compared.
The close agreement between the independent determinations 
shows clearly the superiority of Geiger-counter measured 
intensities over visual estimates.
The percentage discrepancy between the final averaged 
Geiger-counter measured (ho£) structure factors and the visually 
estimated structure factors is 7.4. The percentage discrepancy 
between the Geiger-counter measured structure factors and the 
final calculated (ho£) structure factors of the earlier analysis 
(Chapter III) is 9.7, slightly higher than the value of 8.8
ffig. 20. First difference-synthesis x^ ro- 
jection on i010). Contours at intervals 
of 0.1 e. A , negative contours broken 
and zero contour dotted.
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obtained with the visually estimated structure factors.
Up to the present only one set of Geiger-counter measured 
structure factors for the (0k€) zone has been evaluated*
This is the set associated with the crystal of dimensions 
0*17 x 0.40 mm. perpendicular to the rotation axis. Although 
this cross-section is very far from being square, it was found 
that because of the low absorption factor for copper K<^  
radiation (ji=9.35 cm." ), absorption corrections are not 
very large. Values of A =  exp.{~y(r + 17} vary from 0.759 
to 0.849 only, and the percentage discrepancy between the 
structure factors, with and without absorption corrections, 
is 1.5.
The percentage discrepancy between the visually estimated 
(Ok i) structure factors and the present set of Geiger-counter 
measured structure factors is 8.1, and the percentage dis­
crepancy between the final calculated values and the Geiger- 
counter measured structure factors is 10.9.
2 * STRUCTURE REFINEMENT
2.1. Introduction
From a study of other crystal structure analyses made 
with Geiger-counter measured structure factors, it was realized 
that the main cause of the percentage discrepancy of 9.7 for
C<0 0»>
Fig. 21. Comparison of calculated (a) and. 
observed (b)_ directions of maximum vibration 
of the carbon atoms of the benzene ring.
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the (ho£) data was probably the anisotropic vibration of the 
atoms. In the previous analysis of benzoic acid only the 
anisotropic vibration of atoms and had been allowed for, 
as they had been most pronounced.
It was decided that the refinement could best proceed by 
means of a study of difference Fourier projections which would 
allow atomic coordinates and thermal parameters to be adjusted 
by a process of successive approximation.
2.2. Difference Flectron-Density projections on A m i
The first difference map prepared was one in which the 
Fourier coefficients were differences between the Geiger- 
counter measured (ho£) structure factors and the final cal­
culated structure factors of the analysis using visually 
estimated structure factors. This synthesis was computed 
(as were all the others mentioned in this chapter) on the 
Hollerith machine in the Cambridge University Mathematical 
Laboratory. Fig. 20 shows this difference map.
A study of this map revealed that while atom 0^ showed 
anisotropic thermal vibration, the effect of this had been 
overestimated in the previous analysis. In addition, atom 
0^ was seen to be vibrating preferentially in a direction 
roughly at right angles to the C-^-O^ bond, the magnitude of
0£2
-> a
Fig. 22. Fourth difference-synthesis pro­
jection on (010.). Contours at intervals 
of 0.1 e. A” , negative contours broken 
and zero contour dotted.
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the temperature factor* V , of atom had been underestimated, 
and various small atomic adjustments were required.
It was felt that the structure factors would have to toe 
calculated rather more accurately than in the previous analysis, 
in order to make full use of the accuracy of the observed 
values. The coordinates of the atoms were expressed as 
fractions of the cell edge to three decimal places and the 
cosines evaluated from the table of cos 2 ttx in the International
o*y
Tables, (1935), correct to three significant places. The
atomic scattering faetors for each reflexion were evaluated
to two significant decimal places and on multiplying toy the
appropriate cosine values, atomic structure factors correct to
two decimal places were obtained. After summing the atomic
structure factors for each reflexion, the structure factor
Values were rounded off to one decimal place. By performing
the calculations in this way it was felt that there was very
little possibility of rounding-off errors in the F valuesc
introducing errors into the analysis.
Later difference Fourier projections showed the necessity 
for introducing anisotropic scattering factors for most of the 
atoms in the benzene ring. The directions of maximum vibration 
of the benzene carbon atoms as deduced from the difference maps 
agree roughly with the directions to be expected if the dimer
Temperature-faetor parameters for the oxygen and 
carbon atoms, deduced from the difference-synthesis 
projections on (010).
Atom Ok f + i p f
° i
1.6
l
1.0 2.1 i u °
°2 2.0 0.4 2.2 1*0°
C1 1.55
°2 1.45
C5 1.9
C4 1.8 0.7 2.15 2°
°5 1.8 @•6 2.1 52°
e6 1.8 0.8 2.2 100®
°7 1.55 0.5 1.8 94°
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is regarded as a rigid body oscillating in its own plane about
the centre of the dimer. These directions are compared in
Fig. 21. A similar phenomenon was observed in the analysis
of salicylic aeid^ .
The final temperature-factor parameters for the oxygen
and carbon atoms are listed in Table 12.
So far four cycles of refinement have been carried out
with the (hoi) structure factors and the fourth difference
synthesis is shown in Fig. 22. This still reveals the
necessity for further adjustments to the structure but these
have not yet been made. In this projection all the atoms
apart from the carboxyl hydrogen atom have been subtracted out.
2.3. Progress of Refinement
After four cycles of refinement the percentage discrepancy
for the (hot) structure factors dropped from 9.7 to 6.9. The
actual average discrepancy for each plane, expressed in absolute
units, is 0.7 and the largest, apart from that of the (102)
plane, is 2.8 for the (102) plane. For the (102) plane,
however, the f value is considerably smaller than F , the o e 7
discrepancy being 12.2. This suggests that the plane is 
affected by extinction and if this individual discrepancy is 
ignored, the overall percentage discrepancy drops from 6.9 to 
5.7 for the (hot) structure factors.
Fig. 23. Difference-synthesis projection on (010) 
showing the electron distribution due to the 
hydrogen atoms in tne benzoic aciu molecule. 
Contours at intervals of 0.1 e. a-^ ,negative 
contours broken and zero contour dotted*
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Because of the probability of extinction affecting the 
(102) plane, it was omitted from all the difference Fourier 
projections.
Observed and calculated structure factors are listed in 
Appendix 2.
2.4. Location of the Hydrogen Atoms
An (F -F ) synthesis in which the hydrogen contributions 
o c
were not allowed for in the values was prepared when thec
percentage discreiJancy for the (ho£) zone had dropped to 7*5. 
This is shown in Fig. 23 and reveals clearly the hydrogen 
atoms bonded to the carbon atoms of the benzene ring. Four 
of these hydrogen atoms are very well resolved, but the fifth, 
attached to Cg, appears as an unresolved doublet on the screw- 
axis projection.
The hydrogen atom of the carboxyl group is only poorly 
resolved, as in the previous analysis, and cannot be attributed 
with certainty to either of the oxygen atoms involved in the 
hydrogen bond, in Fig. 22 this peak appears again, though 
with a slightly different shape, as the atomic positions and 
thermal parameters for the oxygen atoms were changed slightly 
after preparing the projection shown in Fig. 23. The poor 
resolution of this hydrogen atom is discussed more fully in 
a later section.
Table 13
Coordinates of the oxygen and carbon atoms.
Atom X y z X* Y Z f
°i 0.220 0.237 0.0125 1.178 1.215 0.272
°2 -0.089 0.140 0.0642 -0.667 0.718 1.395
0.102 0.275 0.0575 0.404 1.409 1.248
C2 0.180 0.478 0.1033 0.710 2.451 2.243
C3 0.383 0.627 0.0975 1.846 3.212 2.118
C4 0.460 0.822 0.1406 2.151 4.214 3.052
Gj 0.334 0.867 0.1897 1.325 4.442 4.123
c6 0.133 0.717 0.1960 0.201 3.674 4.255
0.051 0.517 0.1535 -0.134 2.648 3.336
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The x and z coordinates of the four well resolved 
hydrogen atoms are given in Table 17.
2.5. Refinement of the projection on (100)
Using the F values of the earlier analysis and the (0k£) 
c
Geiger-counter measured FQ values, an (Fq-Fc ) synthesis for 
the (100) projection was prepared. This difference synthesis 
is shown in Fig* 24. It suggested changes in atomic coordin­
ates for most of the atoms, the largest being a shift of 
0.05 i parallel to the b axis for C^. Owing to the poorer 
resolution in this projection, however, the magnitudes of the 
atomic shifts were rather uncertain.
Because of lack of time it has not yet been possible 
to carry out any cycles of refinement on this projection, so 
that the y coordinates of the atoms derived in this analysis 
must be of a lower degree of accuracy than the x and z co­
ordinates.
The (Gk(i) structure factors are listed in Appendix 2.
2*6. Atomic Coordinates and Molecular Dimensions
The final coordinates of the oxygen and carbon atoms are 
listed in Table 13. The coordinates x, y and z are referred 
to the monoclinic axes and are expressed as fractions of the 
axial lengths. The coordinates X 1, Y and Z 1 are referred to
Table 14
Bond lengths in the benzole aeid molecule 
calculated from the coordinates listed In 
Table 13.
Bond Length (A)
ci-°i 1.261
°l-°2 1.283
°l-°2 1.473
C2-C3 1.373
1.393
0 V*
1 Q 4*. 1.403
°7"c6 1.418
C4-55 1.371
c5-c6 1.367
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orthogonal sixes and were obtained as described earlier.
These coordinates are expressed in Angstrom units.
From these coordinates the bond lengths in the benzoic 
acid molecule were calculated and the values found are shown 
in Table 14.
3. DISCUSSION
3.1. Random Arrangement of the Hydrogen Atoms
The main point of interest in the bond lengths listed in 
Table 14 is the very small difference in length between the 
0-0 bonds of the carboxyl group. The difference is 0.022 X, 
rather smaller than the figure of 0.046 X derived in the earlier 
analysis.
The only plausible explanation of the near identity of 
bonds 0^-0^ and is that there is a random arrangement in
the crystal of the two types of molecule shown in Fig. 25.
The only effective difference between molecules of type (a) 
and those of type (b), if we ignore differences in bond type, 
consists of the position of the carboxyl hydrogen. This atom 
will have only a small effect on the long-range forces governing 
the packing of the molecules in the crystal, so that it is not 
surprising that a random arrangement of the two types of 
molecule exists.
o
■> b
Fig. 24 . Firot a.I i I'ertjnce-synt iiesis pro joc 
on (100). 'Contours at intervals of 0.1 e. 
ne;;r11ive eontours broken and zero contour 
dotted.
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A rather similar phenomenon has been reported by Clews &
88Cochran in their analysis of the crystal structure of 2-aaino- 
4-methyl-6~ehlorpyriiaidine. Fourier projections show that 
the chlorine atoms and methyl groups are distributed randomly 
through the structure in either the 4- or 6- position.
Other structures are known in which the space group 
symmetry demands a statistical arrangement. p-Bromochloro-
Q Q
benzene has been reported by Hendricks J to have the space 
group with two molecules in the unit cell, so that a
centrosymmetrical molecule is required. Certain acid 
are required by the cry st alio graphic symmetry to have a 
symmetrical 0-H...0 bond. In view of the 0...0 distances, 
however, it is certain that the bond symmetry is merely 
statistical and that the crystals have a random structure.
A random alternation of the two types of benzoic acid 
molecule would cause <an effective plane of symmetry, from 0^ 
to C5> through the molecule, with bonds related by this plane 
being equal in length. The bond lengths listed in Table 14 
satisfy this requirement (within the limits of experimental 
error), as also do the bond lengths reported in the earlier 
analysis.
Table 15
Displacements of the atoms from the molecular plane 
X *»■ 0.77Q9X* + G.8043Z* .+ 0*0942.
Atom YAcalc. yobs. A Displa*
°x 1*221 1.215
0.006 0.004
°2 0.702 0.718 -0.016 —0.011
C1 1.409 1.409 0.000 0.000
°2 2.445 2.451 -0.006 -0.004
C3 3.221 3.212 0.009 0.006
C4 4.207 4.214 -0.007 —0.005
°5 4.431 4.442 -0.011 —0.007
°6 3.671 3.674 -0.003 -0.002
°7 2.674 2.648 0.026 0.017
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3.2. Planarity of the Benzoic Acid Molecule
Another requirement of this random alternation is that the
molecule must be effectively planar, that is, the coordinates
of all the atoms should satisfy an equation of the type
X =  AX* + BZ» + C.
A, B and C were determined by the method of least squares to
be 0.7709, 0.8043 and 0.0942 respectively. Using this
equation Y coordinates were calculated for all the atoms and
compared with those derived from the difference synthesis for
the (100) projection. The deviations, A , between these
estimates are listed in Table 15, along with the corresponding
displacements of the atoms from the molecular plane. The
average deviation between the two values of Y is 0.009 A,
equivalent to a perpendicular displacement of 0.006 X. The
largest deviation (for C^) is 0.026 A, equivalent to a perpen-
o
dicular displacement from the plane of 0.017 A. All the atoms 
in the benzoic acid molecule may, therefore, be regarded as 
coplanar.
A rather different conclusion had been reached in the 
earlier analysis of benzoic acid, but it was thought that this 
discrepancy might have been caused by the method which was 
used to calculate the molecular plane. In that analysis a 
molecular plane had been calculated by least squares to fit the
Table 16
Displacements of the atomic coordinates derived 
in Chapter III from the molecular plane
Y *  0.7814X* + 0.8156Z' +  0.0787.
Atom calc • Yo bs • A Displai
°i 1.247
1.216 0.031 0.020
°2 0.701 0.737 -0.036 -0.023
C1 1.410 1.430 -0.020 -0.013
C2 2.475 2.470 0.005 0.003
C3 3.239 3.241 -0.002 -0.001
C4 4.229 4.231 -0.002 —0.001
®5 4.464 4.497 -0.033 -0.022
C6 3.710 3.700 0.010 0.007
C7 2.701 2.653 0.048 0.032
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ring atoms only, i.e. atoms C2> .... Cy, and it was then found 
that atoms C^ and 0^ were displaced significantly from that 
plane•
It was now realized that a more strictly logical method of 
establishing the planarity of the whole molecule was to calculate 
a wbestw plane through all the atoms and then to investigate 
the displacements of the atoms from that plane. Consequently, 
the calculation of the molecular plane derived from the earlier 
coordinates was repeated, incorporating the coordinates of all 
the atoms. a , B and c were found to be 0.7814, 0.8156 and 
0.0787 respectively. Using these values, Y coordinates for 
all the atoms were calculated and compared with those obtained 
from the final difference synthesis of the earlier analysis.
The results are listed in Table 16. The average deviation 
between the two estimates of Y is 0.021 A, equivalent to a
o
perpendicular displacement from the molecular plane of 0.014 A, 
and the largest deviation (c^) is 0.048 X, equivalent to a 
perpendicular displacement of 0.032 i. Atoms 02 and C-^ , which 
were thought previously to have displacements from the plane of 
the benzene ring of 0.068 and 0.042 A, have displacements from 
the recalculated molecular plane of 0.023 and 0.013 A respectively. 
These are not significant, so that using the coordinates of the
* \
Fig. 25. Illustration of the two types of 
molecule in the benzoic acid lattice. 
Iwolecules of type (b)'are obtained by 
rotating molecules’of type (a) through 
180° about an axi-s running from Or to Gg* 
The only nydrogen atom shown is tnat 
belonging to -the carboxyl group.
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earlier analysis the molecule is found to he planar.
As the y coordinates found from the difference synthesis 
shown in Fig. 24 were thought to he less accurate than the x 
or z coordinates, bond lengths for the benzoic acid molecule 
were recalculated using Y coordinates obtained from the 
equation
Y -  0.7709X* + 0.8045Z* 4- 0.0942.
The bond lengths so calculated are shown in Fig* 26.
5.5. Bond Length Variations in the Benzene Ring
The values shown in Fig. 26 differ only slightly from the 
lengths given in Table 14, the main difference being in the 
lengths of the bonds and Cg~Cy which are smaller by 0.011
and 0.022 SL respectively.
These bonds differ from G^-C^ and C^-Gg by an average 
value of 0.027^ %  (using the values from Fig. 26) but it is 
difficult to decide whether this is significant, for, because 
of the incomplete refinement of the (100) projection, it is not 
possible to calculate an accurate standard deviation. Using 
the bond lengths listed in Table 14 this average difference is 
0.0415 %.
This aspect of the variation of the bond lengths in the 
ring will have to await the completion of the refinement of the 
(100) projection for bonds G^-C^ and Cg-Cy are very dependent
1-396
1-381
392.
Fig. 26. Bond lengths in the 
benzoic acid molecule.
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on the Y coordinates. Bonds C2-C^, C^-C^ and C^-Cg
are not so dependent on the Y coordinates and here the bonds 
C2-C5 end C2-C7 sea* to be slightly longer than the bonds
and C^-Cg. £he difference is not very great, but as
it was found in the previous analysis using visually estimated 
intensities it may perhaps be real.
The bond G^-C2 leading to the carboxyl group is about 
1*47 % in length (1.468 1 in Fig. 26 and 1.473 X in Table 14) 
so that it must have an appreciable amount of double bond 
character. In terms of valence-bond theory this requires 
the structures I, II and III of Fig. 27 to contribute to the 
molecular state of benzoic acid. Such a contribution, as 
well as shortening bond C^-C2? would require bonds C2~G^ and 
Cg-C^ to be longer than the other bonds of the benzene ring. 
This is in agreement with the observed bond lengths only to 
the extent that bonds C2~0  ^end G2~C^ are found to be longer 
than bonds C^-G^ and C^-Cg. Bonds and Cg-Cy, however,
are found to be the longest bonds in the ring, whereas, if 
structures I, II and III contribute to the molecular state, 
they ought to be the shortest. Although the lengths of these 
bonds are still rather uncertain, it is difficult to believe 
that they will change sufficiently to make them shorter even 
than G^-C^ and
OX 
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3.4* Correlation of X-Ray Results and Chemical Reactivity
The contribution of structures I, IX and III should cause 
atoms C y  C5 and Cy to have less than six electrons associated 
with them. Whether this effect is of sufficient magnitude to 
be detected by an electron count is uncertain. Owing to the 
incomplete state of the refinement no such counts have yet been 
made •
Normal aromatic substitution reactions are brought about 
by electrophilic reagents and consequently are impeded by 
electron-attracting groups and accelerated by electron-releasing 
groups. The carboxyl group belongs to the former category and 
is meta directing. The contribution of structures I, II and 
III to the molecular state of benzoic acid, which was postulated 
to explain the short length of bond * provides a ready
explanation of the meta directing effect of the carboxyl group, 
for it requires the atoms in the ortho and para positions (C^,
C5 and Gy) to be electron deficient. This electron deficiency 
will prevent electrophilic reagents attacking the benzene ring 
in these positions. In agreement with this the nitration of 
benzoic acid at -30° results in the formation of the ortho, meta 
and para substituted nitrobenzoic acids in the ratio
o : m : p  1 4 : 8 5 : 0 . 6 9 u .
91Hi & gyring showed that it is jjossible to calculate the
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rate of nitration of mono substituted benzene derivatives by 
combining the electronic theory of chemical reactions with 
transition state theory. They assume that the change in the 
activation free energy AF of nitration, caused by the sub­
stituent , is due only to coulombic factors and that the value 
of M  of nitration of benzene itself is considered as being
essentially nonclassical. They then deduce the equation
k
= exp.[(- ey «n/rD) /kT] .................. (65)
where k is the rate constant of nitration at C,. in the 
y y
substituted benzene ring, k^ is the rate constant at a carbon 
atom of benzene, e and e are the charges on the reacting 
carbon atom and the attacking reagent, respectively, r is the 
distance between the carbon atom and in the transition 
state and 33 is the dielectric constant.
The charge on the ion is assumed to be one electron, 
that is, 4.8 x 10~*^ esu. In order to calculate the charges 
on the carbon atoms at the various positions in the benzene 
ring they made use of dipole moment data.
In this way the authors were able to calculate the 
fraction of nitration at each nuclear position with a fair 
amount of success.
It would be interesting, when the refinement of the 
structure of benzoic acid has been completed, to evaluate e
y
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at each position in the ring by direct electron counts on the 
final difference syntheses and then to use these values to 
calculate the fractions of the various nitrobenzoic acids which 
are formed on nitration. The main source of error in these 
counts, however, will be the possible wrong choice of aniso­
tropic temperature factors, for the subtraction of an atom 
vibrating in one direction results in a transfer of electrons 
in the difference synthesis from points on either side of the 
atom in that direction, to points on either side of the atom 
at right angles to that direction. It seems likely that the 
correlation of X-ray crystal structure analyses and chemical 
reactivity, in the way suggested above, will be most success­
fully accomplished when the temperature factors of the atoms 
are chosen in some more objective manner, such as by the 
analysis of neutron diffraction data where, since the scattering 
is caused by the nuclei alone and the scattering factor of a 
particular atom is a constant which does not vary with sin 6 , 
no trouble is caused by possible errors in scattering curves 
and by the possible existence of peaks in the difference 
synthesis caused by bonding electrons.
3*5. The Use of Resonance Structures in Calculating 
Theoretical Bond Lengths
The bond leading to the carboxyl group in salicylic acid 
o
is 1.458 A in length and so agrees well with the corresponding
Ill
bond in benzoic acid (1.47 A)* On the basis of the standard 
deviations of length of these two measurements it is not
possible to say that the difference is real. One would
expect this bond in salicylic acid to be father shorter than 
the bond in benzoic acid, for the resonance structure IV shown 
in Fig. 27 will contribute to the molecular state of salicylic 
acid in addition to structures similar to I, II and III.
As the difference is small either IV must make only a small 
contribution, or the contributions of I, II and III must be 
suppressed to some extent when IV contributes to the molecular 
state of salicylic acid. It is difficult to believe, however, 
that the contributions of structures similar to I, II and III 
will be suppressed very much, for the two acids are so simxlar 
that it would seem that the explanation of the nearly equal
shortening of the bond in both should be similar for both
compounds.
Cochran found that good agreement with the measured bond 
lengths could be obtained by describing the molecular state 
of salicylic acid in terms of resonance between the structures 
I?, V and VI of Fig. 27, these structures being given weights 
of 0*14, 0.66 and 0.20 respectively. There is justification, 
however, for claiming that structures corresponding to I, II 
and III must make an appreciable contribution, so that the
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selection of contributing structures seems to be rather 
arbitrary. Having chosen the resonance structures in some 
arbitrary manner their weights are then chosen to give the 
best possible agreement between the calculated and measured 
bond lengths. as the contributing structures which were 
chosen may not include all those which should have been chosen 
the process seems rather questionable.
What is required is a sounder basis on which to select 
the contributing resonance forms and the weights to be assigned 
to them.
3.6. Dimensions of the Carboxyl Group
The two 0-0 bonds differ by 0.031 % (Fig. 26) or by 
0.022 A (Table 14). It is difficult to decide whether this 
small difference may be significant. On the basis of any 
reasonable estimation of the present standard deviation it is 
probably not significant, but the fact that the difference in 
bond lengths is in the same sense as that found in the earlier 
analysis makes it seem that it may perhaps be real. Further 
discussion of this should probably await the completion of the 
refinement.
Two arguments about the completeness of the random 
arrangement of molecules can be put forward.
(a) If weak long range forces exerted by the carboxyl
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hydrogen atom of a molecule of type (a) (Fig. 25) cause a 
slight preponderance of molecules of the same type around it 
then, similarly, a molecule of type (b) must have a like pre­
ponderance of molecules of type (b) around it. On averaging 
over the whole unit cell the effect will be to have just as many 
molecules of one type as of the other* The two bonds should 
then be identical in length, and the apparent small difference 
is not significant.
(b) If the crystal is pictured as being formed by the 
packing of molecules around one primary molecule of type (a) 
then the weak directive forces exerted by the carboxyl hydrogen 
atom should cause a slight preponderance of molecules of the 
same type (a) in the layer immediately surrounding the xjrimary 
molecule. JSaeh of the molecules in this layer can then be 
pictured as causing a slight preponderance of molecules of 
type (a) in the next layer and so on. This would Gause the 
complete crystal to have a small preponderance of molecules of 
type (a) and the difference in bond lengths would then be real.
This argument seems rather artificial, however, for if 
the primary molecule were of type (b) we might expect to find 
some crystals with a preponderance of type (b) and the difference 
in bond lengths would then be reversed.
Table 17
Hydrogen coordinates and bond lengths*
Atom X z X 1 T 2*
H(C5) 0.457 0.0608 2.35 2.97 1.32
h (c 4 ) 0.620 0.1350 3.05 4.80 2.93
h (c5 ) 0.403 0.2233 1.61 5.24 4.85
h (c ?) -0.107 0.1567 -1.02 2.05 3.41
Bond Lengths (1)
h -c 3 0.98
h -c 4 1.08
H-C5 1.13
U—Gy 1.08
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It is probable, of course, that this argument can only be 
applied to the small mosaic blocks which make up the benzoic 
acid crystals, and as each crystal contains very many of these 
blocks the average effect over the whole crystal will be to 
have equal numbers of the two types of molecule*
It can probably be safely concluded that there is very 
little probability of a preponderance of one type of molecule 
occurring and consequently the two C-0 bond lengths in the 
carboxyl group should be found to be identical in length*
3.7. Discussion of the Hydrogen positions
From the x and z coordinates of the four well resolved 
hydrogen atoms X 1 and Z* coordinates were calculated, and X 
coordinates obtained by substituting the X f and Z* coordinates 
in the equation of the molecular plane. These coordinates 
are listed in Table 17 along with the C-H bond lengths calculated 
from them.
o
The average value of these C-H bond lengths is 1.07 A, 
agreeing with the accepted spectroscopic value. Such agreement 
is rather surprising, for a value of 0.89 X was found in 
salicylic acid and a value of 0.86 X was deduced in the earlier 
analysis of benzoic acid.
As the difference synthesis from which the hydrogen 
coordinates were estimated, was prepared before the refinement
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of the (010) 'projection of benzoic acid has been completed, 
it may be that these coordinates are still only approximate. 
Further discussion of these bond lengths must await the 
completion of the structure refinement.
The recognition of the presence of the two randomly 
occurrring types of molecule explains the difficulty which was 
experienced in locating the carboxyl hydrogen atom. There 
will, statistically speaking, be half a hydrogen atom in each 
of the two possible positions between the oxygen atoms.
It is generally accepted that a carboxyl hydrogen atom 
only contains about 0.5 electrons, because of a partial transfer 
of electrons to the oxygen atom to which it is bonded. If it 
is assumed, to a first approximation, that the 0~H bond is 
about 1.0 % in length, then the two alternative sites for the 
carboxyl hydrogen atom will be about 0.6 1 apart and an elongated 
peak enclosing these two positions will be found in a difference 
synthesis. As this peak only contains about 0.5 electrons 
the peak height should be small - about 0.3 or 0.4 e . .
The rather elongated peaks which were found in both Fig. 22 
and Fig. 23 agree qualitatively with the existence of two 
equally likely sites for the carboxyl hydrogen atom.
3.8, piscussion of_.the Jgxistence of Bonding; Electrons
In his analysis of the structure of salicylic acid Cochran
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detected evidence of the departure from circular symmetry of 
the projected carbon and oxygen atoms. The value of 
at the centre of every bond in the (001) projection is positive, 
varying from 0.10 to 0.31 No such feature is detectable
in the difference synthesis projection shown in Fig. 22.
Possible reasons for this discrepancy are
(a) The projection shown in Fig. 22 does not represent the
final refinement of the benzoic acid structure. Small
adjustments to both the atomic coordinates and the 
anisotropic temperature factors are still required.
The detection of peaks, such as those Cochran found, 
representing the concentration of electrons in bonds 
depends to a great extent on the correct choice of 
temperature factor parameters.
(b) The appearance of a difference synthesis depends to a
great extent on the scattering factors which are used.
The scattering factors used by Cochran are semi~emplrical 
ones derived from Hartree scattering curves, and differ 
from the scattering factors calculated by McWeeny which 
were used in this analysis. In his analysis of the 
electron density in <f~pyridone Penfold, using McWeeny
f curves, likewise found no systematic concentration of
Table 18
t *
Comparison of the coordinates X p  Y-^  and 2^ obtained 
in the present analysis with those, xl, Y^ 
obtained previously.
Atom X2 IAI Y1
y*
2 IM
°i
1.178 1.192 0.014 1.215 1.216 o .oo i
°2 -0.667 -0.663 0.004 0.718 0.737 0.019
C1 0.404 0.413 0.009 1.409 1.430 0.021
C2 0.710 0.713 0.003 2.451 2.470 0.019
°3 1.846 1.849 0.003 3.212 3.241 0.029
°4 2.151 2.129 0.022 4.214 4.231 0.017
°5 1.325 1.310 0.015 4*442 4.497 0.055
C6 0.201 0.210 0.009 3.674 3.700 0.026
C7 -0.134 -0.128 0.006 2.648 2.653 0.005
Atom Zi zl2 IAI
°i 0.272 0.290 0.018
°2 1.395 1.398 0.003
1.248 1.236 0.012
°2 2.243 2.255 0.012
2.118 2.103 0.015
C4 3.052 3.048 0.004
°5 4.123 4.121 0.002
°6 4.255 4.251 0.004
C? 3.336 3.338 0.002
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electron density between bonded atoms. The greater 
inclination, however, of Ov-pyridone in both the (001) and 
(010) projections might tend to obscure fine details of 
the electron density in space when projected on to these 
planes.
If the peaks found by Cochran in salicylic acid are caused 
by the use of incorrect scattering curves then the number of 
electrons associated with a bond between two atoms must be very 
small, even less than the value of 0*05 electrons per bond 
found by Cochran.
The difficulty of assigning correct temperature factor 
parameters to atoms could be overcome if a neutron diffraction 
study of the crystal structure were made. The correct 
anisotropic motions could be deduced from this and used to 
prepare a difference synthesis with X-ray data. Such a 
process would allow a fairer estimate to be made of the 
possible existence of a small concentration of electrons in 
bonds«
4 * COMPARISON OF THIS TWO STRUCTURE DETERMINATIONS 
OF BENZOIC ACID
The coordinates X|, Y^ and Z^ obtained in the present 
analysis and those, X£, Y2 and Z£ obtained in the previous 
analysis are compared in Table 18. The average differences
Table 19
Comparison of bond lengths obtained in the two 
analyses of benzole acid*
Bond Old T&lue Hew value Difference
V 0! 1 • 244 1.260 0.016
Cl-°2 1.290 1.291 0.001
°1-C2 1.475 1.468 0.007
V ° 3 1.392 1.331 0.011
c2-c? 1.389 1.399 0.010
1.410 1.392 0.018
V ° 6 1.416 1.396 0*02©
c4-c5 1*369 1.370 0*001
G6“®5 1.355 1.363 0.008
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o
in these coordinates are 0.G10, 0.021 and 0.008 A respectively. 
Although the f coordinates show the largest changes the bond 
lengths have not been affected to any considerable extent, for
the atomic shifts involved are all in the same direction and 
represent only a small change in the orientation of the 
molecule.
The bond lengths obtained in the two independent analyses
are Compared in fable 19. The mean difference is only 0.010 X
and the largest (for Cc-C«) is 0.020 X, so that the overall
o (
agreement is excellent.
In the earlier analysis bonds C4-C5 and C^-Cg were found 
to be the shortest bonds in the benzene ring and this effect 
still occurs in the present analysis, though bonds and
Cg-C*7 are no logger quite so long. Since this shortening of 
the bonds C^-C^ and occurs in both the estimations of
bond lengths it strengthens the view that it may be real.
In the earlier analysis the two C-0 bonds of the carboxyl 
group differed in length by 0.046 X, and as the total estimated 
standard deviation of the difference is 0.021 X it was thought 
that the difference might be real. This difference is now 
found to be smaller and because of the random arrangement of 
molecules in the crystal it does not seem that the difference 
can be real.
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One point on which the two analyses appeared to differ 
is the question of the planarity of the molecule. The cause 
of this discrepancy, however, which is only apparent, was the 
method used to calculate the molecular plane. When, therefore, 
a plane was calculated to pass through all the atoms (instead 
of only the carbon atoms of the benzene ring), it was found 
that none of the atoms were displaced significantly from the 
plane of the rest.
The random arrangement of carboxyl hydrogen atoms which 
exists in the benzoic acid crystal is now seen to explain 
satisfactorily the appearance of the elongated peak representing 
the carboxyl hydrogen atom which was found in the hydrogen 
eleetron-density projection of the earlier analysis (Fig. 8).
The centre of this elongated peak is situated about midway 
between the two oxygen atoms involved in the hydrogen bond.
At an earlier stage it had not been realized that the appearance 
of this map is significant and it was thought that the poor 
resolution of the expected hydrogen atom was due to random 
errors in the visually estimated FQ values causing errors in 
the electron density.
It can be concluded that the two analyses agree very 
closely and that while the analysis using Geiger-counter 
measured intensities is bound to give more accurate bond lengths
and electron counts, nevertheless the previous analysis 
using visually estimated intensities has given atonic 
coordinates and details about the hydrogen atoms to a fairly 
high degree of accuracy*
CHAPTBR 7
THB CRYSTAL STRPCTORB OF 
n-AMIKO-UHDBCAKOIC ACID HYDROBROUTDB HRUIHYDRAXS
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1. PREVIOUS EXAMINATION OF SIMILAR COMPOUNDS
Largely because of the difficulty of obtaining good
single crystals the number of complete structure determinations 
of long chain compounds is very limited.
A few M-aono~n~alkyl substituted ammonium halides have 
been examined. The lower members of the series possess 
Interesting high-temperature tetragonal forms which exhibit 
chain rotation^. Of the higher members of the series, the
structures of n-dodecylammonium chloride and bromide have been
9 3studied by Gordon, Stenhagen & Vand . These compounds are
not isoiaorphous in their choice of unit cells and space groups
but, nevertheless, their structures are very similar.
A number of long chain acids have been studied. A
complete analysis of lauric acid has been made in two projections
, 94
by Vand, Morley & Lomer • and some others, such as isopalmitic
95 96acid7’' and n-pentadecanoic acid^ have been studied in rather
less detail. These compounds crystallize as dimers with
hydrogen bonding between adjacent carboxyl groups. Their
chain axes are parallel and the hydrocarbon chains exhibit
either orthorhombic or triclinic packing. In orthorhomic
packing the plane of every second chain is perpendicular to the
plane of the others, while in triclinic packing all the planes
are parallel.
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The salts of long chain acids have also received 
attention. Form A of potassium cap rate has been studied 
in some detail by Vand, Lomer & Lang^. This compound has 
an interesting crossed Ghain structure with alternate chains 
inclined in opposite directions.
Polymorphism occurs frequently with long chain compounds 
and twinning also is often observed. A detailed review of 
the physical properties of long chain compounds has been given 
by Daniel ,
2 • -EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
2.1. Preparation of the Crystals
Tabular crystals were obtained by crystallizing 11-amino- 
undecanoic acid from aqueous hydrobromic acid. The most 
prominent face of these crystals is (001).
It was found that small crystals, suitable for recording 
intensity data, could be obtained by cutting the tabular 
crystals.
2.2. Crystal Data
Rotation, oscillation and moving-film photographic 
methods were used with copper K ql radiation ( ^ 1 . 5 4 2  X).
The cell dimensions were determined from rotation and 
equatorial layer line moving-film photographs calibrated with 
superimposed NaCl pox?der lines and the following values were 
obtained;
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a =11.08 ±0.03, b =5.27 ±0.02, £ “ 50.60 ±0.20 X; 
p =  90° * 2 ' ±  l o ' .
o
The volume of the unit cell Is 2954 and the total number of 
electrons per unit cell, F(000), is 1224, The calculated
linear absorption coefficient for copper radiation is
ju = 58,6
Inspection of the equatorial layer weissenberg photographs 
showed that the absent spectra are (hOf) when h is odd and 
when -£ is odd, and (0k£) when kH-i is odd* Consequently the
1 c
space group is either A&(C<p or A2/a(C2h )- It was initially
assumed that the centrosymmetrie space group would be the
correct one and the structure refinement confirmed this.
The measured, specific gravity is 1.29, so that there are
eight molecules in the unit cell. The calculated specific
gravity is 1.309*
2.3. jgvaluation of the F values 
 _____________ o
The intensify data used in this analysis consisted of a 
survey of the (h0€) and (0k£) reflexions and were obtained from 
equatorial layer moving-film photographs. The multiple-film 
technique was used, the intensities being estimated visually.
The intensities were corrected for Lorentz and polarisation 
factors in the usual way.
oi'l.tterjon pro J&ct. on. on {010 ) . 
J •) ’11 o • xrs it aqu• 1, or uj.trl ry irjterva 1 s . 
i113 pc aI due t- o c ic .or .or v c j t j r is 
i.,r r’ced by c cross.
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5* s t r u c t u r e  d e t e r m i n a t io n
3.1. Patterson Analysis of the (100) Projection
The presence of the heavy bromine atom simplifies the 
structure determination since if it is located and its 
contribution to each structure factor evaluated, a first 
approximation to the true electron density will be obtained 
by computing a Fourier synthesis with the observed structure 
factors and the signs of the bromine atom contributions.
As there is only one bromine atom in the asymmetric unit 
of the structure the Patterson method seemed to present the 
quickest way of determining its coordinates. Using the 
squares of the observed structure amplitudes as Fourier co­
efficients a Patterson projection on (010) was prepared.
This is shown in Fig* 28.
The largest peak on this map, marked by a cross, is due 
to the vector between bromine atoms. For the projection on 
(010) there are bromine atoms at (x,z); (x,z); (x+i, z); 
(i-x,z); (x, z+J); etc. producing vector peaks at (2x,2z);
(i + 2x, 2z)-; (2x, f+2z); etc. As the coordinates of the peak 
shown in Fig. 28 are x =  0*330, z =0.1312, the bromine atom 
must have coordinates x = 0.165, z = 0.065, or values differing 
from these by 0*25.
The ambiguity arises because of the halving of the cell
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in both the a and c directions in this projection, causing 
the presence of centres of symmetry in projection which are 
not true centres of symmetry in space. Only by the con­
sideration of the other projections can this ambiguity be 
resolved.
Later work in fact showed that the correct choice of 
coordinates is x = -0.085, z =  0.0656.
3*2. Structure-ffactor Calculations
Using the coordinates x = 0.330, z = 0.0656, deduced from 
the Patterson projection bromine contributions to the (hOf) 
structure factors were calculated. The scattering-factor 
curve used was the Thomas-Fermi bromine scattering factor 
without temperature correction. The scattering factors were 
then multiplied by a temperature factor exp.(-fsin20), the 
constant ^ being determined from a graph of log #0/#c against 
sin20 to be 1.9.
When later carbon, nitrogen and oxygen atoms were allowed 
for in structure-factor calculations the appropriate McWeeny
2
scattering factors modified by a temperature factor exp.(-1.9sin 9 , 
were used.
5.3. Fourier Refinement of the Projection on
The signs of the bromine contributions were allotted to 
the observed structure amplitudes and an electron-density
x.
A
Fig. 29. First electron-density projection 
on (010). Contours at equal arbitrary 
intervals, except for those around the 
bromine atom which are on a different 
scale.
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projection on (010) was calculated* This projection, shown 
in Fig. 29, enabled approximate coordinates for the atoms of 
the 11-amino-undecanoic acid molecule to be deduced. The 
contributions of these atoms were then included in the 
structure factors.
This process reduced the percentage discrepancy 
(100 ^ S l ^ 0l )» from a value of 39.0 when only bromine
contributions were allowed for in the Fc values, to 28.0 when 
bromine contributions and the carbon, nitrogen and oxygen 
contributions were allowed for.
3.4. Further Refinement by (F^-F^) Syntheses
The further refinement of this projection was carried out 
by evaluating successive Fourier difference syntheses with 
as coefficients. These syntheses showed that the
v  C
structure-factor discrepancies which remained were due to the 
following factors.
(a) The light atom coordinates required adjustment.
(b) a large peak at the origin remained in spite of
the adjustments made to the other atoms and 
obviously was due to the presence of a water 
molecule in the structure. At the outset of the
analysis it had not been known that the crystals
are hydrated.
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(c) The bromine atom showed evidence of anisotropic 
thermal vibration and in consequence its atomic 
scattering factor should be of the form
f =  fBr exP*[~ I* + p>sin2(^-(j/)] sin2 e]
In this expression ^ is the angle between the 
direction of maximum vibration and the c axis, 
and p are constants and (2 sin ) are the 
polar coordinates of a point in the (hoO section 
of the reciprocal lattice.
In order to allow for the anisotropic vibration of the
bromine atom the variation of the tsmperature-factor parameter i
with polar angle was determined graphically. The contributions
of the carbon, nitrogen and oxygen atoms were subtracted from
the observed structure factors to give a set of FQ values
dependent only on the bromine contributions. These F valueso
were divided into groups with Sj = Q°-15°, 15°-30°, etc. and in
each group i was obtained from a plot of log ( 2|yol ^ZI|GfBr| )
against sin Q • In this expression Q is the geometric part
of the structure factor and f„ is the Thomas-Fermi scattering
Br
factor without temperature correction.
It was found that the calculated values of V could be 
fitted quite closely by a curve of the form
i =  1.65 + 0.80 sln2(Q - 154°).
i1*3
II
80O IfO 60 t JLOIOO IUO
Fig. 20. daiculatou values of $ plotted 
t.gainstf9 . Tae curve J? = 1.65 +
0.80 sin4" ( dj- 154 ) • is superimposed.
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This curve and the calculated values of i plotted against j 
are compared in Fig. 30* The appropriate value of ^ for each 
reflexion was obtained from the curve and substituted in 
f =  f exp.(- Vsin^ 0 ) to determine the bromine anisotropic 
scattering factor.
The light atom coordinates were improved by moving the 
atoms in the direction of steepest ascent on the difference 
maps until the electron density slope at the atomic centres 
became zero*
3.5. Examination of the Scaling Factor
While these factors were being allowed for an investigation
was also made of the scaling factor which had been used to place
the F0 values on an absolute scale. The xjrocess used had been
to sum all the |F^ | and the corresponding |FQ| values after
each stage of refinement and then to multiply each |F0| value
by the factor 2  |FJ / S|F | . This, however, to be correcto o
requires that what should have been measured, when collecting 
intensity data, are integrated intensities.
Visually estimated intensities, except in favourable 
circumstances such as for a small crystal of circular cross- 
section having a small value of jjia, where )Jl is the linear 
absorption coefficient of the substance under examination and 
a is the diameter, are not necessarily identical with integrated
• 00
d
o 80
0 0-2. 1-0
Sir! 6
Fig. 31. Scaling curve for the (hO-d) structure 
factors.
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intensities. Clews & Cochran^ point out that for a crystal 
haring a moderate or large value of jaa several factors besides 
absorption are involved in the correlation of visually estimated 
intensities with integrated intensities.
(a) The divergence of the incident X-ray beam, and the 
resulting back focussing of the reflected beam, causes 
the intensities of high-order reflexions to be over­
estimated by visual methods.
(b) The gradual separation with increasing Bragg angle of 
the two components of the £<* doublet causes a systematic 
under-estimation of high-order reflexions.
(c) The variation, for a cylindrical crystal, of the absorp­
tion factor with increasing Bragg angle causes high-order 
reflexions to be underestimated.
(d) The white radiation left in the beam after filtration 
through nickel foils contributes more to the intensities 
of low-order reflexions because of its increased dis­
persion at high angles.
Provided that the specimen is spherical or cylindrical 
these factors depend only on 29, so that visually estimated 
intensities are proportional to the true integrated intensities 
but the proportionality ’^ constantw is a function of 20. 
Consequently we can put
I =  1 1 (sin 6 )     (66)
CA*-
a
s'A
Fiiu 32. Final eiectron-density projection on (010) 
Contours around the carbon, nitrogen and oxygen 
atoms at intervals of 1 e.A~2, starting at the two 
electron line which is dotted. Contours around 
the bromine atom at intervals of 5 e. A •
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where I is the integrated intensity, I* is the visually 
estimated intensity and g(sinO ) is a function of 26. 
Since Fq/F^ — /i/vfl* we have
where F is the true observed structure factor and F * is o o
the structure factor derived from the visually estimated 
intensity.
The main disadvantage of this method of deriving absolute 
structure factors from a set of visually estimated FQ values 
by multiplying by a scaling factor which varies with sin 6 , 
is that it tends to hide any faults in a heavy atom scattering 
curve, for deviations between the curve used and the true 
scattering curve are necessarily a function of sin 0 . In a 
case like the present, however, where there are different 
types of atoms present with scattering curves known with 
varying degrees of accuracy, a systematic discrepancy in one 
of the curves could not be entirely hidden.
In a given range of sin0 g can be treated as a constant 
and so, for this range,
The (hot) structure factors were divided into groups 
centred about sin6 = 0.08, 0.23, 0.38, etc. and in each group
l'o g(sine ) (67}
g(sin 0 ) =  E(F0i/2|F^| =21^1/211^1 (68)
ZlFl/ZIjF*| was evaluated. As expected the values of g varied 
c o
%
A
Fife. _33^  P at t o r 3 o n pr u, ct I ;> 
Contours at equ'1, aruitr'ry 
Peaks uii'j to Br —Bn v e e t ors 
marke q by crosses.
n on (ICO), 
levels.
St I  tJ
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smoothly with sin© in the way shown in Fig* 31. This 
scaling curve was used to place all the Fj values on an 
absolute scale*
3 • 6 • Progress of Refinement
When all these factors had been allowed for the 
percentage discrepancy for the 249 observed (ho£) structure 
factors dropped to 15.0.
Final values of F and F are listed in Appendix 3.
o c
At this stage another electron-density projection on 
(010) was prepared using the final signs which had been 
obtained for the structure factors. This is shown in 
Fig. 32 and, as expected, shows a marked improvement over 
the electron-density projection shown in Fig. 29.
3.7* Analysis of the Projection on (100)
A Patterson projection along the a axis was prepared 
and is shown in Fig. 33. The heaviest peaks, due to Br - Br 
vectors, were located and coordinates assigned to the bromine 
atom.
A choice between the two alternative z coordinates, 
differing by a quarter of the cell side, was made by calculat­
ing (0k£) structure factors for the bromine atoms only and 
comparing these with the observed structure factors for planes 
with t odd. The correct alternative was found to be the
-> b
o / I J A
Fin&JL oloci rQn~d®nsity projsoiion 
on JIQQ)* Contours as in Fig. 32.
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choice which had been made for the b axis projection, so that 
z coordinates derived from that projection did not require to 
be altered.
Using the signs of the bromine atom contributions an 
electron-density projection along the a axis was computed from 
the observed (0k£) structure factors. From this projection 
coordinates for the light atoms were chosen and the refinement 
continued by Fourier and difference Fourier syntheses* The 
final electron-density projection on (100) is shown in Fig. 34.
Bo indications of anisotropic thermal vibration by the 
bromine atom were found in either the difference-synthesis or 
electron-density projections on (100).
The scaling factor used to place the relative Fq values on 
an absolute scale was investigated in the manner described 
earlier but was not found to vary with sin 8 .
The final percentage discrepancy for the 108 observed 
structure factors is 13.9. Calculated and observed 
structure factors are listed in Appendix 3.
3.8. Choice of Origin
In the (olo) projection the origin had been chosen on the 
water molecule. An inspection of the electron-density pro­
jection shown in Fig. 34 reveals that this choice is incorrect, 
for the water molecule is not situated on the origin of the
Table 20
Atomic coordinates expressed as fractions of the 
axial lengths.
Atom X y z
N 0.103 1.623 0.0342
° n 0.130 1.660 0.0630
C10 0.197 1.410 0.0700
C9 0.270 1.450 0.0950
C8 0.340 1.200 0.1050
°7 0.417 1.238 0.1300
®6 0.486 1.008 0.1400
°5 0.536 1.055 0.1650
C4 0.626 0.813 0.1730
®3 0.705 0.864 0.1970
°2 0.780 0.625 0.2050
°1 0.860 0.667 0.2290
°1 0.942 0.520 0.2333
®2 0.860 0.870 0.2400
h 2o 0.250 0.300 0
Br -0.087 0.140 0.0328
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(100) projection. The water molecule is in fact situated on
a two-fold rotation axis and the projection of this axis is
an effective centre of symmetry for the (010) projection.
The true origin is really situated at a quarter of the unit
cell side a along from the water molecule.
The x coordinates of the atoms were changed accordingly
and the signs of the (h0£) structure factors, when h is not a
multiple of 4, were also changed.
The electron-density projection on (010) shown in Fig* 32
has been drawn with the correct choice of origin.
4• COORDINATES, MOLECULAR DIMENSIONS, AMD 
ESTIMATION OF ACCURACY
4.1. Coordinates and Molecular Dimensions
The final coordinates of the atoms are shown in Table 20
and the various interatomic distances and angles calculated
from these coordinates are listed in Table 21.
The average C - C bond length is 1*539 X.*
4*2. Calculation of the Average Vector between 
Alternate "Carbon Atoms
The hydrocarbon chain was assumed to be a periodic
structure so that the coordinates of the even and odd carbon
atoms satisfy linear equations. Assuming that the atomic
coordinates can all be given equal weight, a least-squares
calculation was made of the components of the average vector
Table 21
Inter a'
The letters as;
the following
b • •** x,y1z;
6 • •
Intramolecular
H - C u 1*50 A
Cll-°10( 1.56
C10~C9 1.52
C9"C8 1.61
Cg-C? 1.54
C7-Cg 1.52
C6~C5 1.51
°5-C4 1.55
C4-C3 1.52
C3-C2 1.56
C2~C1 1.52
°1-°1 1.22
CM
O1r-l
O
1.21
;.Li id fXiljGwL O ='«
* • • • 4+x,y,z; d 
i  .... i - x , y , z .
o
3.44 A
Intenaoleeular 
N-Br 3.30,
H-Br (b) 3.62 
M-Br (c) 3.66 
N-H20 2.92
H20-Br(o)3.38, 3.84 
H20-Br 4.17 
Br-Br(b) 4.11 
H-H(b) 4.34 
C2-Cj(o) 4.04 
C4-C?(o) 3.90 
Og-Cj(o) 4.57 
C8-Cn (e)3.92 
C10-Br(a)3.86 
C2-0g(o) 4.45 
C2-02(») 3.46 
Cj-02(d) 3.48 
3.94
3.80, 3.95 
01-C3(a) 4.00
° i ~ M * ) 2,64
®2-02(.) 3.73
ou -h 2o
G13L-Br
Interbond angles 
C-C-C 112° 44* 
°1-Cf02
C2-Cr 0ill9O 
Cg-C.-Ou 120° 
cl-°l-02(d) 125°
Ci-02-°i(d) 116°
C11-H-Br 104°, 92o
Cu -B-Br(b) 151 
Cu -»-H20 123°
Br(c)-H20-Br(b) 93° 
K-H20-K(f) 109°
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between alternate carbon atoms. The calculation was made 
separately for the even and odd sets of carbon atoms and the 
estimates were then averaged. The values found axe given in 
Table 22.
From these components the modulus of the vector s between 
two alternate carbon atoms was found to be 2.563 X. From 
this value of s and the value of 1.53S X found for the average 
C - C bond length the average interbond angle was calculated 
to be 112° 44’.
4.3. Accuracy of Bond Lengths
The standard deviation of length of a C - C  bond was 
estimated by the method of Oruickshank to be 0.040 X, so that 
the standard deviation of the average C - 0 bond is 0.040/410=*
0.012, L
The difference, At, between the length of each C - C  bond 
and the expected value of 1.545 X was used to confirm the 
correctness of the estimate of the 0 - 0  bond standard 
deviation. It is to be expected that[ At2 j ^ should give a 
reasonable estimate of ^ (t), for there are ten independent 
Values of At. The value found in this way is 0.030 which
is rather smaller than the value of 0.040 X deduced by 
Oruickshank*s method.
Table 22
Components of the average vector s between 
two alternate carbon atoms. ~
Coordinate Fractional component component'll) 
x 0.1454 1.612
y -0.1965 -1.036
* 0.03363 1.702
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5. DISCUSSION
5*3-* The C-C Bond Lengths
The c-C bond lengths appear at first sight to fall into 
two series, one having an average value of 1.560 X and the 
other 1.519 X. The standard deviation of each value, however, 
is 0.040/45 =0.018 X, and the total standard deviation of the 
difference, ^(t), is then 0.018 J2(1 - cos 112° 44*) =0.030 X.
In consequence A/^(t), where A is the difference between the 
two average bond lengths, has a value of 1.33 and the difference 
cannot be regarded as significant.
The average C-C bond length of 1.539 X, with standard 
deviation of 0.012 G A, does not differ significantly from the 
accepted value of 1,545 A.
5.2. The Vector s between Alternate Carbon Atoms
For a hydrocarbon chain in which the average carbon bond
length is 1,545 X and the interbond angle tetrahedral, a value
of 8 equal to 2.522 X is to be expected. The distance of
2.563 % found in this analysis is 0.041 A greater. This
difference is significant, for A/e(t) = 0.041/0.012^ =3.26. 
Similar enlargements of this distance have been found
lo6 oby Morley &  Vand in strontium laurate , with s =  2.610 A,
97and by Vand, Lomer & Lang in potassium caprate , with
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8 =  2*598 A. The value found by Yand, Morley & Lomer in the 
case of lauric acid^, however, is 2*521 i *
The enlargement of s in the present case from 2*522 to
2*563 St is connected with an enlargement of the interbond 
angle.from the normal tetrahedral value of 109° 28 to 112° 44*. 
Since ll-amino-undec&noic acid differs from lauric acid only 
in having a nitrogen atom substituted for the terminal carbon 
atom, it seems probable that this expansion of the interbond 
angle is caused by intermolecular rather than by intramolecular 
forces* More definite evidence on this point could perhaps 
be obtained by structure analyses of other derivatives of 
ll-amino~undeeanoic acid.
5*3* Planarity of the Acid Molecule
It was found that the coordinates, expressed in Angstrom 
units, of the atoms c^, C2> .... of the hydrocarbon chain 
could be fitted to an equation of the form 
X =  AY + BZ + C .
A, B and C were determined by the method of least squares to 
be -0.3394, 0.7413 and 1.9964 respectively. The average 
displacement of a carbon atom from this plane is 0*050 % and 
the largest (C^) is 0.106 A, so that atoms C^, *••• C-q
may be regarded as coplanar and the deviations of these atoms 
from the common plane are due solely to experimental errors.
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The terminal nitrogen atom, however, departs significantly 
from this plane with a displacement of 0*593 &. The carboxyl 
group also appears to be twisted out of the plane of the 
hydrocarbon chain, but the magnitude of this effect is rather 
uncertain since the coordinates of the oxygen atoms are less 
accurate than those of the carbon atoms due to the considerable 
lack of resolution, in both projections, of the atoms of the 
carboxyl group.
5.4. Hydrogen Bonding between Carboxyl Groups
The length of the hydrogen bonds between adjacent carboxyl
groups is 2.64 A and is normal for this type of hydrogen bonding
o
where values ranging from 2.53 A found by Goodwin & Thomson in
furoic acid^^ to 2.69 1 found by Morrison & Robertson in
102glutaric acid are known.
The two molecules which are connected by this hydrogen 
bonding between carboxyl groups are not coplanar, the perpendic­
ular distance between the two planes being 1.62 %. In this 
respect the structure is similar to that of pimelic acid*^ and 
contrasts with carboxylic acids of the benzene s e r i e s i n  
which the two molecules constituting the dimer are very nearly 
coplanar.
5.5. Packing and Tilt of the Hydrocarbon Chains
The electron-denslty projection on (100) shown in Fig. 34
^  a
Pig. 35. Section through the plane of the water molecules 
parallel to (001), showing the packing of the HH3 and 
Br ions around the water molecules. Pull lines rep­
resent hydrogen bonds above the plane of the water
molecules, while broken lines represent hydrogen bonds
below this plane.
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reveals clearly that alternate hydrocarbon chains are tilted in 
opposite directions and cross each other. This type of 
packing of the hydrocarbon chains is unusual and is similar to 
that found for form A of potassium caprate^^.
Normally hydrocarbon chains pack together with their chain 
axes parallel and so far the only structures which have been 
found to have hydrocarbon chains crossing each other are all 
ionic in type.
The inclination of the chain axes to the (001) plane was 
calculated from the components of the vector between alternate 
carbon atoms. The result obtained is
sinTr = (b>Z)/s ...........................  (69)
and so sin ^  =  0.6640. Consequently ?r =41° 36 ', a value 
which is considerably smaller than that found for any known 
form of straight chain fatty acid and is very close to the value 
of 43°-45° found for the branched chain fatty acid, isopalmitic 
acid^, discussed in a later chapter.
The effective cross-section of the molecules at right angles 
to the chain axis was calculated from the expression
S =  i a.b sin IT ...... .......... ..........  (70)
and a value of 19,4 obtained. This value agrees with
1 fl A
similar determinations made on other long chain compounds *
Representation of the double ionic layer. 
The corners of the hexagonal network: which are 
dotted are occupied by NHj+ ions: those not dotted,
by 3r ions. Ions above the plane of the water 
molecules tire joined by full lines, those below 
by broken lines.
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It is slightly larger than the value of 18.43 i2 found by 
Vand^** for n-hexatriacontane at 20°C.
5.6. Hydrogen Bonds Involving the Nitrogen and Bromine Atoms
The terminal nitrogen atom forms three hydrogen bonds, 
two to bromine atoms of lengths 3.30 and 3.44 1, and one to a
water molecule of length 2.92 5L These bonds are directed
approximately tetrahedrally, the angles which the bond
makes with the hydrogen bonds being 104°, 92° and 123° 
respectively.
The water molecules, situated on twofold axes, are involved 
in four hydrogen bonds, two to nitrogen atoms and two to bromine 
atoms. These bonds are also directed nearly tetrahedrally, 
the angles ^Br-H^O-Br and being 93° and 109° respectively
The bonds from the water molecule to the bromine atoms are
3.38 % in length and presumably the hydrogen atoms of the water 
molecule are directed towards the bromine atoms.
As it has not been possible to locate the hydrogen atoms 
directly in this analysis, it is not possible to decide
definitely which of the systems ~*NH^ Br~ or ••••• HBr
exists in the crystal. It is probable, however, that the first
‘3
is correct and that Br“ and RH* ions are packed together in the
structure.
ttg. 37. Relative orientations of the two 
inierpenetrating systems of oetahedra formed 
by the HHj and, Br~ ions* The corners of 
the upper octahedron are occupied by Br~ 
ions, while these of the lower are occupied 
by NHj ions.
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5.7. Arrangement of the Br~ and Ions
A section of the structure in the plane of the water
molecules, parallel to (001), showing the arrangement of the
water molecules, and Br~ ions is shown in Fig* 35. The
anc* Br~ ions are at heights of 1.73 and 1.66 % respectively,
both above and below the plane of the water molecules.
There is an almost planar, distorted hexagonal, arrangement
of alternate Br” and ions arranged in two sheets, one
above and the other below the plane of the water molecules,
with the Br" ions of the lower sheet fitting approximately
below the ions of the upper sheet. The separation of
the two sheets is 3.4 1. The water molecules pack into the
channels which run vertically through the hexagonal network.
This arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 36.
While the surroundings of a water molecule may be regarded
as symmetrical, having NH^ and Br“' ions both above and below,
the surroundings of a Br~ or ion cannot be so regarded.
Bach Br"” ion is surrounded by three ions (at 3.30, 3.44 
o
and 3.66 A), the four ions being approximately in the one plane,
and by three water molecules (at 3.38, 3.84 and 4.17 &) in a
plane 1.7 1 below. These six neighbours form a distorted
octahedron. Below the face formed by the water molecules
there is a fourth ion (at 3.62 &), so that each Br“ ion
j
O Br
,o
o-
Fig* 38, Arrangement of the molecules in the (010) 
projection. Dotted lines represent hydrogen 
bonding. Hydrogen atoms are not shown*
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has an unsymmetrical arrangement of four oppositely charged
N H * ions to one side of it* The environment of an NH* ion is 
3 3
similar.
The surroundings of a ¥/ater molecule may also be described 
in terms of two interpenetrating systems of distorted octahedra, 
the corners of which are occupied by Br~ and ioris respectively! 
The relative orientations of these systems are illustrated in 
Fig* 37.
5.8. Intermolecular Approach Distances
The approach distances between carbon atoms of neighbouring
o
chains are approximately 4 A and correspond to normal van der 
faals interactions. Some of the shorter of these distances 
are listed in Table 21.
The arrangements of the molecules in the (010) and (100)
projections are indicated in Figs. 38 and 39.
6 • iHff HYDROCHLORIDE OF ll-AMIHQ-l?Ni)gCANQIQ ACII)
Crystals of the hydrochloride, obtained by crystallising 
11-amino-undecanoic acid from hydrochloric acid solution, have 
the form of very thin flat plates. They show orthorhombic 
symmetry, with a unit cell of dimensions a — 8.54, b =  9.07,
£ = 35.3 A.
The systematic absences suggest Pbca or Pbcn for th© space
group. There are eight molecules in the unit cell.
O'
O  •^v.® Q.-O^r:*" %£>■ -^••- O
f Ao
ffi&. >9* Arrangement of the molecules in 
the (100) projection. Molecules on a 
lower relative level are indicated by 
broken lines. Hydrogen bonding is 
indicated by dotted lines. Hydrogen 
atoms are not shown.
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A Patterson projection along the b axis was prepared and 
from this two possible positions for the chlorine atom were 
deduced. Corresponding to these alternatives, electron-density 
projections using the signs of the chlorine atom contributions 
to the structure factors were prepared. Ho obvious position
for the molecule was found in either.
Lack of time has prevented any further attempt to determine 
the structure but the presence of a very strong (0,0,28) 
reflexion with spacing 1.26 X, i.e. half of 2.52 % 9 suggests 
that the chain axis must be parallel to the c axis. If the 
molecules, then, are assumed to pack together perpendicular 
to the (001) plane the average cross-section of each molecule 
is 19.4 in satisfactory agreement with the value deduced 
from the structure of the hydrobromide.
CHAPTER YI
EXAMINATION OF THE SIGN DBTBRBIHXSg POWgR 
OF THE HEAVY ATOM IBOHBIflPg
14?
1. IKTROXXJCTIQH
Many crystal structure determinations depend on the presence 
of a heavy atom in the molecule. This atom will, depending on
the number of electrons associated with it and on the number 
and weight of the other atoms present, determine the signs of 
a certain number of the reflexions given by the crystal. When 
this atom is located its contribution to each structure factor 
can be evaluated, signs allotted to the observed structure 
factors and a Fourier synthesis prepared. If sufficient of
the signs have been determined correctly by the heavy atom 
contributions the Fourier synthesis should give a recognisable 
picture of the molecule.
An example of this technique has been given in the previous 
chapter.
Luzzati"^^ has developed a relationship between the true 
electron density end the electron density calculated from the 
moduli of the observed structure factors with phase angles 
corresponding to only some of the atoms in the structure. The 
expressions he derives are, however, somewhat complicated.
The problem examined in this chapter is rather simpler, 
being that of calculating the fraction of the reflexions for a 
given structure which are determined in sign by the contributions 
of a heavy atom or, more generally, by the contributions of a 
group of atoms.
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The treatment which is adopted here was worked out with 
the help of Br. M.M. WooIfson, without whose advice and 
criticism it would riot have been completed.
Attention will be confined to structures having space 
group FI or to projections of other space groups which possess 
this symmetry only.
2. RELATIVE CONTRIBUTIONS OF TWO GROUPS Off ATOMS
Let the total number of atoms in the unit cell be divided 
into two groups A arid B. Let the contributions of groups 
A and B to a particular structure factor be and Fg respectively 
so that
F^ =  2 S f i cos 2ir(hxi -+- i z^)
I 0 =  2 S f . cos 2^(hx. + ky . -+■ Iz .).C.  ^ J J J J
Consequently,
*L2 -  4 o o s2 2 ^ ( h x i + kyi  +  t Z i )
+ 4.2 cos 2 ^  +125^) cos airthx^ + ky^-hfas^)!
and since
cos 2ir*(hxi+ ky±-\-lz±) =0.5
cos 2 ir (hxi 4- ky^ + 1 z^) —  0 
we have
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and consequently
(72)
That is, the ratio of the average squared contributions of 
each group at any particular value of sin0 is equal to the 
ratio of the sum of the squares of the scattering factors of 
each group.
Let the root-mean-square contributions of groups A and 3 
be p and q respectively and let the ratio p/q equal r, so that 
at any particular value of sin 6
The factor r will in general vary with sinG because of the 
differing relative variation of scattering factors with 
increasing sin 0 . In any small range of sin 0 , however, r 
may be treated as a constant.
3* THB CASS OF TfQ 1 LARGS1 GROUPS OF ATOMS 
3*1. Theoretical Treatment
If A and B both contain more than about five or six atoms 
then in any given small range of sin0 the contributions F^ 
and of these groups are distributed according to a Gaussian 
law*
For a particular reflexion let the contribution F^ be X. 
Then the probability that F^ exceeds X in magnitude and differs 
from it in sign is given by
r ( £f,f / E  fj2 ) 2 (73)
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QO „,2
K  “ — p = r  f exp (- ) dl   (74)
<3.J 2iT JX 
We may put
(S(z) « JjL. f 63Cp (— i*t2) dt ...............  (75)
J J2ir Jo
which is a common statistical integral tabulated in various 
books (e.g. Uspensky*^), allowing to be expressed as
px - i - Q U A )  ...........................  (76)
Since values of are assumed to have a Gaussian 
distribution the fraction which make a contribution X to values 
of F is given by
n =  — ——  exp (~X2/2p2) dX.............    (77)
p Jiir
and the fraction of these which are outweighed by a contribution 
from Fg of greater magnitude and opposite sign is given by
» ' ------- U  - <?(X/q)l exp (-X2/2p2) dX
pj2r
In consequence, the total fraction N of all the reflexions which 
do not have their signs determined by F^ is given by
H  --- f {i -^(X/q.)} exp (-X2/2p2 ) dX
pj2i? J-.o
On putting y =  x/p the exx>ression reduces to
N =  — i—  ? { i _ <5 (ry) ) exp (-iy2) dy
J2ir J-*
and as the function which is to be integrated is symmetrical 
about y =  0, the expression becomes
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n - -It* ? U ~  §(*y)} 9Xp (-4y2) <iy
JIfl- J0
178)
If it is required to evaluate the fraction of reflexions 
in a given range of sin 6 having a contribution F > k which do 
not have their signs determined by F^, the expression to be 
evaluated is
Equations (78) and (79) allow us to determine the fraction 
of reflexions not determined in sign by ^  as a function of r, 
i.e. as a function of the ratio of the root-mean-square con­
tributions of the two sets of atoms. Unfortunately, however, 
it is not possible to evaluate the double integral involved In 
these equations other than by graphical or numerical methods.
Since both the functions jj - <^(ry)] and exp (~£y2) decrease 
with increasing y, their product decreases quite rapidly and a 
reasonably accurate numerical integration may be accomplished 
readily.
3.2. Discussion
Three simple cases may first be considered.
(a) When r = oo ^(ry)=o.5 so that
- f - ^(ry)] exp (~£y2) dy 179)
H a 0.
(b) when r =  0 ^(ry) = 0  so that
Table 22
Calculation of N for the case r =1.
y i- § (y ) exp ( -  4 y 2 ) Product Ix product
0 0.5000 1.0000 0-5000 0.5000
CM•O 0.4207 0.9802 0.4124 1.6496
0.4 0.3446 0.9231 0.3181 0.6362
0.6 0.2743 0.8353 0.2291 0.9164
0 .3 0.2119 0.7261 0.1539 0.3078
1.0 0*1587 0.6065 0.0963 0.3852
1.2 0.1151 0.487 0.0561 0.1122
1.4 0.0808 0.373 0.0301 0.1204
1.6 0.0548 0.279 0.0153 0.0306
1 .3 0.0359 0.198 0.0071 0.0284
2.0 0.0228 0.135 0.0031 0.0031
Total 4.6899
H =  ~ ~  x 2±2 X 4.6899
>[17 3
=  T TTT *  0.667 x 0.469
Z. 5©7
©«250.
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(c) When r —  1
N =  -Jrr [ - $(y)] exp (-iy2) dy
J 2^ Jo
For y =0.0, 0.2, 0.4 .... 2.0 the functions 
{i * ^(y)} and exp (-iy2 ) were evaluated and multiplied 
together. The numerical integration was then 
accomplished using Simpson fs Rules
" = * 5 ^ 0  ^ 4yl' + 2y2 +  4yn-l + ynl *
In this expression h is the interval at which y values 
are selected and y 1 is the value of a product of the 
two functions. The actual evaluation of M for this 
particular case is given in Table 23, the value obtained 
being 0.25.
These results are all in agreement with expectation.
The cases of 11-amino-undecanoic acid hydrobromide and 
hydrochloride were examined. In the case of the hydro bromide 
since the scattering curves of bromine and carbon change in a 
different manner with increasing sin© the evaluation of M 
should really be made in various ranges of sin 0 . To simplify 
the calculation, however, an estimate of the average value of r, 
where r is the ratio of the root-mean-square contributions of 
the bromine and light atoms, was made by assuming that in the
range sinG =  0 - 0.9, fn / f is about 40/6 and that all theBr c
light atoms can be treated as carbon atoms, apart from the
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hydrogen atoms which were neglected. The water molecule was 
also neglected since it does not occupy a general position.
It was then found that r is about 1.78*
. O
The functions - ^(1.78y)] and exp ( ~ i y  ) were evaluated 
for y =0.0, 0.1, 0.2 .... etc. Their products fell off 
rapidly and for y =  1.2 had become very small. Simpson’s 
rule was then applied to the thirteen products in order to 
obtain the integral in equation (78). The value so obtained 
is K = 0.162, so that the bromine atom contribution to the 
structure factors should determine the signs of 83.8% of the 
reflexions.
A survey was made of the 340 Fc values for the (hO't) zone.
It was found that in 32 cases the combined contribution of the 
atoms of the 11-amino-undecanoie acid molecule exceeded the 
corresponding bromine contribution and differed in sign.
This is equivalent to 9.4% of the reflexions against the 
theoretical value of 16.2%.
There are two reasons for this discrepancy. In the first 
place, it is difficult to arrive at a completely satisfactory 
average value of r since the ratio ^ T/^Q increases with sin0 •
If a value of r greater than 1.78 is assumed then the theoretical 
number of sign determination failures will decrease. The most 
satisfactory method of overcoming this difficulty would be to
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evaluate N in different ranges of sin© but this would involve 
an increase in the amount of computation.
Secondly, and this is the more important reason, a 
Gaussian distribution of both F-^  and values has been 
assumed in deriving equations (78) and (79). This is a poor 
approximation for the distribution of F-^  values since these 
are contributed to by only one independent atom. Even Fg 
cannot really be assumed to have an exactly Gaussian distri­
bution since the coordinates of the atoms of the hydrocarbon 
chain are not really random. If one atom is fixed, the
remaining carbon atoms of the chain are given in terms of
multiples of only two vectors.
When applying the calculation to the case of the hydro­
chloride, the average value of r was taken to be 0.71 approx­
imately, leading to a value of K -  0.302. Consequently only 
69.8% of the reflexions in this compound should have their 
signs determined by the chlorine atom contributions.
Equation (79) could probably be usefully employed in cases 
where a group of atoms does not determine the signs of more
than about 65 -80% of all the reflexions. A value of y —  k
could be found such that, say, about 90% of those reflexions 
for which F ^ > k  are determined in sign by F^.
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4. THE CASE OF ONE HEAVY ATOM AND A 1 LARGS1 NUMBER 
OF LIGHT ATOMS
4*1. Theoretical treatment
Let us consider a cent rosy Mae trie crystal, space group PI,
with 2 atoms with scattering factor fu and 2m atoms each with
a
scattering factor f , Then the ratio of the root-mean-square 
contributions of each group is
r -p/a -  (f^/mf 2 )* -  fH/fL fE 
As before r may be treated as a constant in any small range of 
sin 0 •
For a particular reflexion in this range of sin0 let the 
contribution F^ of the heavy atom be X. Then the probability, 
assuming a Gaussian distribution of F2 values, that the con­
tribution of the light atoms exceeds X in magnitude and 
differs from it in sign is given by 
P  p=r j"* exp (-X2/2q2) dx
-  §(x/a).
The fraction of F^ values which make a contribution X to F is 
given by
n =      (80)
Ty/ff- %r
H
and the fraction of these not sign-determined by F^ will be
Consequently the total fraction of the reflexions in the small 
range of sin@ whioh do not have their signs determined by the
contributions of the heavy atoms is given by
* = 2 ft, i i  -  h z / a ) }  ax 
T  J(f2 - x2)
On putting y = X/f„ this becomes
-if T^-r - I ('
1 1(1 -y ) I J0 1 /(l-y )
As fH/q. - te r this becomes 
N = i  _ 1 f' f(/2 ry) dy
f u - y 2) 2
l . 2 1 f fJ ^  exp(~ T '1- — =—  ---s— -- dy dt
T  ^  JJt.. / ( l  - y2)
' "Jl'3 * _ < \ 2n1
2  ( - D n  —  dy dt
^  Jztf-^ o  v o  "*• nl /(l-y )
f  J  (-d»  _  dy
. n=0 2 nl (2n +1)T  fair J0 n=o 2n n! (2a+ 1 ) /(UjT)
i»1 ^  x 2n +12  -iSLl y  dy
»-• n /(I - y2)
where &n =  (-l)n/n!(2n+1).
Since
the expression becomes
* * * *
(81)
Evaluating the first few coefficients gives us
0.0109r
+ Q.0019r
The series in equation (81) must converge since there is a
factor of nl in the denominator and the limit of £
n~> oo is zero. For r >1, however, the convergence is not 
very rapid.
Dr. Woolfson suggested that this difficulty could be 
overcome by expressing N in a form suitable for numerical 
integration as in section 5.1. This is done as follows:
and on making the substitution sin$ =  X/fg we obtain
This expression can be Integrated fairly accurately by Simpson’s
2n +1
(82)
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rule on splitting the range 6 = 0  ~ ^ / Z  into ten intervals.
The expression obtained is
H = i - 0.13531 ^ (0.221Xr) + ^(0.6420r)+ <^(0.9998r)
+ <f(1.2599r)+ <^(1.3966r)} - 0.0667 { <fi (0.4369r)
+  ^ (0.8311r) + (1.1439r)+- <^(1.3449r)} - 0.0333(8(1.4140r)
....................  (83)
4*2. Discussion
Equations (81) and (85) are equivalent. The former holds 
exactly, though a considerable number of terms may require to 
be evaluated unless r<l, while the latter is a good 
appro ximation.
That equation (85) gives reliable results may be seen by 
comparing the results obtained from this equation with those 
obtained from equation (81) for the cases r =  0.71 and r =  1.00. 
The actual values obtained are
r = 0.71 1.00
Equation (81) N = 0.270 0.204
Equation (85) R =  0.270 0.205
The case r = 0.71 refers to the hydrochloride of 11-amino- 
undecanolc acid. For this compound the chlorine atom con­
tributions to the structure factors should determine the signs 
of about 13% of all the reflexions. For the heavy atom 
technique to work easily this is probably not a sufficiently
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large percentage, though it is difficult to be precise about 
this since individual circumstances are bound to vary.
The result for the case r — 1.00 is interesting, for it 
means that a single atom v/hich has the same root-me an-square 
contribution to the total structure factor as a group of light 
atoms will determine the signs of 79.5$ of the reflexions, as 
against the value of 75$ which might have been expected.
This is because of the different distribution functions of the 
contributions of a single atom and a group of atoms.
In the case of 11 - amino -unde c ano i c acid hydro bromide 
where r =  1.78, equation (81) cannot be employed readily 
because of the slow convergence of the series. It is much 
more convenient to use equation (83), the result obtained being 
H =  0.109. For this compound, then, the bromine atom con­
tributions to the structure factors should determine the signs 
of 89.1$ of the reflexions. In actual fact 90.6$ of the
reflexions have the same sign as the bromine atom contributions, 
a figure which agrees remarkably well with the theoretical 
prediction.
It is possible to use the equations in a slightly different 
manner in order to calculate the minimum contribution of the 
heavy atom such that a certain percentage of the reflexions 
are determined in sign by the heavy atom contributions. It is
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not possible to set down an explicit formula for this but the
method would be as follows.
Let us decide that, say, 90$ of the reflexions which we
wish to choose must be determined in sign by the heavy atom
contributions. Then the minimum contribution of the heavy 
atom which will result in this is 2fK cos 2 i r ( h ^ X g + k ^ y ^ + • 
Let k —  cos 2T(hixH +
Then the fraction of reflexions having F^> 2kf^ which are
not determined in sign by F^ is given by
_
Hk “ i\ li (^ 2 r sine )}d6 ............... (84)
sm -H
For the appropriate value of r the function - ^(^2 r sin6 )} 
is evaluated at suitable intervals of 0 and the results plotted 
in the form of a graph. By dividing the total area under the 
graph between 6 = 0  and 0 = ^  into strips and evaluating the 
area in each (or by numerical integration) a value of sin"’*’k 
may be found readily such that = 0.10*
By selecting only those planes for which cos 2ir(h^Xg +•
is greater than this value of k we can be sure that 90j 
of the reflexions will be determined in sign by the heavy atom 
contribution*
Such a x>rocess might be of value when the heavy atom 
determines the signs of only about 65$-80$ of the total
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reflexions. By selecting those reflexions which satisfy the 
condition that 90% of them are determined in sign by the heavy 
atom, a better approximation to the electron density in the 
crystal may perhaps be achieved than by using sill the available 
reflexions with the signs of the heavy atom contributions.
CHAPTER V II 
THB CRYSTAL 3TR0CT0RS 0? ISOPALHITIO ACIB
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1. INTRODUCTION
The study of the crystal structure of this compound was 
undertaken originally for the preparation of a thesis submitted 
to Glasgow University in partial satisfaction of the require­
ments for the B.Sc. degree.
The structure was solved by means of trial and error 
methods and refined to some extent by Fourier methods.
Details of this analysis are available elsewhere^**.
Owing to the poor nature of the crystals only a small 
number of reflexions were available for use in that analysis 
so that the first problem to be tackled was that of obtaining 
rather more detailed intensity data.
2. SXPERIMJSNTAL DETAILS
2.1. Preparation of Single Crystals
The crystals, which had been grown from light petroleum, 
were in the form of thin elongated plates with well developed 
{00l} faces. All the crystals were found to be twinned in 
one way or another on the (001) plane. Twinning is common
Qg
with long-chain compounds, having been reported by von Sydow 
and Muller108.
It was found possible to obtain single crystals by splitting 
the twins parallel to (001), though as the crystals are very
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soft this process caused the single crystal specimens to be
rather distorted.
2*2* Crystal Data
Molecular formula, Gi5aj2°2# Molecular weight, 256.4.
The crystal is triclinic with dimensions
a = 5.09, b = 5.68, c = 48.1 X,
oL =140.0°, f =111.1°, $ =  72.7°.
There are two molecules per unit cell. Density calc. 1.020
—3 —3g.cm. Density meas. 1.012 g.em. . No systematic
absences. Space group PI or PI; the Fourier analysis indicates 
PI.
2•^• evaluation of Intensities
The intensity data which were collected using single 
crystals consisted of the (0k£) and (ho£) reflexions. These 
were collected on equatorial layer moving-film photographs 
using the multiple film technique^.
By using long exposures it was possible to collect rather 
more intensity data for the (Ok^) zone than had been available 
in the earlier work. Owing to the poor nature of the crystals 
reflexions in different parts of the film differed considerably 
in shape and were very irregular in appearance. This effect 
probably causes the measured intensities to be less accurate 
than visually estimated intensities usually are.
gift. 40. Final a axis electron-ciensity 
projection of the earlier analysis.
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The intensities were converted to F_ values in the usualo
way.
3. STRUCTURE REFINEMENT
3.1. State of previous fork
In the earlier work on this compound the percentage 
discrepancy for 42 observed planes had been reduced to 29*0 
by Fourier methods. The final electron-density map which was 
prepared is shown in Fig. 40. The carboxyl group and the 
terminal branched group are only poorly resolved on this nap 
and the coordinates of the atoms concerned were of necessity 
rather approximate.
3*2. Use of the New FA Values
Using the atomic coordinates deduced from the electron- 
density projection shown in Fig* 40 structure factors were 
recalculated and compared with the more extensive data which 
were now available. For the 80 observed reflexions it was 
found that the percentage discrepancy had risen to over 40.0.
Using those reflexions whose signs seemed reasonably well 
established an electron-density projection along the a axis 
was then prepared and new atomic coordinates were selected.
The percentage discrepancy for the structure factors calculated 
on this basis was 43.0.
The main trouble was that the atoms of the branched group
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at the end of the chain were not at all well defined on the 
electron-density projection and their coordinates were very 
uncertain.
14.
The strong ’subcell! reflexions are not affected to any 
great extent by the branched group but depend mainly on the 
periodic repetition of the hydrocarbon chain so that their 
signs could be fixed relatively easily. Many of the weaker 
planes, however, have only a small contribution from the atoms 
of the regular portion of the hydrocarbon chain and their signs 
are much more dependent on the contributions of the atoms of 
the branched group than are the strong reflexions. Because 
of this the signs of many of these reflexions were uncertain 
at this stage.
3.3. Use of (Fq-Fc ) Syntheses
In order to speed up the refinement process the use of 
(F0-Fc ) syntheses was adopted. These difference maps showed 
that the atomic coordinates required considerable adjustment 
and, in addition, peaks which could reasonably be assigned to 
some of the hydrogen atoms were located.
Up to this stage of the analysis an empirical scattering
94curve derived by Vand, llorley & Lomer for lauric acid was 
used for both o:xygen and carbon atoms. It was decided to use
Fif. 41. Slectron-density projection on (100)• 
Contours at intervals of 1 the one
electron line being broken, The outline
of the molecule corresponds to coordinates 
deduced from the final difference synthesis.
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scattering factors with a better theoretical basis and, in
2consequence, McWeeny scattering factors for oxygen, carbon 
and hydrogen atoms were employed. They were multiplied by a
temperature factor exp (-B sin20/\2), the constant B being
2 2determined from a plot of log F /F against sin' 6/\ to be 4,5.o c
After five successive difference-synthesis projections 
followed by structure-factor calculations on the basis of the 
corrected coordinates, it was found that the percentage 
discrepancy had dropped to 26.0 for the observed reflexions.
At this stage another electron-dansity projection along 
the a axis was prepared and is shown in Fig. 41. While most 
of the atoms are clearly revealed the resolution of one of the 
atoms in the terminal branched group is very poor.
3,4. Discussion
The appearance of the last (^0~^c ) synthesis was rather 
disappointing. Although the electron-density slope at each 
atomic centre had become nearly zero suggesting that the 
refinement process was complete, there still remained relatively 
large peaks of heights about 0,6 -0,8 e.I~2 in regions away 
from the atomic centres, particularly near the branched-chain 
terminal group. These could be caused by several factors
(a) Inaccurate F values.o
(b) Anisotropic thermal vibration of the atoms.
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(c) The use of terms with incorrect signs.
The nature of the crystals which were used for th e  
collection of intensity data was such that the F0 v a lu e s  u s e d  
i n  this analysis are probably not quite as accurate as such  
visually estimated values usually are. Bven if the e r r o r s  
i n  the Intensities, however, were three or four times as l a r g e  
as those in the case of benzoic acid (Chapter I I I )  the f i n a l  
value of the percentage discrepancy would still be e x p e c te d  
t o  be lower than 26.0.
The possible importance of anisotropic thermal v i b r a t i o n  
is difficult to assess. One might expect a long molecule 
such as isopalmitic acid to vibrate preferentially at right 
angles to its length, though if this motion consisted of an 
oscillation in its own plane about the origin, the effect on  
the a axis projection, apart from the terminal atoms, m ig h t  
not be very great because of the large angle (about 70°) 
between the plane of the hydrocarbon chain and the plane of 
projection. Moreover, the residual peaks on the difference 
map did not appear to be in such positions that they could 
readily be explained by anisotrepic vibration.
It seems more probable to the author that some of th e  
signs of the structure factors are wrong and that instead o f  
the coordinates refining to the true ones they have refined
Table 24
Atomic coordinates deduced from the final 
difference synthesis on (100).
Atom 7 z
0*434 0.010
° 2 0.652 0.056
°X 0.459 0.039
°2 0.590 0.058
°3
0.518 0.103
S 4 0.430 0.119
°5 0.533 0.161
0.415 0.175
°7
0.547 0.216
C8 0.451 0.231
C 9 0.560 0.271
C X0 0.473 0.289
C XX 0.575 0.325
°X2 0.487 0.348
HI
O
0.600 0.381
C 14 0.507 0.401
°15 0.457 0.425
C16 0.810 0.451
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to positions giving the best agreement between FQ and Fc values 
for that set of signs which is slightly incorrect. This view 
is supported by the electron-density projection shown in 
Fig. 41, for the peak representing one of the terminal carbon 
atoms is very poorly defined, suggesting that the refinement of 
the structure is still incomplete.
The coordinates of the terminal carbon atoms deduced from 
the difference maps also seem rather incorrect, for they do 
not fit a tetrahedral arrangement of bonds from C^: see, for
example, the outline of the molecule given in Fig. 41.
The final coordinates derived from the difference 
syntheses are listed in Table 24 and final values of the 
structure factors are listed in Appendix 4.
3.5. Application of the Fourier Transform Method
It was felt that a rather different approach was required 
to establish the correctness or otherwise of the signs of some 
of the higher-angle reflexions.
If it is assumed, to a first approximation, that the 
molecules occur as coplanar dimers of the form shown in Fig. 42, 
then it should be possible to find the set of signs which gives 
best agreement between the FQ values placed on a reciprocal- 
lattice net and values of the transform of such a dimer.
It was assumed that if C_c is neglected then the remainder
lb
* x
Fig. 42. 'Idealised dimer used as the 
basis on which to calculate the Fourier 
transform of- isopalmitic acid. C-^ 
has been neglected.
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of the molecule can be treated as a periodic structure in which 
all the C-C and C-0 bonds are approximately equal. It was 
also assumed that the 0 .... 0 distance between molecules is 
twice the length of one of the bonds in the molecule. If the 
bond lengths are taken as 1.5 % and the interbond angles as 
120° then the approximate positions of the atoms with reference 
to the origin at the centre of the dimer, should be correct 
to within 0.1 or 0.2 I.
Axes X and Y were chosen in the plane of the idealised 
dimer as shown in Fig. 42 and the coordinates of the atoms were 
chosen with respect to these axes. When evaluating the transform, 
which is everywhere real because of the centre of symmetry at 
the origin, the oxygen and carbon atoms were weighted in the 
ratio 45:30.
The function evaluated is
T(XY) »  45 [ c o s ( x + 2 r ) + c o s ( 2 Y - X ) }
+-30 { cos 3X +  cos 5Y +  c o s ( X + 6 x )
+  cos(X+-8X) •+cos(2X+-9Y)
+■ cos(2X +  XXX) +  cos(3X +  12X)
+  oos(3x +  X4X) +  cos(4X + X 5 X )
+  c o s ( 4 X + X 7 Y )  +  c o s ( 5 X + X 8 X )  +  cos(5X +  20X)
+  c o s (6x +  2 X X ) cos(6x +  2 3 X ) cos ( 7 X + 2 4 X ) }  .
Fijsu 43* S l e e t r o n - d e n s i t y  p r o j e c t i o n  a l o n g  the a
axis-p r e p a r e d  u s in g  th e  s ig n s  d ed u ced  from th e  
F o u r ie r  t r a n s f o r m .  C o n to u rs  a t  e q u a l  a r b i t r a r y  
i n t e r v a l s *
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This function was evaluated on a Hollerith machine and 
contoured in the usual way#
The orientation of the (Okt) section of the reciprocal 
lattice of isopalmitic acid was found readily on the transform 
and the signs of the majority of the structure factors obtained 
directly. Those signs which seemed fairly certain from the 
transform are listed in Appendix 4, the signs of planes with 
k odd being reversed so that they refer to a dimer centred 
about y =  z =  o, in the unit cell and are thus directly 
comparable with the signs obtained previously# Several of 
these signs differ.
Using the signs obtained from the transform, an electron~ 
denslty projection along the a axis was prepared and is shown 
in Fig. 43. The resolution of most of the atoms is good, that 
of the terminal carbon atoms being very encouraging for 0^  had 
been neglected when calculating the transform. On comparing 
this projection with that shown in Fig. 41 it will be seen that 
the coordinates of and have changed quite appreciably 
and there is now a tetrahedral arrangement of bonds from C-^.
Although it has not yet been possible to calculate structure 
factors on the basis of coordinates taken from the electron- 
density projection shown in Fig. 43, it seems possible that 
these coordinates may provide a starting point from which the 
refinement may be successfully accomplished.
chapter viii
ATTaiPTS TO 30X.TO THB CRYSTAL STROCTPRB 
OF p-HYDROXYBBBZOIC ACID
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1. KXFiSRIMSNTAL BJSTAILS
1.1. Preparation of Crystals
The crystals of p-hydroxybenzoic acid were grown from 
acetone/petroleum ether solution. They were obtained in the 
fora of needles with a as needle axis. For photographs taken 
with the crystal rotating around the a axis, specimens about 
0.2 mm. in diameter perpendicular to the rotation axis were 
used.
The crystals showed very marked cleavage parallel to a, 
so that on attempting to cut them at right-angles to a they 
usually split along a into very fine needles. This made the 
preparation of crystals suitable for b axis photographs very 
difficult, but eventually a specimen of approximate dimensions 
0.5 x 0.2 mm. perpendicular to b was obtained and was used for 
all b axis photographs,
*•2• Unit Cell Dimensions
Rotation, oscillation and moving-film photographs around 
the a and b axes were taken with copper Kok radiation. From 
these the following unit cell was deduced:
a - 6.78, b = 6.47, c =17.73 X;
■= 105° 30 '.
The absent spectra are (ho£) when £ is odd, and (Oko) when
k is odd, so that the space group is P21/c.
Table 25
Relative unitary structure factors, U/U, for 
p-hydroxybenzoic acid (Ok-0 reflexions*
h k 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
0 1.2 0.2 0.9 3.2
1 1.6 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.0 0.0 1.7 0.0
2 0*6 2.0 0.2 1.2 0.9 0.3 0.9 1.0 1.0
3 0.5 1.4 2.2 0.3 2.0 0.6 0.0 1.5
4 1.7 0.3 1.5 1.5 0.8 2.2 1.8 1.3 1.4
5 0.6 0.5 0.0 0.4 1.7 0.0 1.0 0.0
6 1.4 0.2 1.4 2.1 2.9 3.2 0.5 1.3
7 0.0 1.4 0.0 0.6 3.4 1.6 0.0
8 2.1 0.0 0.1 1.2 0.9 2.2 2.0 0.0
9 1.7 0.9 0.0 1.0 0.5 2.3 0.0
10 0*8 0.2 2.3 0.4 0.7 1.4 1.0 2.5
11 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 1.3 0.0
12 0.5 1.7 0.9 1.2 0.8 0.9 1.3
13 1.2 1.7 1.3 0.5 0.0 0.0
14 0.4 2.0 0.4 0.0 0.5 1.0 0.0
15 0.0 0.5 0.9 0.8 0.8
16 1.6 0.8 1.3 1.8 1.2
17 1.1 1.1 0.0 1.3
18 0.0 0.8 1*8 1.4 0.0
19 2.0 0.9 1.6
20 1.1 0.0 0.7 0
21 0.0 0.9
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Assuming that there are four molecules per unit cell, the 
density was calculated to be 1.22 g./ec.
1*3. Measurement of Intensities
The X-ray data were obtained from equatorial layer moving- 
film photographs around the a and b e.xes. Since the Weissen-
berg camera used had a radius of 2 cm. it was impossible to use
the multiple-film technique. Exposures of varying times were 
used and the intensities measured by comparison with a calibrated 
scale. A correlation ratio between films of different exposure 
times was determined by comparing the sum of the measured 
intensities for each film of those reflexions which had been 
measured on both. By this method it was possible to place the
intensities of all reflexions on the same scale.
From the intensities structure factors were derived by 
application of the usual mosaic crystal formula.
2 • ATTEMPTS AT STRUCTURE Dj^ERMIHATIQSf
2.1. Application of the Method of Goehran & Douglas
The method for determining signs proposed by Cochran A 
Douglas gave, among others, the correct set of signs for a 
number of the reflexions of salicylic acid. Since that 
compound is of the same order of complexity as p-hydroxybenzoic 
acid, it was decided to apply their method to the (Okl) data 
of p-hydroxybenzoic acid.
X U/ (jJL O d 0
The letters A^, etc. are used to denote the 
S(h) according to the manner given in this table. 
The signs of two structure factors were assumed 
positive, so fixing the origin, and the sign of 
another was found by means of equation^
*0 S(057) B0 S(0,l,19)
S(046) B1 8(053)
A2 S(0,7,10) B2 8(068)
A3 S(0,2,10) B3 8(064)
A4 S(054) B4 8(019)
A5 S{038) B5 8(0,1,12)
H 8(033) B6 8(034)
A7 S(036) + 8(056)
8(012) + 8(069)
b 8(0,1,14) + 8(080)
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From the observed structure factors a set of relative 
unitary structure factors (U/U) were calculated and are listed 
in Table 25.
The strong (080) reflexion was found to be positive by 
application of the expression
S(0,2k,0)“ lu(0,2k,0)lZ(-l)k + * 02(Ok£)    (85)
and two other reflexions, (056) and (069), were allotted 
positive signs to fix the origin of the cell. From the 
remaining reflexions the seventeen with largest values of 0/5 
were selected and arranged in order of magnitude. The signs, 
S(h), of these reflexions were labelled Aq , A^, ..... A^,
Bq , ..... Bg as shown in Table 26.
From these twenty reflexions it was found possible to 
derive thirty values of Y(h,h*) and F(h,hf) given by the 
equations
y(h,h') = s(h)3(h')s(h+h')
P(h.h') =|U(h)o(h,)0(h+h')|/|O|3 .
Values of Y(h,h') and P(h,h') are listed in Table 27 along with 
the serial number assigned to each. In the group with serial 
numbers 1 •. • • • 17 it was decided to allow up to two values of 
Y to be negative and in the group with serial numbers 18 50
it was decided to allow up to three values of Y to be negative.
I1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
Table 27
Values of P(h,h') and X(h,h')
Column I Serial number of each term 
P(h,hf) Y(h,hf).
Column II Values of ¥(h,h1).
Column III Values of P(h,h*)
II III I II
~a7 21.5 16 A1A2B6
A0A3A6 16.5 17 A6A7
A1B5 15.8 18 -A-jA^ Ay
A0A8 15.7 19 -A4B6
A6B1 14.1 20 -A1A7B5
-AgB2 12.8 21 A2A8B2
A8B2 12.8 22 A1B1B4
AjAgAg 12.8 23 a2A9B3
*1^5*8 12.8 24 A1A8B6
-A-^ A^ Aq 12.8 25 B1Bg
AiA3B3 12.0 26 A3B0B4
-*8*3 11.5 27 -AjAgBj
-*2*0 11.5 28 ~A4B2B5
~A3B6 11.0 29 A3A9B6
A1A6B4 10.9 3© "*A5B3B5
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A negative value of Y corresponds to the sign relationship 
S(h) 3 ( h*) =* S(h + h * ) not holding.
These data were punched in the appropriate manner on 
J2DSAC tape and the machine, by computing values of
X “ S S P ( h , h ' )  Y(h,h') .......................  (22a)
selected all possible sets of signs for Aq » A-^ , etc. which 
allow up to five values of Y to be negative. The results 
obtained are listed in Table 28.
Forty-one sets of signs for the seventeen reflexions were 
deduced by the machine and, along with the three other signs 
which were known, were used to calculate forty-one alectron- 
density projections by means of a programme designed for the 
EDSAC by Dr. M.M. Woolf son. Although almost all of them 
showed the number of peaks to be expected if the atoms are 
resolved in projection, it was not possible to fit a model of 
the molecule on to any of the maps. It appears, then, that 
the correct set of signs has not been deduced by this method.
It is not altogether unexpected for the method to fail, 
since out of thirty equations of the form S(h)s(hf) =S(h + h') 
only up to five have been allowed to fail in the sets of signs 
which have been deduced. In the corresponding case of 
salicylic acid, twenty-nine equations were deduced for sixteen
I1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
Table 28
Sets of signs for p-hydrosybenzoic acid.
Column I Serial number of each set of signs. 
Column II Sets of signs produced by EDSAC. 
Column III Serial numbers of those Y which 
are negative.
II
A0A1A2A3A4A5
9
III 
25 26 30
4 4 4 M.— 4 4 — — 4 — 4 4 8 25 26
— 4 4 4 - • • 4 4 4 - 4 7 25 26 28
~ 4 — 4 4 — - - — 4 « «.4 — 4 mm 6 21 25 26
4 4*4 - - 4 - - 4 4 - 4 • - 4 4 6 23 25 26
4 — 4 4 4 4 4 4 - 4 4 «.- — 9 17 25 30
4 - 4 4 4 «.4 — 4 - - 4 4 «. 8 17 25
— — - — - 4 4 — - - 4 4 4 4 - 4 7 17 25 28
« - - - 4 4 - — 4 4 - 4 *»— 4 6 17 21 25
4 - 4 4 4 - 4 — 4 4 — 4 4 - - - 6 17 23 25
— 4 4 4 4 4 - « mm 4 - - 4 4 - 9 16 25 29
4 4 - — - 4 — • 4 4 * 4 mm 4 4 8 16 21 23
- + 4 4 4 - - — - 4 — - «,4 ~ 4 «• 8 16 25 29
4 4 — — — 4 — — 4 4 4 - — «, 4 4 7 16 25 28
- 4 4 4 4 - — - «.— - ~ 4 - 4 - 6 16 23 25
4 4 «.- CN»4 - - 4 4 4 4 - « 4 4 6 16 21 25
•1*4 4 - - - — 4 - 4 mm 4 4 4 9 15 22 25
4 4 4 - «,4 - 4 - -»- 4 - 4 4 4 8 15 22 25
- 4 • 4 4 - - - - 4 - 4 4 4 4 7 15 22 25
- 4 - 4 4 - - - - 4 4 4 4 - 6 15 21 22
- 4 4 4 4 - ~ 4 - - 4 4 4 8 14 19 24
4 4 4 - - 4 4 - 4 - - 4 4 9 13 25 30
4 4 4 - - 4 ~ - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 4 8 13 25
4 *.4 4 — - - • - - 4 4 4 - 7 13 25 28
4 — 4 4 — — - — - — ~ — 4 — 4 6 13 21 25
4 4 4 - - 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 - - 4 4 6 13 23 25
4 4 4 - - 4 «.- 4 4 - 4 4 5 9 22 26
- - 4 4 4 4 - 4 - — - 4 - 4 • 4 9 26 30
4 • 4 4 4 4 - 4 . 4 — 4 «.- 2 9 26 30
4 4 4 - - 4 - 4 - 4 4 - - 4 4 5 8 22 26
- - 4 4 4 - - 4 4 - 4 - - 4 8 26
4 - 4 4 4 - - 4 » - - 4 «.4 — ~ 2 8 26
4 - 4 4 4 — 4 4 4 - — 4 4 — - 1 8 18 20
- 4 • 4 4 - - - - 4 4 4 4 - 4 — 5 7 22 26
4 4 - 4 4 4 • 4 4 7 26 28
- - mm 4 - - - 4 • 4 4 4 4 2 7 26 28
- 4 - 4 4 - - - - 4 4 • 4 - 4 — 5 6 21 22
4 - - • - 4 - ->- - 4 - - 4 4 4 4 6 21 26
- - 4 4 4 - - - 4 4 - - 4 - 4 - — 4 6 23 26
- - - • * 4 — - 4 - 4 4 - 4 2 6 21 26
4 - 4 4 4 - - 4 4 - - 4 - 4 - - 2 6 23 26
29
29
30
25
29
29
30
28
25
25
29
30
25
28
26
29
29
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reflexions and the correct set of signs gave five negative 
values of I. If the sign relationship equations were to hold 
even slightly less well in the case of p-hydroxybenzoie acid, 
then the correct set of signs could easily correspond to one 
allowing six or even seven sign relations to fail.
If, however, the EDSAC were allowed to deduce sets of 
signs allowing up to six negative Y values the number of sets 
would probably be very large, probably over a hundred, and the 
labour involved in examining all the corresponding electron- 
density projections would be very time-consuming unless some 
very rapid method of inspection was available. The method 
would probably work most successfully if facilities such as 
provided by the XRAC computer were available for assessing the 
sets of signs.
2.2. Application of the Fourier Transform Method
The Fourier transform of an idealised dimer, similar to 
that postulated for benzoic acid, was evaluated in the usual way. 
The resulting map was very similar to that of the benzoic acid 
dimer shown in Fig. 2.
A prolonged attempt was made to fit an (ho£) reciprocal- 
lattice net on the transform so that good agreement would be 
achieved between the observed structure factors and structure 
factors obtained from the transform. All the efforts were
172
unsuccessful, the disagreement for low-order (Qq £) reflexions 
being marked.
This suggests that molecules of p-hydroxybenzoie acid do 
not crystallize as simple dimers like benzoic acid but that 
the terminal hydroxyl groups are Involved in some hydrogen 
bonding system holding the molecules together.
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APPENDIX 1
Observed and calculated structure factors
for the (hot) and(Ok£) zones of benzoic
acid. The fQ values are derived from
visually estimated intensities and the F_
6
values are derived from the crystal-struoture 
analysis described in Chapter III.
h k i Fo F0
000 - 256
002 34.3 32.5
004 31.3 -31.8
006 8*9 8.7
008 22.3 -21.9
0,0,10 10.2 6.6
0,0,12 5.6 3.9
0,0,14 11.0 11.3
0,0,16 8.5 9.2
0,0,18 <2.0 1.2
0,0,20 11.9 11.9
0,0,22 2.8 -2.1
0,0,24 9.0 -10.!
100 36.0 41.3
102 37.3 -38.3
104 26.8 27.7
106 18.7 -16.1
108 21.9 -21.1
1,0,10 25.7 -25.0
1,0,12 25.5 -25.1
1,0,14 3.9 3.3
1,0,16 3.3 1.4
1,0,18 10.9 10.5
1,0,20 3.4 2.7
1,0,22 15.3 -16.5
1,0,24 5.3 -4.5
102 74.8 83.7
104 3.0 3.4
106 6.9 8.3
108 34.1 -35.0
178
hicl V Fc
1,0,10 5.2 -4.0
1,0,12 38.8 37.5
1,0,14 15.0 15.5
1,0,16 13.3 13.1
1,0,18 8.5 10.7
1,0,20 5.6 5.2
1,0,21 4.2 5.1
200 7.0 5.2
202 6.7 -3.9
204 16.8 -15.4
206 8.6 -9.0
208 14.0 -15.1
2,0,10 34.2 -35.0
2,0,12 4.6 -5.2
2,0,14 8.8 8.5
2,0,16 <2.7 2.0
2,0,18 2.9 4.3
2,0,20 3.1 -3.9
2,0,22 2.7 -1.9
205 18.7 -18.3
20? 36.2 -40.0
206 9.5 -8.8
208 4.8 -2.4
2,0,15 24.9 -25.7
2,0,15 2.1 0.7
2,0,1? 11.9 11.8
2,0,15 <2.5 -3.3
2,0,18 3.1 -2.9
2,0,20 5.3 5.4
2,0,22 4.0 3.9
179
hk£ F0 F • e
300 9.7 -11.1
302 22.3 -23.2
304 10.8 11.0
306 8.8 10.1
308 5.9 *"5.2
3,0,10 <2.6 -0.8
3,0,12 6.7 5.4
302 <1.9 -0.7
304 17.4 -15,6
>06 8.7 -8.1
308 7.9 -8.2
3,0,15 6.4 -6.2
3,0,12 2.4 -3.8
3,0.1? 7.4 -8.1
3,0,15 8.6 -8.9
3,0,18 11.8 -13.8
3,0,20 6.7 -8.6
3,0,22 <2.3 0.4
400 12.7 -12.8
402 6.5 5.1
404 14.9 13.2
406 4.6 3.8
408 6.7 6.9
4,0,10 <2.7 -0.1
4,0,12 3.4 2.3
4,0,14 4.0 3.9
402 7.4 -5.1
404 6.7 -6.0
406 17.4 16.1
hk£ F F„c
408 20.3 20.4
4,0,15 6.5 -7.0
4,0,13 <2.7 —0.4
4,0,11 <2.7 0.8
4,0,13 5.5 -5.6
4,0,18 4.6 -4.Q
4,0,20 6.5 -7.0
500 3.0 -2.7
502 < 2.7 -0.7
504 3.0 -3.1
506 3.0 -4.0
505 21,2 19.9
5,0,10 13.1 12.8
6,0,10 5.0 5.2
Oil 11.7 -12.9
012 20.5 19.5
013 21.8 18.0
014 79.1 -72.7
015 26.5 26.5
016 27.6 -27.8
©17 11.7 -11.7
018 21.1 -18.9
019 12.8 -12.4
0,1,10 < 1.1 -0.4
0,1,11 7.9 -8.3
0,1,12 11.4 12.2
0,1,13 <1.3 -0.1
0,1,14 5.0 -4.3
0,1,15 13.5 15.2
0,1,16 < 1.4 2.5
hk i Fo Fc
®,1,17 5.5 4.7
0,1,18 11.0 -10.4
0,1,19 8.9 -8.9
0,1,20 11.8 -13.7
0,1,21 2.6 -1.6
0,1,22 <1.5 -1.2
0,1,23 2.0 2.3
0,1,24 2.5 -2.8
020 27.9 -27.5
021 < 1.0 2.4
022 18.4 -21.1
023 20.7 -21.0
024 31.7 -32.4
025 27.7 -25.6
026 11.6 -9.2
027 3.7 4.8
028 11 • 1 9.1
029 9.8 10.3
0,2,10 2.9 -3.0
0,2,11 4.3 5.8
0,2,12 4.0 3.6
0,2,13 <1.4 -1.6
0,2,14 7.3 -9.6
0,2,15 2.9 -3.7
0,2,16 11.9 -12.1
0,2,17 <1.6 1.5
0,2,18 2.5 3.2
0,2,19 2.2 -2.5
0,2,20 <1.6 0.1
0,2,21 2.2 —2.6
180
hk£
0 c
031 17.5 -17.6
032 2.4 4.2
033 9.8 9.7
034 8.0 8.1
035 3.6 2.9
036 5.9 4.0
037 8.7 -8.7
038 7.6 7.7
039 6.5 4.5
0,3,10 3.6 2.2
0,3,11 2.8 2.9
0,3,12 2.5 3.1
0,3,13 3.1 -4.6
0,3,14 3.0 4.6
0,3,15 <1.6 -2.2
040 4.8 6.0
041 <1.5 0.5
042 3.4 2.6
043 <1.5 -0.3
044 3.0 4.1
045 5.3 3.3
046 7.7 7.5
047 < 1.6 -0.1
048 7.7 6*6
049 3.7 -5.7
0,4,10 < 1.6 1.1
0,4,11 4.8 5.3
0,4,12 < 1.6 -0.5
0,4,13 2.8 4.0
APPiSNDIX 2
Structure factors and values of Q and 6j for the 
(hO I) and (Ok^) zones of benzoic acid. The Fo
values are derived from Geiger-counter measured 
intensities and the F. values are derived from
v
the crystal-structure analysis described in 
Chapter IV.
181
hk£ 6 Fo 3?c
000 - - - 256
002 4<V 82°52' 32.2 30.0
004 8°10' n 30.7 -33.2
006 12°18' »» 8.3 8.8
008 16°30' n 20.3 -20.6
0,0,10 20°48' » 9.6 10.5
0,0,12 25°13' n 5.5 6.3
0,0,14 29°48' n 11.0 11.3
0,0,16 34°37' rt 8.6 8.6
0,0,18 39°43' n 2.2 2.2
0,0,20 45°14' n 13.4 13.5
0,0,22 51°21' « 4.4 -2.1
100 8°61 0° 39.3 40.8
102 9° 32' 25°ll' 34.4 -37.2
104 12°15’ 41°37' 26.6 25.9
106 15°39' 51°36' 17.2 -17.6
108 19°24' 57°58' 19*3 -20.8
1,0,10 23°27' 62°17' 22.2 -21.5
1,0,12 27°431 65°2l' 23.2 -23.1
1,0,14 32°13' 67°39' 3.7 3.5
1,0,16 37®0' 69°25' 2.0 2.2
1,0,18 42°10' 70°50' 9.9 9.6
1,0,20 47°48’ 71°59' 2.8 2.1
102 8® 37' -28°3' 72.1 84.3
104 10°48' -48°47' 2.8 3.7
106 13°55' -61°32* 6.5 7.8
108 17°31' -69°27' 34.7 -34.7
1,0,10 21°26' -74°37' 4.4 -3.4
182
bki e F0 Fe
1,0,12 25°35' -78°14' 35.0 35.8
1,0,14 29°581 -80°52* 15.5 16.0
1,0,16 34°37* -82°52' 12.1 11.9
1,0,18 39°34' -84°27' 7.0 7.9
1,0,20 44°57’ -85°43' 5.9 5.9
1,0,52 50°55' -86°45’ 3.9 5.2
200 16°23' 0° 6.3 6.3
202 17°25' 13°37' 6.1 -5.6
204 19°20' 25°ll' 17.0 -15.5
206 21°57' 34°25' 8.2 -9.2
208 25°61 41°37' 14.9 -15.2
2,0,10 28°4l' 47°14' 34.5 34.1
2,0,12 32°371 51°37' 5.0 -5.2
2,0,14 36°56' 55°7' 10.0 9.0
2,0,16 41°39' 57°58' 0.7 -0.5
2,0,18 46°5l* 60°19' 3.2 2.2
2,0,20 52°43' 62°16' 4.1 -3.7
202 16°23' -14°28* 19.3 -18.4
204 17° 26' -28°3* 38.8 -37.4
206 19°22' -39° 34* 8.7 -8.1
208 22°01 -48°47' 4.3 -4.6
2,0,10 25° 9* -55°58' 24.6 -23.7
2,0,12 28°44' -61°33' 2.5 1.7
2,0,1? 32°42' -65°56 ’ 11.8 11.0
2,0,15 37°1' -69°26' 1.0 —2.6
2,0,18 41°44' -72°17' 2.9 -3.1
2,0,20 46°56' -74°37' 5.1 5.3
300 25° 2’ 0° 13.5 -13.7
302 25° 57' 9° 16' 23.7 -23.7
183
hk£ e ?0 0
304 27°33' 17°44' 11.6 11.1
306 29°46' 25°ll' 8.8 8.2
308 32°33' 31° 35' 6.2 -5.5
3*0,10 35°48' 37°1' 1.0 -1.2
3,0,12 39°31' 41°37' 6.2 5.5
3,0,14 43°45' 45°29' 0 —0.2
3,0,16 48°30' 48°47* 0 -0.7
302 24°50' -9°39' 1.4 -1.7
304 25°25' -19°9' 16.5 -18.0
306 26°42' -28°3' 8.7 -8.8
308 28° 38' -36°0' 7.9 —8.0
3,0,10 31° 10 ’ -42°54' 5.6 -6.1
3,0,12 34°11' -48°48' 2.0 -3.7
3,0,1* 370421 -53°45' 6.3 -7.2
mrnmmm
3,0,15 41°40 ' -57°58' 8.1 -7.9
3,0,18 46°9' -61°32' 13.3 -13.2
3,0,20 51°16' -64°34' 7.6 -8.3
400 34°20' 0° 12.2 -13.6
402 35°16 1 7°1' 6.5 6.2
404 36°46 ’ 13°37' 13.3 12.9
406 38°50' 19°42' 4.7 4.7
408 41°27' 25°11' 6.7 6.7
4,0,10 44°38' 30°5' 0.6 0.1
4,0,12 48°24' 34°25' 3.5 3.4
4,0,14 52°48' 38°14' 3.4 3.6
402 34°2' -7°14’ 6.3 -7.5
404 34° 21' -14° 28' 6.7 -7.0
406 35° 17' -21° 27' 16.9 15.4
408 36° 49' -28°3' 21.4 20.1
134
hk i e f F Fc
4,0,10 38°54' -34°6' 7.0 -7.1
4,0,12 41°33' -39°35' 1.8 -0.6
4,0,14 44°45 1 -44°28' 1.1 0.2
4,0,16 48° 30* -48°47' 6 *0 —6.4
500 44°50' 0° 2.3 -2.2
502 45°50' 5° 38* 1.2 1.8
504 47°24' 11° 2' 0.4 -0.5
506 49°35' 16°7' 2.7 3.9
508 52°22' 20°50' 0.7 1.3
502 44°24 1 -5°47' 0 -0.6
504 44°34' -11°35' 3.2 -3.4
506 45°18' -17°18' 3.3 -3.4
508 46°36 ’ -22°49' 22.4 21.0
5,0,10 48°3o' -28°3* 14.9 13.9
5,0,12 51°0' -32°56' 2.2 -2.3
Oil 8°53' 13°17' 12.7 -12.9
012 9° 34' 25°171 18.7 19.5
013 10°37' 35°19' 21.4 18.0
014 11°56' 43°22' 69.8 -72.7
015 13° 27 49°45' 24.5 26.5
016 15°7' 54°48' 23.6 -27.8
017 16°53' 58°50' 11.1 -11.7
018 18°45' 62°7* 18.5 -18.9
019 20°40' 64°48* 13.1 -12.4
0,1,10 22°41* 67°3 ' 0.4 -0.4
0,1,' 11 24°44 ' 68° 57' 9.0 -8.3
0,1,12 26°51' 70° 34 ' 12.7 12.2
0,1,13 29° 2' 71° 58 ' 1.4 -0.1
185
hk£ 6
1
F0 fc
0,1,14 51°17’ 73°10' 5.5 -4.3
0,1,15 53°36' 74°14' 14.6 15.2
0,1,16 35°59' 75°11' 2.2 2.5
0,1,17 38°27' 76°l' 6.1 4.7
0,1,18 41V 76°46' 10.6 -10.4
0,1,19 43°43' 77°26' 10.1 —8.9
0,1,20 46°3l' 78°3' 14.0 -13.7
0,1,21 49°30' 78°36' 4.1 -1.6
0,1,22 52°41' 79°61 2.4 -1.2
020 17° 30' 0° 27.0 -27.5
021 17°37* 5°44' 1.3 2.4
022 18°0' 13°17' 17.3 -21.1
025 18°36' 19°3l' 19.9 -21.0
024 19°25 ' 25°17' 32.0 -32.4
025 20°26' 30°34' 25.4 -25.6
026 21°37' 35°19' 12.1 -9.2
027 22°58' 39°35' 3.9 4.8
028 24°25' 43°22' 10.7 9.1
029 26°1' 46°45* 10.0 10.3
0,2,10 27°43' 49°451 2.8 -3.0
0,2,11 29°31' 52°25 1 4.9 5.8
0,2,12 31° 26* 54°48' 4.3 3.6
0,2,15 33°25' 56°55' 0.6 -1.6
0,2,14 35°30' 58°50' 8.2 -9.6
0,2,15 37°42' 60°33' 3.8 -3.7
0,2,16 40°o' 62° 7' 14.0 -12,1
0,2,17 42°24' 63° 3l' 1.5
0,2,18 44°55' 64° 48' 3.2
0,2,19 47°36' 65°59' -2.5
0,2,20 50® 26' 67°4' 0.1
186
Wei 0 9 F0
031 26°561 4°30' 17.4 -17.6
032 27°8' 8*57' 2.9 4.2
033 27°38' 13*17' 10.1 9.7
034 28°15' 17*29' 7.8 8.1
035 29°0' 21°29' 3.5 2.9
036 29° 56' 25°17' 5.3 4.0
037 30°59' 28*52' 8.4 -8.7
038 32°12' 32*12' 7.4 7.7
039 33°32' 35*19' 6.1 4.5
0,3,10 35°0' 38*13' 3.6 2.2
0,3,11 36° 38* 40*54* 2.8 2.9
0,3,12 38° 21' 43*22* 2.8 3.1
0,3,13 40°10' 45*40' 3.7 -4.6
0,3,14 42°8' 47*47* 3.4 4.6
0,3,15 44°14’ 49*45' 1.1 -2.2
0,3,16 46*30' 51*33* 0
0,3,17 48°51' 53*14' 0.9
0,3,18 51°29' 54*48* 1.9
040 37°0' 0° 4.9 6.0
041 37° 3' 3*23' 0.9 0.5
042 37°17' 6*44' 3.6 2.6
043 37°38’ 10*3' 1.0 -0.3
044 38°11' 13*17* 3.3 4.1
045 38°49 ’ 16*27* 5.7 3.3
046 39°39' 19° 30* 7.3 7.5
047 40°34' 22*27' 1.9 —0.1
048 41° 40* 25*17' 7.1 6.6
049 42°56' 28*0' 4.0 -5.7
hk i 9 f TS0 Fe
0,4,10 44°19' 30°34' 1.6 1.1
0,4,11 45°48' 33°0' 5.1 5.3
0,4,12 47°28* 35°19' 0.6 -0.5
0,4,13 49°19' 37°3l' 3.7 4.0
0|4| 14* 51°18' 39°35' 0
051 48°48' 2°42' 3.1
052 49°2' 5°24' 4.9
053 49°22' 8°4' 3.1
054 49°54' 10°42' 0.9
055 50° 36' 13°17' 0.2
056 51°21* 15°50’ 0.6
057 52s20' 18°18' 3.1
APPENDIX 3
Observed and calculated structure factors for 
the (ho£) and (0k() zones of 11-amino-undeeanoic 
acid hydrobromide heraihydrate.
188
Ktet r F0 0
008 1224
004 151 177
008 16 10
008 < 8 -15
0,0,10 157 -156
0*0,13 155 -155
0,0*14 175 -198
0,0,18 178 -178
0,0,18 128 -149
0,0,30 121 -105
0,0,32 18 -20
0,0,24 16 16
0,0,26 97 76
0,0,28 126 105
0,0,50 228 252
0,0,52 105 76
0,0,54 83 82
0,0,56 41 26
0,0,58 24 ~4
0,0,40 20 -28
0,0,42 49 -46
0,0,44 54 -62
0,0,46 50 -48
0,0,48 42 -41
0,0,50 27 -28
0,0,52 <10 —10
0,0,54 < 10 6
0,0,56 20 21
0,0,58 25 24
0,0,60 16 22
0,0,62 21 20
hfct 0 F0
200 51 17
202 125 151
204 165 115
206 214 202
203 112 102
2,0,10 158 145
2,0,12 45 -54
2,0,14 <11 -6
2,0,16 174 -179
2,0,13 14© —143
2,0,20 500 -549
2,0,22 < 14 -14
2,0,24 65 -87
2,0,26 56 -55
2,0,28 17 5
2,0,50 24 19
2,0,52 56 52
2,0,54 60 65
2,0,56 75 74
2,0,58 46 49
2,0,40 44 47
2,0,42 < 15 6
2,0,44 < 15 -15
2,0,46 57 -56
2,0,48 50 -57
2,0,50 26 -54
2,0,52 60 -44
2,0,54 52 -25
2,0,56 < 16 -16
2,0,58 < 16 5
2,0,60 < 16 -1
c14
-•X
■180
2
-20
192
129
220
21
172
118
62
-12
-60
108
110
-96
-82
-22
12
44
22
60
91
21
28
7
- 2
-22
0 f hk£
r0
30 13 2,0,15 < 16
32 *96 2,0,52 < 16
35 59 400 167
67 66 402 14
566 -602 404 20
150 -171 406 183
230 -212 408 123
54 -67 4,0,10 306
31 16 4,0,12 28
50 35 4,0,14 153
90 93 4,0,16 150
90 79 4,0,18 76
96 100 4,0,20 < 16
56 53 4,0,22 64
56 60 4,0,24 38
<13 -9 4,0,26 106
<15 -7 4,0,28 68
22 -12 4,0,30 84
44 -31 4,0,32 22
101 -116 4,0,34 22
64 -50 4,0,36 44
51 -51 4,0,38 46
40 -3© 4,0,40 60
< 16 3 4,0,42 103
< 16 1 4,0,44 60
25 28 4,0,46 22
22 16
4,0,48 24
22 25 4,0,50 < 16
< 16 6 4,0,52 < 16
i»k£ f* e
«,0,54 25 ■•IS
4,0.56 24 -50
4,0,58 21 -14
4,0,60 21 —20
4,0,62 < 15 -2
402 140 -127
404 251 -255
40§ 150 -96
40S 98 -124
4,0,10 < 16 10
4,0,12 m 55
4,0,14 160 190
4,0,lS 56 40
4,0,13 45 25
4,0,35 201 220
4,0,13 85 117
4,0,1? 82 36
4,0,15 23 47
4,0,13 < 16 -44
4,0,50 58 -22
4,0,51 65 -58
4,0,5? 60 -45
4,0,55 58 -74
4,0,53 58 -17
4fOf40 < 18 -52
4,0,42 < 18 56
4,0,44 < 17 26
4,0,4? < 17 15
190
hk i ¥0 Fc
4,0,48 20 -2
4,0,50 42 56
4MMMI
4,0,51 22 12
4,0,54 < 16 50
m m m
4,0,5s < 16 6
4,0,53 < 15 -4
4,0,35 < 15 -6
600 178 -166
6oa 100 -150
604 109 -107
606 102 -92
60S < 17 15
6,0,10 46 57
6,0,12 100 117
6,0,14 102 100
6,0,16 129 145
6,0,13 87 63
6,0,20 101 33
6,0,22 < 17 -16
6,0,24 < 16 -7
6,0,26 69 -82
6,0,28 65 -65
6,0,50 85 -107
6,0,52 97 -96
6,0,54 64 -70
6,0,56 < 16 —1
6,0,58 24 -18
6,0,40 22 27
191
hkl 7« Fe
iiO|4! 22 26
6»0j44 38 44
6f6}4$ 39 39
6,0,48 34 32
6,0,30 26 22
6,0,52 <15 6
6,0,54 <15 -6
6,0,56 < 15
602 148 -154
60? 148 -115
606 45 -72
608 < 17 9
6,0,X© 67 36
6,0,12 101 110
6,0,1? 126 103
6,0,1? 125 129
6,0,11 108 75
6,0,So 41 78
6,0,11 20 -20
6,0,24 82 -79
6,0,2? 59 -62
6,0,25 40 -13
6,0,30 98 —104
6,0,32 51 -51
6,0,34 51 -70
6,0,3? 27 -27
6,0,38 <16 -2
6,0,40 <16 10
6,0,42 34 36
hfcl F© fc
6,0,?? 34 35
6,0,?? 37 34
6,0,48 25 27
6,0,35 <16 21
6,0,31 <16 -5
6,0,3? < 15 -23
6,0,3? < 15 -4
6,0,56 < 15 -1
800 < 16 -20
802 57 -51
804 67 -69
806 36 -84
808 65 —64
3,0,10 66 -63
8,0,12 18 -9
8,0,14 <16 3
8,0,16 42 46
3,0,13 66 63
3,0,20 71 85
3,0,22 83 94
8,0,24 53 50
8,0,26 < 16 2
8,0,28 38 37
8,0,30 <15 -10
8,0,32 < 15 -21
8,0,34 33 -37
8,0,36 45 -48
8,0,38 38 -40
8,0,40 36 -35
192
Me i y0 Fe
8,0,*2 <15 -18
8,0,44 <15 -2
8,0,46 <14 15
8,0,48 18 IT
8,0,50 25 25
8,0,52 56 23
8,0,54 <14 4
802 <16 18
80? ?0 40
806 62 68
808 T9 81
8,0,To 85 71
8,8,12 TO 74
8,0,1? 42 40
8,0,15 <16 28
8,0,15 <16 -15
8,0,25 24 -12
8,0,22 56 -52
8,0,2? 48 -55
8,0,25 49 -51
8,0,25 44 -25
8,0,10 50 -40
8,0,12 <15 2
8,0,1? 59 56
8,0,15 <15 54
8,0,58 < 15 8
8,0,40 54 52
8, Of42 20 12
8,0,74 20 21
m i fc
a,o,75 < 15 5
8,0,48 < 15 2
8,0,50 < 15 —1
8,0,52 < 15 -6
8,0,54 <15 -7
10,0,0 41 57
10 ,0,2 27 28
10,0,4 < 16 -17
10,0,6 26 -26
10,0,8 75 -74
10,0,10 64 -64
10,0,12 89 -88
10,0,14 46 -58
10,0,16 20 -21
10,0,18 46 -48
10,0,20 <16 5
10,0,22 29 56
10,0,24 48 46
10,0,26 62 64
10,0,28 46 46
10,0,50 57 44
10,0,52 13 8
10,0,54 < 15 4
10,0,56 <15 -24
10,0,58 24 -24
10,0,40 27 -57
10,0,42 55 -26
10,0,44 15 -15
10,0,46 < 15 -3
193
hk^ Fn0 0
10 0 2 70 76
10 0 4 68 54
10 0 6 57 72
10 0 8 37 25
10 0 10 <16 26
10 0 12 <16 32
10 0 14 <16 -14
10 0 lS 56 -59
10 0 I§ 54
CO*4“1
10 0 20 56 -53
10 0 22 53 -40
10 0 n 38 -27
10 0 IS <15 -6
10 0 IS <15 8
10 0 30 25 20
10 0 72 25 26
10 0 7 1 25 26
10 0 7S 22 16
10 0 7S 21 12
10 0 40 <15 10
10 0 45 <15 6
10 0 44 <15 -18
10 0 7S <15 -12
10 0 48 <15 -12
12 0 0 35 39
12 0 2 44 39
12 0 4 32 28
12 0 6 < 16 7
hk£ F0 c
12,0,8 30 40
12,0,10 <16 -20
12,0,12 30 -30
12,0,14 35 -42
12,0,16 33 -36
12,0,18 30 -34
12,0,20 19 -19
12,0,22 <15 -5
12,0,24 < 15 5
12,0,2 37 40
12,0,4 < 16 22
12,0,6 <16 13
12,0,8 < 15 -4
12,0,10 16 -14
12,0,12 30 -32
12,0,14 24 -27
12,0,15 24 -34
12,0,18 19 -22
12,0,20 < 15 -13
12,0,22 <15 14
12,0,2$ < 15 1
Oil 87 87
013 < 7 -1
015 93 102
017 188 179
019 108 -99
0,1,11 76 -71
0,1,13 130 -147
hk£ FA0 F0
0,1,15 122 -115
0,1,17 113 -104
0,1,19 68 -72
0,1,21 21 -33
0,1,25 < 13 17
0,1,25 38 45
0,1,27 42 36
0,1,29 53 67
0,1,31 37 38
0,1,33 32 27
0,1,35 48 >7
0,1,37 44 56
0,1,39 28 -31
0,1,41 22 -13
0,1,43 34 -50
0,1,45 35 -35
0,1*47 27 -37
0,1,49 18 -17
0,1,51 <11 -9
0,1,53 25 -11
0,1,55 < 11 7
020 38 -28
022 80 -42
024 25 -26
026 50 -20
028 < 8 —7
0,2,10 14 -28
0,2,12 46 59
0,2,14 40 45
0,2,16 37 -12
194
hk t 0 Fc
0,2,18 < 10 -4
0,2,20 36 21
0,2,22 < 10 6
0,2,24 20 -12
0,2,26 < 10 -10
0,2,28 29 -29
0,2,30 12 -14
0,2,32 26 -20
0,2,34 < 12 -10
0,2,36 < 12 -10
0,2,38 < 13 -10
0,2,40 < 13 -15
0,2,42 36 34
0,2,44 < 13 20
031 86 -91
033 56 -71
035 44 -42
037 < 10 0
039 < 10 11
0,3,11 33 30
0,3,13 120 111
0,3,15 129 131
0,3,17 67 68
0,3,19 87 78
0,3,21 12 12
0,3,23 16 7
0,3,25 33 -36
0,3,27 31 -38
0,3,29 49 -60
195
tiki F
o 0
hk i 0
0,3,31 40 -48 0,4,52 40 -48
0,3,33 33 -49 0,4,54 37 -47
0,3,35 21 —20 0,4,56 <12 -11
0,3,37 <13 -8 0,4,58 <12 9
0,3,39 <13 5 0,4,40 <12 12
0,3,41 <13 7 0,4,42 25 26
0,3,43 45 49 0,4,44 28 28
0,3,45 31 34 0,4,46 25 21
0,3,47 22 25 0,4,48 18 21
0,3,49 34 37 0,4,50 < 9 9
0,3,51 < 10 6 0,4,52 < 9 6
0,3,53 < 10 4
051 <11 -2
040 93 -93 053 25 -23
042 79 -71 055 25 -17
044 82 -96
057 < 11 5
046 < 1 2 -5 059 < 11 -8
048 35 37
0,4,10 30 32
0,4,12 68 66
0,4,14 69 69
0,4,16 73 60
0,4,18 66 65
0,4,20 38 31
0,4,22 28 33
0,4,24 14 -16
0,4,26 38 -48
0,4,28 47 -51
0,4,30 49 -55
APP-BNDIX 4
Obserred and calculated values for the (Oki) 
structure factors of isopalmitic acid*
Signs deduced from the Fourier transform 
are also listed.
196
Ok£ *o f0
Transform
Sign
003 23.8 30.2 +
004 2.1 -7.0 •
005 19.1 20.X +
006 XX « 2 —10.7 -
007 9.7 7.9
008 X4.7 -13.0
009 2.X i • o
0,0,10 XI.6 -8.1 -
0,0,11 2.4 -6.3 •
0,0,12 13.1
0
 .1 •
0,0,13 5.5 -3.X
0,0,14 7.X -1.0 -
0,0,15 8.2 0.8
0,0,16 <1.5 1.2
0,0,17 X4.9 15.2 +
0,0,18 24.X 29.2 4*
0,0,19 6.0 8.7 +
010 133.8 -145.5 -
o n 16.6 -22.X -
012 7.0 -5.7 -
013 7.7 -15.8 -
014 12.7 5.7 mm
015 4.7 -7.1 -
016 9.0 2.0
Oil 42.0 -38.2 -
012 24.9 31.4 +
oil 34.0 -36.6 -
0k£ F F„ Trans fc0 c Sign
014 6.1 8.8 +
015 17.4 -24.9 -
016 <1.2 7.3
017 <1.5 -8.7
018 3.5 5.4
019 10.9 5.0 4*
0,1,10 4.2 2.6
0,1,11 20.1 17.5
0,1,12 2.6 5.9 +
0,1,13 25.3 26.2 4.
0,1,1? <1.7 -1.4
0,1,15 21.8 20.5
0,1,15 3.6 1.5 4*
0,1,17 18.8 -13.5 -
0,1,18 37.7 -37.5 -
0,1,19 10.9 -14.8 -
o,l,2o 12.5 5.8
0,1,36 9.1 10.0
020 47.5 47.1 +
021 7.5 5.2 +
022 <2.3 -2.6
023 8.2 9.1 +
024 4.6 -9.1 -
025 4.2 9.6
026 5.3 -3.1 mm
021 4.9 8.8 +
022 13.1 -15.8 —
197
Ok^ F0 F„c TransformSign
0k£ Ffl0 F0
023 <3.0 5.2 0,3,23 8.2 1.6
024 6.0 6.8 - 0,3,2* <2.3 2.7
025 <2.0 3.7 0,3,25 7.1 -6.0
026 6.1 8.8 • 0,3,25 <2.3 —4.4
027 <2.3 3.4 0,3,27 3.9 -1.3
028 9.5 10.0 - 0,3,28 <2.3 -2.1
029 3.6 1.4 - 0,3,29 <2.3 1.1
0,2,10 9.6 4.1 - 0,3,30 5.7 -0.9
0,2,11 <2.3 -5.8 0,3,31 <2.9 0.5
0,2,12 8.7 -7.4 0,3,32 9.4 2.3
0,2,13 <2.0 -14.5 0,3,33 <2.9 6.0
0,2,14 6.4 -4.8 0,3,34 16.2 9.6
0,2,15 6.1 -15.2 - 0,3,35 6.8 10.0
0,2,15 6.4 —12.9 - 0,3,35 32.3 32.2
MM
o,2,r? 9.9 1.8 • 0,4,15 14.6 -13.3
0,2,15 5.9 -11.1 0,4,36 33.9 -25.9
0,2,15 10.6 8.4 4
0,2,20 3.5 -9.6 4
0,2,21 6.4 2.0 4
0,2,35 IS. 2 -23.4
030 11.2 -14.7 •
031 4.2 4.2 4
032 10.2 9.9 4
0,3,18 21.4 22.5 4
0,3,19 8.1 11.0 4
0,3,20 <2.9 -5.8
0,3,21 11.7 12.3
0,3,22 3.2 0.7
Transform
Sign
4
4
